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An opportunity to convince you that we

serve you best when it comes to supplying
your

wants for coal—that we give you the

most prompt deliveries and that our coal is
the best.

One trial is sufficient to convince you.
Why not let us have your order today?

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 Main street

Tel. 487

=; A1 the Sign of-~3=
iNorth National Bank;

Saving regularly for a defi

nite purpose
Is the wisest plan—it means suc
cess.

Form the habit
money with us.

of saving

your

Open a Checking Account

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 1, 1927.

two boy5 held

WE WANTERKNOW!

STRESS

Robert Simmons
Thomaston, R. D., Oct. 31.

ARE YOU?
We specialize on COMPLETE
auto insurance—covers all ways—
Injuries to yourself as well as
claims for injuries to others; dam
age to your own car as well as
claims for damage to others. We
offer a special complete proposi
tion at special rates.

AGENTS
425 MAIN ST. TEL 98
ROCKLAND. MAfNE^

The “Clock-Around” Deposit Service

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Capital $100,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits $225,354.00
Resources over $4,700,000.00
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN
VINALHAVEN

ROCKPORT
WARREN

UNION

With the completion of "The Lau
riette” this week, under the manage
ment of Mrs, Ava Lawry, one of
Rockland’s most enterprising wo
men, another step is taken resulting
from a vision which came to a
young woman back in the year 1911.
This young woman was Miss Beulah
Lawry, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel W. Lawry. who after grad
uating from Rockland High School
was not content to remain about
home without definite aim, and who
finally decided that she would like to
conduct a business of her own.
Tea rooms were just then begin
ning to be in vogue, and Rockland
had none at the time, so Miss Lawry
felt it an auspicious moment to make
the venture in her own city. In
this ambition she was assisted in
every way by her mother, who always
had the Interest of her daughter first
at heart, and through their concerted
effort the Copper Kettle was thrown
open to the public Nov. 11, 1911, on
Llmerock street in what was known
as the Sprague flat, with Miss Beu
lah Lawry as active manager.
Business flourished and these quar
ters were quickly outgrown, and
July 5, 1912,' the Copper Kettle moved
its name and its belongings to its
present location in Post Office
Square, the house at that time be
longing to Miss Josephine Thorndike
—her home, in fact. The house was
bought of Miss Thorndike in ft)14
During 1914 Miss Lawry married
Hervey Allen of Camden, and shortly
thereafter went to Portland where
they still reside. At the time of Miss
Lawry’s marriage, Mrs. Lawry as
sumed active charge, and since that
date all business transactions, im
provements and general manage
ment have been conducted by her.
That Mrs. Lawry was keenly alert
to business possibilities was demon-

The opening dance of the season at
Odd Fellows hall takes place Friday
. night with music by Kirk’s five-piece
! orohestra.
Several
carloads of
Rockland
I Masons hit the river trail last Thurs1 day In order to attend the centennial
i exercises of Mt. Moria Chapter, R. A.
M., in Bangor,
Mrs. Dzeklel G. Nelson broke her
left ankle at Prospect Harbor Sun
day when she slipped on a rock while
visiting relatives here.
She was
taken to the Eastern Maine General
Hospital in Bangor.

At the State Teachers’ convention
in Portland last week Miss Ellen
Cochrane was elected an alternate
delegate to the convention of the Na
tional Educational Association which
convenes in Minneapolis next year.
strated by the acquisition of the
house adjoining the Copper Kettle
and remodeling it into sleeping apart
ments, en suite and single rooms,
under the name of "The Laurie."
This was in 1917.
Shortly
thereafter the Copper
Kettle was remodeled, being equipped
with one of the finest kitchens in
the State, and two attractive dining
rooms. One of these dining rooms Is
known as The Copper Kettle Porch,
and has proven to be an ideal p ace
for card parties, informal dances,
musicales,
elub
gatherings,
etc.
Other improvements have been made
from time to time until today it is
not only very attractive but commo
dious, convenient and entirely mod
ern. In this remodelling and im
proving Mrs. Lawry has been her
owt> architect and interior decorator.
In 1924 Mrs. Lawry again ventured
forth in the real estate market and
acquired the Donohue property at
the corner of School and Union
streets. This property recently has
been thoroughly renovated from top
to bottom and remodeled into seven
kitchenette apartments and four
single rooms. Four of the apart
ments are quite spacious, consisting

VOYAGING AROUND THE WORLD
Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.

“OUT” AND GLAD OF IT
William Gibbs McAdoo insisted in
an informal talk In Washington
Saturday that he was out of politics
and dismissed the subject with the
repiark that he was an "ex” In this
line. Being out of politics, Mr. Mc
Adoo said, gave him a feeling of
emancipation.
NOT .ALL DEAD YET

I

SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

[Fifteenth Paper]
"We have just passed the site of
the Battle of Gallipoli. A monument
to the Anzacs, shell torn walls, a
great cemetery, the remains of the
British battleship River Clyde lying
on the shores, horrid reminders of
the slaughter of men. Across the
way we saw the plains of Troy. The
wlinle day Is going to be unsettled,
Htcduse of points of interest to see
as we pass through the Dardanelles,
the sea of Marmora and into the
Bosphorus. It is beastly cold for a
change—wouldn't be surprised if my
ink is freezing. Have had to’ come
inside. Wish I could get O'Neil and
some of the other Anzacs out of my
mind. I'm afraid France is going to
be spoiled for me by the war mem
ories it Is boujid to reawaken.
Leaving Constantinople
We’ve had two days in Constanti
nople. The first day was complete
ly filled with sight-seeing.
St.
Sophia, which in its incongruity
(having been built a Greek Catholic
church and made over into a mosque)
did not appeal to me from an aes
thetic point of view.
The Blue
Mosque, its interior of beautiful blue
tiles and its whole exterior a noble
pile of Turkish architecture is strik
ing, seen from no matter where.
The Mosque of Suleiman, the Mag
nificent. is exquisite in simple vast
ness and quietude, with some unus
ually fine stained glass windows. A
museum where the two most beauti
ful things were the marble sarcopha
gus of Alexander the Great, with
simply perfect haut-rellefs; and one

You can’t blame a woman for
saying that—not when you know
how little cash it takes to buy a
splendid car of us,
1924

Overland Sedan ....... $150.00

1925

Essex Coach ............

275.0C

Essex Coach ...........

625.00

Others to choose from

SNOW-HUDSON CO. Inc.
710-712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 896

of kitchenette, bath, living room and
bed room. They are furnished in
exquisite taste, antique furnishings
being In evidence that a connoisseur
might well enjoy. Mrs. Lawry has
named her latest acquisition "The
Lauriette,” and although it is just
ready to lie thrown open for occu
pancy, two of the apartments were
rushed to completion and are already
occupied.
The desirable location
and the general attractiveness as
sure Mrs. Lawry that her latest
undertaking will be surrounded with
success.
Even though Mrs. Lawry is an
extremely busy woman in the busi
ness she conducts, she finds time to
devote her energies to many things
which tend to build up civic welfare
She has contributed freely for sev
eral years to the Maine Publicity
Bureau and to the Chamber of Com
merce. She Is a mjember of the
Country Club, BPW Club and Ru
binstein Club, and is always inter
ested in any project connected with
tlie Universalist Church. It is a
source of pride to any community
to have women of Mrs. Lawry’s type
and thus Rockland feels it is to be
congratulated upon having this en
terprising woman.

CeCo

x

Brigadier General Herbert M. Lord.
Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
addressed a banquet at the Read
House, Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 27,
on the work of his department and
what it has saved for the Govern
ment. His hearers were members of
the National Association of Manufac
turers and of the National Industrial
Council.

The Republican ward caucuses will
be held Nov. 9, and the Republican
mayoralty caucus will be held Nov.
10. In this connection City Clerk
E. R. Keene calls attention to the
fact that all nomination papers must
be filed with him on or before Nov.
17 and that each caucus must be pre
ceded by a seven-days' notice. The
biennial city election takes place on
Dec. 5.
•

The dancing classes to be conduct
ed by Mrs. Fanny Heth and her as
sistant, Miss Wallace, opened aus
piciously Thursday, with the class
for beginners in the afternoon and
social dancing In the evening, both
held on the Copper Kettle porch. Miss
Walface gave an entrancing dancing
exhibition In the evening. Classes
will be held on the Copper Kett'e
the modern drama of Europe. It
Porch each Thursday afternoon and
must have been funny anyhow, the
evening.
way the people laughed, but to us It
was screaming In some ways. One
A bit t>t acrobatics not down on
fit actress who tried to be coquet
the program was performed by
tish so convulsed us that our Pro
fessor almost disgraced his profes Charles L. Robinson last Friday night
sorial dignity. We stayed about an when he fell In the muddy road lead
hi ur. Some Turkish gentry told us ing from Wessaweskeag Grange hall
in French something of the plot, to the main highway. The mirth of
his associates was very unseemly,
but it became tedious..
for Mr. Robinson sprained one of his
....
fingers and a thumb when he finally
Today K— and I had such a good
did land. The Grange suppers have
time. Wc set out for Stamboul and
heretofore been quite free from cas
its famous bazaars by ourselves. We
ualties.
walked through interesting streets.
The inhabitants are motley, with a
University of Maine Is making plans
preponderance of Slavic, it seems to
me. The bazaars are In a huge vaul for Its "Maine Night" observance
ted structure, dim, intriguing, and If next Friday, the night before the
you wander far enough In Its mazes Malne-Bowdoin gridiron elush at
you discover treasure troves the like Orono. The program will be held on
of which you never dreamed. Such the indoor field and the committee
stacks of fascinating costumes from is endeavoring to arrange to broad
Asia Minor and Turkey and the cast the exercises. Loudspeakers will
Balkans, richly embroidered with be placed in various parts of the
(bread if gold; heavy gold and sil building and connected up witli
ver brocades, etc. Oh. 1 nearly died! microphones so that the speakers of
And jewelry, china, rugs, paintings, the evening may be heard clearly.
leather work, etc. I find I’m not a
Seven carloads of structural steel
good buyer unless I know exactly
what I am after, but K— has the for the Thomaston cement plant ar
a marvelous gift for spotting the rived yesterday, and with it another
most worthwhile things, It helps a gang of erectorse. The construction
lot. I bought a lovely Persian shawl, work in w.hich this steel figures wi I
small one, hut over 100 years old, be from the quarry to the crusher
and of exquisite workmanship and building, from the crusher building
soft' colors. I love it.
to the stone storage, and the roof
• . . •
trusses of the stone stoiit$re building.
We spent all the morning there Yesterday's freight receipts also In
and then went to a Turkish restau cluded two carloads of mill machinery
rant where we had a swell meal. and two carloads of coal grinding
We decided to walk along the Golden machinery.
Horn (a bay separating old Stam
boul from the other sections of town)
A welcome visitor at The Couriertoward the city wall built by Theo Gazette office yesterday was Mrs.
dosius the I. about A. P. 600. We Grace Maloney of Pleasant Point, one
found a fascinating open-air market of the paper's long-time friends and
clustered around a mosque, marvel contributors, Mrs. Maloney's Pleas
ous narrow streets with overhang- ant Point column Is ever an interest
1ml houses and dark arches, here and ing and lively section, especially dur
there a piece of very ancient mason ing the summer months. She is the
ry, still visible. And the life in those moving spirit In the well known
streets! And tile great round trays Pleasant Point Improvement Society
of the loveliest silver and irrldescent which through the medium of suppers
flslt right from the sailboats clus and entertainments, has financed the
tered at the end of the little streets. building of a long stretch of excellent
Then a man with huge baskets of road.
the most luscious oranges, etc. We
walked for miles and coming to a
S. Nilo Spear was the speaker at
more fascinating street, would turn
the Forty Club yesterday and gave
up it. Hills appeared with narrow
a highly original recital of his excobbled streets and interesting frame
periencs attending the Legion Con
houses with windows protected with
wooden lattices, sometimes bulging vention In Paris with a subsequent
out Turkish fashion. These streets tour of the continent. He carried
were where most of the Turks of with him his naturally sharp sense
of observation and his true Yankee
Stamboul live.
We came to one great hill with trading proclivities and the resulting
amusing.
zigzag streets leading up to It and happenstances ' proved
there had a fine and unusual view Through the recital the speaker re
of the city with the Roman aqueduct flected a love of America that formed
| towering above part of it. That’s his final words—"The old U. S. is far
| as far as we got. We heard later ahead of all the European countries
. the great wall was about two miles combined” Next Monday's meeting
| further.
\Ve cut ucross to more will be addressed by Warden Buker
fimiliar sections and made the boa! of the Maine State Prison. Special
at 5 p. m. Leaving Constantinople music is a*! so to be provided.
v.itli its marvelous shoreline against
an orange and brown sunset was in
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
itself a never-to-be-forgotten ex
perience.
If I had to live my life again I would

Greek statue of a shepherd boy—the
kind of thing that is so lovely you
draw back in awe.
An old Sultan’s palace which had
some of the rich furnishings still in
it—divans, with Persian coverings
and cushions
embroidered
with
pearls, hand wrought braziers, ori
ental hangings, etc., a veritable dream
of the Thousand and One Nights:
the prince’s quarters, the eunuch's
quarters, the famous collection of
china recently unearthed from secret
hidden chambers, and above all, the
rooms of countless jewels where the
jewel embroidered robes of Sultans
from 1444 down are on view. 1 never
saw such splendor
A bedspread
there was literally so thickly studded
with pearls that you could scarcely
find a place big enough for the tip
of your finger. The gorgeous dag
gers; aigrettes set in amazing jewels,
rich brocades, etc. Oh, it was ro
mantic.
. • • •
Then an underground palace now
pat t ally under water—a vast,hall of
arches and columns, once a retreat
connected by underground passages
with St. Sophiu and the other palace.
And about us all the time such
vistas of Scutari across the Bos
phorus, Pera and Galata on the other
side of the Golden Horn and hills
of the city to Stamboul (ancient, real
Constantinople) with its many min
arets and domes. It was a perfect
day with broken clouds and a blue
sky—we were lucky. We also went
to the Stamboul University where
within the last few years women
have been allowed to go. We met
some of these emancipated girls and
they were worth meeting. No more
veils in Young Turkey—at least only
an occasional one. We were going to
meet about fifty of the students—
that is, a few of us really interesied ones—and go to dinner with them,
but something was mismanaged and
we never made connection at all.
A Tube for
And so we also missed out on having
some of those attractive girls go
Every Radio Need
with us to the bazaars today. They
speak French beautifully and some
General Purpose Tubes
of them English..
So K—, E— and I with I’rof. OberSpecial Purpose Tubes
hummer bummed around on the
Power Tubes
heights of Pera (one of Constantinople’s cities dating from mediaeval
Gas Filled Rectifiers
times) until we found a restaurant
with sawdust on the floor and an at
Filament Type Rectifiers
mosphere. Prof. Oherhummer thought
it was no place for ladies, but we
A. C. Tubes
stayed. It was hung with American
Make a
prints; soldiers and all kinds of men
Good Receiver
were there, and about three "ladies.'
Better
We enjoyed a good fat meal. Then
we chose a Turkish theatre in pref
erence to the French Opera. .Before
F. W. FARREL CO.
the Young Turk movement all Islam
went to bed at night and there was
643 Main St.
Rockland
never a Turkish drama, so what we
saw was a modern Turkish play in THE BEACHCOMBERS’ HARVEST
Tel. 661
modern costumes, somewhat latter
I* Is well known that after a storm
the sandy shores of oceans, rivers
ai d lakes are strewn with a variety
of man-made articles.
This is true
of the beaches the world over. They
yield a rich flotsam and jetsam. Es
pecially is this so of the beaches
near large cities, those bordering on
CITY PROPERTY. FARMS, ETC.
busy traffic lanes, and particularly
the beaches on the Atlantic from
Maine to Florida.
Shores at sum
SPECIAL
mer resorts provide a harvest of
i
their own.
And every beach has its
I have a remarkably
combers.
Men and women walk the
good home for only
shores, eyes down, stick or spade in
tiand, prodding, digging, scratching
f ir something peeping from the sand.
$3000
All beachcombers appropriate to
EASY TERMS
their own use everything they pick
up.
They believe that "finding is
keeping,” or that "the finder’s title is
INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
good against all but the owner’s."
Their treasure trove includes rum.
ROBERT U. COLLINS
tropical fruits. Jewels, money, wood,
derelict boats, barges, crates, boxes,
375 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 77
ROCKLAND
etc.
Varied ns it Is, tills flotsam i’.
,
129-131
steady In its flow landward.—The
Pathfinder.

REAL ESTATE

1927

Volume 82...................Number 131.

TALK OF THE TOWN

In Connection With Clothes- “The Copper Kettle,’’ “Lau
pole Burglary In Thomasrie” and “Lauriette’’ Fruits
, ton.
of Woman’s Enterprise.

Declaring his intention to row a 12
foot boat 1600 miles to Miami, Fla,,
Charles Sellto, 67, shoved off Monday
from the New York Battery with a
supply of heavy clothing and a few
sandwiches and some water. He ex
pects to complete the trip in three
months, hugging coastline the entire
way and making overnight stops
along the route. Sellto is a former
sailor.

z

THREE CENTS A COPY

CREDIT TO ROCKLAND

Ira Oliver of Thomaston and Ar; thur Bradford of Cushing, who con
fessed to the sheriff’s department that
they had a hand in burglarizing
1 Alden Merrifield’s residence in Thom*•**•*••• )| 1 aston last Wednesday night, were ar! ranged before Judge Miller Saturday
Wealth may be used to make all •♦?
forenoon.
men near it prosperous and happy, or
Oliver pleaded guilty to the charge
••• It may be used to make them poor •—
of breaking, entering and larceny and
and miserable.—J. G. Holland.
was held for the January grand jury
1 in the sum of $1000. Bradford plead I ed guilty to breaking and entering
and was held in the sum of $500.
The sheriffs dragged for Mr. Merri
field's clothing which Oliver had told
them was sunk in Thomaston harbor
Launched on the Walker
and found that the youth's story was
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I would like to know if afiy of correct In that particular, for the
your readers were on board the ship pantaloons which had once contained
J. B. Walker when she was launched $1000 were brought to the surface,
Sept. 18, 1879, at the O’Brien yard in and have been restored to the owner.
Thomaston.
The launching of a The revolver and flashlight which
vessel was no novelty In my boyhood were used by the youthful bandits
at Tenants Harbor, for in the early when they made their midnight raid
70's at times three vessels were on with a cfothes pole wete also found
the stocks in different yards at once. by the officers.
To launch on board a 2400 ton ship
According to the sheriffs Oliver con
was an event to be remembered and fessed that he and John Wytlie broke
1 now distinctly recall being on into the Gray boat shop in Warren
board the above named Walker. Dad and stole $15. Losses sustained by
mentions In his diary my trip to the t'he Central Garage of Warren—a new
launching but does not mention who Phllco battery, a windshield wiper
my companions were.
Boze.
and a new Usco Junior cord tire
Somerville, Mass.
were the work of Oliver and Brad
• • . •
ford, according to the formers al[In a recent communication to this leged confession.
department by William H. Hosmer of
Bradford was released from the
Camden, the name of a schooner County Jail yesterday, bail having
appeared As "Elinor Terry,” a typo been furnished in the sum of $500 by
graphical error, for Mr. Hosmer
George McCarter and Otis Robinson,
wrote "Elinor Percy.”—Ed ]
neighbors of the Bradford family in
• • « •
Cushing.
On Which Side
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
When Dr. Nicholas Murray-Butler
I wish to know which side of the said that there were not truly great
following question is the affirmative men today, had he considered the
and which the negative:
husbands of some of our very prom
“Question: Is our Grange taking inent women?—Punch.
sufficient initiative to get extension
work for our community?”
As the Grange so spoken of is do
ing nothing in the matter spoken
of, thus the inquiry.

Our Night Safe is installed and at your service
—Day or Night—
,
The question of adequately safeguarding the retail merchants' re
ceipts over a holiday period or over the weekend is an important one.
Lot us suppose, for instance, it is closing time Saturday night.
It ia the beet day of the week for you, and yet there it really no abso
lutely safe place for the day's receipts. If you leave them in the office
safe or cash drawer or take them heme with you, you are bound to
worry mors or less about them, as you know that none of these, places
are burglar-proof. We have now solved this problem for you, and
from now on, your funds may be burglar proof and you may be worryproof.
On application, you may secure keys which open the Night Safe
and you are also provided with a large, stout canvas bag, fitted with
seal and lock and place for identification by you.
The safe door is designed to be burglar resisting. Electric wires
of the Bankers' Electric Protective Association are attached not only
to the deor but to the safe and chute. Tampering with any part of the
system instantly sounds an alarm.
There is no charge of any kind. It is only another illustration of
the appreciation which the Security Trust Co. has for your patronage,
and one of the meahs we take to secure and hold it.
We thall be pleased to demonstrate the operation of this modern
improvement at any time during banking hours.

Tuesday
Issue

have made a rule to read some poetry and
Isten to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

EPILOGUE
At the midnight !n the silence of the sleeptime,
!
Wien you set your fancies free,
Will they pass to where—by death, fools
think, Imprisoned—
Low he lies who once so loved you. whom you
loved so,
—Pity me?
Oh to love so. be so loved, vet so mistaken!
What had I on earth to do
With the slothful, with the mawkish, the un
manly ?
Like the aimless, helpless, hopeless, did I
drivel
—JJelng—who ?

One who never turned his back but marched
breast forward,
Never doubted clouds would break.
Never dreamed, though right were worsted,
wrong would triumph.
Held we fall to rise, are baffled to fight better.
Sleep to wake

No, at noonday In the bustle of man’s work
time
Greet the unseen with a cheer!
Bid him forward, breast and back as either
should be.
“Strive and thrive!” cry ’'Speed- fight on,
fare ever
There as here!”
—Robert Browning.

Evety-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 1, 1927.
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TWO NEW SNOW LAWS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Whicfi Will Be Tried Out In

Rockland. Maine, Not. 1. 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares tbit he la Pressman Is the
efflee of The Courier-Gazette, aatd that of the
issue of this paper of Oct. 29. 192" there was
Hinted a total of 6340 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILT.FR

CONY WAS CLASSIER

BARGAINS
IN Men’s Wear

Maine the Coming Win
ter.

IURPEE

j

Rockland High Visits State
Capital and Gets Warm
Reception.

In Tunc Io. The lii^

IchsI

Davj

ThanH^i vi

Sale

The last legislature passed two
Rockland High School went to Au
sr.ow laws which will have their first
gusta Saturday and was defeated 13
try-out during the coming winter.
to 0 by Cony High School which is
I considered one of the best school, i
Good and upright is the Lord: One of these provides for opening
teams in the State, having previously
therefore will he teach sinners in the the roads to winter traffic and the
won five straight games. From the
way- The meek will he guide in other provides for closing them.
Presumably t,he laws do not refer
Kennebec Journal’s report the fol- ,
judgment; and the meek wlU he
to the same roads, however, and the
lowing extracts are taken:
teach his way.—Psalm 23:8,9.
state highway department is not an
Cony High footballists remained In
ticipating any serious conflict.
;
the undefeated high school class SatThe
first
law
gives
the
state
high

RADIO FOR AGED WOMEN
' urday afternoon on Williams Field
way commission authority to lay out
jwhen they ran roughshod over Rockwinter routes upon such state or
. land running up a total of 24 first
It is a pleasure to announce that state aid highways as seem to tlie
| downs to the invaders 7, winning the
this paper’s campaign for a fund to commission advisable for snow clear
125 High Grade Overcoat! to be closed out at Very Low Prices.
contest hy a 13-0 score. The visitors
buy a radio for the Home For Aged ance for the "reasonable'’ use of mo
showed little form in the opening
Underwear
—
Woolen
and
Fleeced
Lined.
Dress
and
Work
Pants.
Women closes this morning in a tor vehicles, sleighs and sleds, when
period but gained momentum as the
petitioned to do so by the municipal
Sweaters—Heavy Coat—Special Low Price.
game progressed. Cony featured the
blaze of fireworks. The aimed-at officers of two or moiy towns
I opening stan2& tw making a touch
Slip-on Sweaters—All Styles.
one hundred dollars finds itself hand through whicfi a continuous state or
down in 6 minutes of play after
somely exceeded and the amount in state aid highway extends.
n
Big line of Gloves, Stockings, Shirts, All Wool Flannel Shirts
marching successfully down the field
These
winter
routes
are
to
be
de'
hand will provide for such an in
on a recovered ball on Rockland's
At
Very
Low
Price
termined from year to year and to
45-yard line. The Rocklanders stif
stallation at the Home as will afford be kept cleared of snow in a manner ,
Bath Robes—a good assortment at Reduced Prices
fened but lost a beautiful chance to
its lady inmates the utmost satlsfac- satisfactory to the state highway j
score when on Cony's 23-vard line, by
'•/J
Hats—Swan Russell and Morey.
tion. In their name The Courier- commission, whose judgment shall
Rand intercepting. On this play he
be final.
The financial problem Is
Jackets—in all styles and materials—leather and wool plaid.
Gazette sincerely thanks the kind
was forced to tetire from the fray.
met in this way: The towns are au
The second counter for the Red and
ccntributors to the fund. Those gal thorized to raise money for snow re
Ties, Scarfs, —Belts
White came in the opening of the
lant boys of the Central Fire Station, moval and to do the Work for which
Everything In Wearing Apparel for Men
third period when with the ball on
the
state
will
re-imburse
them
to
who have themselves just installed a
A few Suits for Boys.
the 13-yard line Burdell broke loose
the extent of 50 percent, of the cost,
radio, having five dollars left on
for a first down and Coakley cut right
but not to exceed $25 per mile per ]
Mittens, Gloves, Knit Caps and a few Pairs of Pants.
end for the counter. The work of
hand, sent it in to apply to this season. The state is to obtain its
Aiso Sheep Lined Coats for Boys.
both backfields was fine, with Cony
find. The money has come from funds for this purpose by taking the
line proving more formidable on the
widely distributed sources. The final proceeds of the gasoline tax received
EVERYTHING TO BE SOLD AT A SACRIFICE
offense. It was Cony’s sixth straight
(luring the months of December,
check for 815 was received from January, February and March.
victory.
Cony opened the game by kicking
Camden, bearing the signatures of
• • • «
~
to the 30-yard line which Trafton ran
"Emily P. Hosmer, Dora F. Hosmer,
Inquiry at the state highway de
up to the 45-yard mark. Attempting
Jessie D. H. Huse, sole heirs of Jesse partment as to how this new law
to pass. Rockland fumbled and Rob
may
be
expected
to
work
but,
re

F. Hosmer estate."
inson recovered for Cony. With
veals that it is almost wholly in the
three successive first downs to their
Previously reported ....................J89.3O
nature of an experiment and that
credit Coakley hit left end for the
Fellowship League, Congrega
most of the factors are unknown.
first touchdown of the game. The
tional Church ...................... 5.00
As to the cost of removing snow.
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
point was allowed for Rockland off
Mrs. Willis I. Ayer ...................■> 1.00
Chief Engineer Sargent explains that
side.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood ................ 5.00
it depends on the amount of snow
Lotal Salvation Army Corps In the final period Burdell tore off
Central Fire Station Men ......... 5.00 in any one winter, on the method
the first down (Without a whimper
Heirs of Jesse F. Hosmer ........ 15.00 employed and on the situation of the
Celebrates Its ‘36th Birth and after losing a little ground
STRAND THEATRE •
highway cleared.
On a sheltered
Total Subscription ................$120.30 highway the Cost is mueh less than
Coakley cut through left end for the
“The Rat" a new film sensation,
day.
second counter. There was no goal.
on one which is exposed to the winds new showing at the Strand, Is out
Rockland was on the receiving end
standing in many ways, but more
The Salvation Army held its 36th and being successful on a triple pass
Allusion in this column to the and likely to pile up long drifts. particularly on account of the great
Figures at the department's disposal
anniversary
services
Saturday
Sind
naming of streets has aroused inter
shew that the cost varies all the array of feminine beauties incorpor Sunday. From start to finish meet- ripped around right end for 15-yards
ated in its great cast. Few If any
and on top of that four consecutive
Those who plan on refurnishing their dining rooms for Thanksgiving
est in various quarters. A corres way from $56 to $131 per mile.
pictures have ever "had so" many gor- ' inRS wer« of a mo9t interesting and first downs when Malcolm stepped in
Another unknown quantity is the
pondent (Miss Caroline H. Stanley)
should
see this massive new creation ! It comprises the large buffet, exten
geous women to feast the eyes as enjoyable character.
and intercepted on his own 20-yard
number of towns which may ask for
writes:
‘The Rat." Apart from its beautv
Saturday evening an excel.ent line for Cony. Unable to gain Hay
sion
table,
arm chair and five side chairs, with velour seats. It is constructed
the designation of winter routes as
“Your interesting comments and allowed by the law. The highway appeal "The Ra!" is a tremendous musical program was given by Adju- den booted a beautiful punt of 60
of
genuine
walnut veneers and other woods, and finished in a rich walnut
dramatlc sensation that will stir the tant Alex Nicol of Portland, includ- ards to the 25-yard line where they
suggestions in Thursday's issue with
department cannot yet. therefore,
reference to the naming’of Rockland make any sort of estimate of how emotions to the very depths of the *"8 instrumental duets on cornet and were also unable to penetrate the
effect. We can save you money—compare our prices.
streets, reminded me that I had heard much the state's snow bill may be soul. The cast is headed by Mae piano accordion, flexophone and vi Red and White defense and followed
my mother say that Trinity street for the coming winter. Mr. Sargent Marsh , Ivor Novello and Isabel braphone, a vocal solo by Miss Muriel likewise whh a kick to mid-field
Clarke and a selection by the newly
was given that name in cofnpliment believes that towns in general arc Jeans.
hich Hayden fell on in a muddy
(perhaps somewhat ironical) to a Interested in the proposition of open
Olive Borden comes Wednesday formed Tambourine Band.
hole. Here Cony was penalized for
family living there at the time, that roads as information has been and Thursday in “The Secret StuSunday morning the visiting otfi- stalling but McNamara substituting
26-Piece Set of Silverplate
had great expectations because an received that several of them have dio,’ based on the newspaper serial j cers with Capt. Clarke and some for Coakley made up the penalty and ,
ancestor of theirs claimed ownership already purchased modern snow-re by Hazel Livingston. Miss Borden members of the local Corps visited first down followed. Rockland was
in the Trinity Church property of moval equipment.
delineates the role of Rosemary | the State Prison where they eonduet- penalized for holding and Cony took !
Beautiful Fibre Fernery
New York City. 1 believe that a long
penalty for the backfield being in
Asked whether there is any basis Merton. the New Jersey village girl, ed the morning service which was
time ago many others had that
who
decides
to
give
up
a
college
ca

thoroughly enjoyed by the inmates, motion before the ball was passed.
for the argument sometimes heard
ISr'/j
dream. I do not recall the name of that allowing the road surfaces to reer and become a wage-earner in as shown by the hearty applause The Cony subs were making good '
Polychromed Buffet Mirror
the family, if my mother mentioned remain bare during the winter, gives New York City. It is her experi with which the musical items were head headway up the field to the
it.
Possibly some of your older
yard line when the whistle brought J
the frost a chance to destroy them, ences, based on the ignorance and received. After the Bible address
readers may remember them or, what
Mr. Sargent said that investigations self-assurance of youth, that lead about 65 men raised their hands re the game to a close.
Is more probable, may have heard carried on by the road supervisors her into a maelstrom of exciting questing prayer.
The summary:
of them, and know something of the
Rockland High
At 11 o’clock a service was held In Cony High
through the State tend to show that episodes. In the course of her ac
circumstances in connection with
Walnut
Sewing
if the snow is properly removed be tivities she becomes the model for the hall on Main street. In the aft Hickey, re................................ le, Emery
the naming of that street."
Mannoni
yond the shoulders of the road so an artist who gives an elaborate ball ernoon a service of great interest to Paquette
Finish
We dare say the story is not with that proper drainage is maintained, in which he introduces the girl as the local corps was held when, in ad Robinson, rt .................... It, E. Emery
/
$15.00
out foundation. It serves to illus it is actually better for them; they the most beautiful model of the sea dition to several musical selections, Dennett
son.
there took place the dedication of a Wlymotfth, rg .................... lg, Parsons
Martha
Washing
trate the casual and haphazard dry out quickly in the spring and
Tudor period end
Il is in this sequence that Miss Bor
T. Reid
come through the winter in better
new Salvation Army fllag. and band Cole. Turner
ton sewing cabi
fashion which too often governs condition than if not cleared.
den wears some of the most colorful
table built of gum
Bilodeau,
c
.....
.'
......................
c
,
Fowler
I
instruments recently purchased lin
net. Keep your
costumes of her screen career. Four
wood and other
what of right should receive at least
• * • *
Verrill
sewing tackle ah
tableaux reveal the little star in as connection with the formation of a Cooper. Ig........................ rg, M. Wiggin j
woods,
walnut
fin

reasonable official oversight. Many
The other snow law provides that many different gownings. In one she Y°unR peoples band Among these
together.
Large
ish. Special 1
years ago we were told how one the municipal officers of any city, is likened to a Grecian statue: in an- was a new bass drum- whieh replaces Sawyer, Desjardins, Bagley
size.
EASY
TERMS
Brann, It ..................................... rt, Frye 1
on® w^ich has been in con* Pierce
street got Its name. When the little town or plantation, or any seven le other she is a girl of the Colonial tbe
gal voters thereof may at any time period; in a third she is the spirit tinual service for over 1" years,
thoroughfare that separates Spear between the first of July and the firs;
Malcolm, le ..............................re, Gatti
of jazz, stepping out* of a saxaphone.
Mrs. W. Stanley. Mrs. E. Conarjr,
block and Central block was opened— of December petition the county com and in the fourth, she is a Russian i Miss M. Clarke. Miss Muriel Clarke, Hurd, qb ................................ qb, Trafton
Accardi '
we should guess it was previous to missioners of their county for the flapper.—adv.
and Clarence Simmons received com
nouncing a series of articles by a
ATHLETES AS WRITERS
missions appointing them to various CoakleyThhb ................ lhb, K. Wiggin | NEW LAW OPERATIVE :
I860—a clerk in the grocery store closing during January, Ftb-uary
leading pitcher made the startling
Ernest Sawyer
and Mvch or any part of those
official positions in the Corps.
of W. O. Fuller, which stood at the months of any road which is deemed
Morton, lhb ...................... rhb, Knights ]
——’
ii
How Some of the Daily Newspapers claim that they would be written by
"ON MY SET”
In the evening service new mem
the pitcher himself, personally. AhMcNamara
The Tax On Gasoline Is In-.
Hoax the Public—An Instance.
new street's corner. Inquiring upon unnecessary for travel. The county
bers were taken into fellowship, and
other pitcher’s 12-year old son was
Burdell, fb................................ fb, Marsh
Saturday night wn quite pro
the subject, and learning that no commissioners after notice and hear
birthday greetings were received and
creased From Three To In the course of a recent lawsuit in also a "special correspondent," but
Rand. Hayden
ing
may
decide
whether
to
close
lific
with
radio
entertainment
read
from
the
foKowing:
In
behalf
provision had been made for it,
the man who "coached^ hjm said his
Touchdowns. Coakley 2.
Goals I
such roads and may make their clos
but I did not find many distant 1 of the city, J. F. Carver, Mayor of
which he was involved Jack Demp remarks during the game were some
Four Cents.
painted upon a board the word ing order for any number of years
from touchdowns, point allowed— |
stations, WTAM and WGN being
Rockland: the Chamber of Commerce,
sey stated that he never wrote a line thing like this: “I wish I had some
"Orient" and nailed it to the side of not to exceed ten.
the only ones noted in a short i William C. Bird; Community Chest Rockland offside. Referee Thomp
The act passed by the last legis of tlie syndicated articles which had peanuts;" “Say, won't you buy me a
The language of the law explains
session. Bill Harrison was very j Association. John M. Richardson son, Bates. Umpire, O'Brien, Lewis
tlib store building. "That," he re
lature increasing the tax cn gasoline appeared over his signature In the hot dog?"
that such an order shall relieve the
enthusiastic about the Saturday ! Former officers of the local Corps ton.
marked—his name was Hall, a young
IHow long is this sort of bambooz
from three to four cents became op papers, and that he rarely even saw
city, town or plantation from the
night conditions and teemed to : who sent messages were Command
man not without imagination—"is a obligation to keep the roads named
ling to' continue? It is not honest,
be under the impression that the
erative
Saturday
when
State
Audi

"N1BBLE A NAPPLE”
them.
ant E. Clark, now of Portland, who
and newspapers that resort to it can
g<od enough name for it.” The sub open during the period specified, but
Coast stations might come in.
tor Hayford sent telegrams to 60
i was stationed here more than 30
The fact that articles signed by not fail to undermine the trust and
shall
not
prevent
such
city,
town
or
Wonder
if
anybody
got
'em?
ject docs not lack fascination to the
1
years
ago;
Adjutant
McVeigh,
sta

distributors
of
gasoline
throughout
••e
e«e
fighters, runners, jumpers, swimmers, confidence of their readers. Let the
This the Slogan of Second
plantation from keeping them open
mind to which local tradition makes
tioned here about ten years ago;
the State notifying them of the new bdthing beauties, baseball players fighters fight, and the writers write—
if desired. Upon petition, notice and
Th,s negro spirituals on KDKA
Adjutant
Eric
Smith,
now
(V
Fall
Annual Fruit Week Now law
appeal. Perhaps others may have hearing as in the original proceed
let the cobbler stick to his last.—The
featured the Sunday night pro
and football players have regularly
| River. Mass., who had a three years'
Pathfinder.
something to say with respect to it ing. the county commissioners may
gram to far as my set was con
been
written
by
some
regular
writer
This
action
was
taken
by
State
On.
I stay here, and left for other fields
at any time modify or annul their'
cerned.
and
never
been
seen
by
the
celebrity
Auditor
Hayford
after
he
had
rcI about six or seven years ago. All
closing order. The State Highway
It is claimed that the tourists who
The second annual fruit show of | rpi''e<1 a communication from Gov. whose flame is merely hired has been
Maine's new law increasing the tax Commission apparently has no au
That Sunday squealer was I these messages were very heartily the Knox-Lincoln County Farm Bu-I Bl'£'V!,tcr statinS tl,:lt tliere aie,s®/’ pretty generally known for a long went to Paris this year, if laid end
received.
on gasoline from three cents to four thority in any cases under this
again in evidence. Patience is
From all angles the series of meet reau will be held at 469 Main street leral thousand names lacking ot tnc Ime, yet the newspapers continue to end, would bridge the Atlantic.
ceasing to be a virtue and the
has now become operative, accord statute.
he silly practice. They evidently
j lngs fully justified the arrangement (the old Courier-Gazette office) Nov. necessary number required for a reffens
are
strong
for
getting
an
ing to notification issued by State
3 and 4.
erendum so that the voters could igree with Barnum that the public But not all were laid end to end.
of the same by the officers in charge.
inspector
here.
PARK THEATRE
'.Ikes to be fooled. In the recent Some got back to their hotels in
The show is made possible through Pa88 on the <Juestl°"- Go^,
Auditor Hayford to the gasoline dis
The meetings were in charge of
••• •••
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce ‘,etter 10 State Audllor Hayford fol- baseball IWorld Series one paper an taxis.—Atlanta Constitution.
“Underworld" a picture as frank
tributors of the State. The law en
Major and Mrs. Waldron of Portland
Commencing today WCSH has
lows:
as an expose by a fearless metropoli
assisted by Adjutant and Mrs. Nicol. The apples on exhibit are sold to
a new wave length allocation.
acted by last winter's Legislature tan newspaper, has its last showing
’Prior to the expiration of the 90
business
men
of
the
town.
There
will
The 483.8 assignment it very
FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE
day period following the adjourn
has waited upon a movement for today. It is impressive because it
he
McIntosh
Red.
Delicious
and
THEY
CAN
BE
HAD
HERE
nearly back to the original wave
ment of the last Legislature, there
referendum so that voters might makes one think, in addition to being
Northern
Spy,
and
it
is
expected
this
length and has the great advan
were filed petitions requesting t
pass upon the question, but a can splendid entertainment. The un
Southern Plants Whieh We May year a few of the Golden Delicious. referendum in relation to the addi
tage of being far enough re
folding the lives of the underworld
All
exhibits
will
be
in
bushel
baskets
Grow
Here
In
The
North.
moved from the popular New
vass of the petitions discloses them characters in an environment of
tional tax of one cent imposed upon
or boxes.
York stations WEAF and WJZ
gasoline. These petitions were filed
lacking by several thousand the nc- crime, their methods of preying on
The
exhibits
will
lie
set
up
on
the
so that radio fans may be able ' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
just prior to Jujy 16 and afforded no
cesrary number of njmes. It is es organized society, their ferocious
afternoon
of
Nov.
2
and
will
be
to get programs from these two I Noticing in last Thursday's issue
opportunity for investigation as to
For the Entire Month of November We Are Giving SLASHING
timated that this increase of one struggles with men paid to uphold
of your imper an account of the long open tq the public during the day and their validity before the expiration
distant
stations
even
when
the law, and the intimate side of their
evening
of
NV>v.
3.
REDUCTIONS In All Kinde of Shoe Repairing.
! stalk of sugar cane sent from Texas,
WCSH it on the air.
cent a gallon will produce a yearly natures in following out impulses and
of the constitutional time limit.
Knox-Lincoln County is becoming
I It occurred to me that there are
“Under the advice of the attorney
HAVE YOUR WORK DONE NOW
revenue of seven hundred thousand emotions in love and hate, provide
an
important
orchard
center
of
the
The boys at Central Fire Sta ■ many persons interested in such
general it was determined that col
dollars. By the individual user the the basis of the story w’ritten by Ben
tion are much pleased with 1 tilings whose curiosity might be State. The agricultural survey made lection of 4he tax would be held in
gratified did they but know how this year showed there were 399 abeyance, pending determination as
increase will not be particularly felt, Hecht for Paramount.
their new set—a Freshman allPola Negri, in a role superbly
electric Equaphase, installed by i easily some of the Southern products orchards having 50 or more trees. It to the sufficiency of the petitions for
but the aggregate amount, destined suited to her exotic temperament, is
696 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
FOOT OF ROCKLAND ST.
i can he raised from seeds here in the also showed there were 60,853 trees, a referendum.
House-Sherman, Inc.
to the improvement of Maine's high due to win many plaudits through
an increase of 1.610 trees over the
North.
“In accordance with the precedent
ways, will prove of incalculable beh- her finished performance in "The
Only a few years ago I had sugar survey taken hy the Extension Serv established in three instances hy
EMPIRE THEATRE
Woman on Trial," which will be
cane taller than 1 am. growing in the ice four years ago.
ef:i to practically everybody.
Gov. Milliken and under the advice
shown Wednesday and Thursday.
The show will be held this year of the Attorney General, a careful
Today will be your last opportunity open ground, and I well remember
She appears as a modern woman of to see pretty Billie Dove in “The carrying three long stalks into the during National Apple Week which is investigation was made as to these
We do not need to discuss whether fashion in- Paris wedded to a rich American Beauty
Grange at West Rockport and start Oct. 31-Nov. 5. The slogan this year petitions, hy a representative ap
or not Mrs. Grayson's attention was husband whom she dors not love.
Ijtura La Plante, Universal’s beau ing the members guessing what it is "Nibble A Napple."
pointed for that purpose. His report
Nobody could name it , Tlie judging this year will be by Prof, indicates on tlie basis of answers of
directed to a paragraph recently ap (While the picture is one of essential tiful blonde star, will be seen Wed could be.
drama in the' romantic scale, the nesday and Thursday In her latest until I cut a long piece of pith from j. H. Wiring. professor of horticul the verifying petitioners that there
pearing in this column, hut that its
fashion element will also interest release, “Silk Stockings." Tills is a the center and set them chewing on ture at the University of Maine. The
recommendation was sound is dis many women. Miss Negri appears in story which Is admirably suited to it. and then a man who had been Farm Bureau committee in charge of ar» several thousand names lacking
of the necessary number.
closed hy her abandonment of the the latest and most lavish gowns and Miss La Plante's unique talent as a South named it, though he seemed tlie show arc1; E. N. Hobbs, Hope,
'I have carefully examined the
fairly
scintillates
with
gorgeous
comedienne.
She
has
always
scored
county
orchard
project
leader;
Earle
astonished
to
learn
that
it
was
raised
transatlantic flight which she has
petitions and the accumulated data
her greatest success in light farce here in Maine. It required no spe Hodgkins. Jefferson, and J. F. Calder- on the basis of questionnaires re
gems.—adv.
been threatening front the sandy
folding of the lives of underworld , cial petting but was planted near my wood, Union.
turned by tlie verifying petitioners,
beach of Old Orchards A wise con
vehicle.
, corn and had the same care and pul
ami am satisfied that this report is
A
new
western
star,
only
13
years
tivation.
clusion.
REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES
1Vith the coming of winter the coirect so that I shall not issue any
House thoroughly modern and in perfect repair. Hardwood floors.
old. makes his initial bow to motion 1
Half a dozen grape-fruit seeds question of a new evening gown usu proclamation calling for an election
WARD CAUCUSES
The IteiMihlicans of Rockland arc hereby picture audiences of this ctiy in "The planted in a pretty jar or pot make ally assumes great, importance. Do on this iaw. I am now advising you
Hot water heat. New automatic oil burner, in furnace, with 1000 galSeptember and October having noticed to meet in Caucus in their several
Boy Rider," starring Buzz Barton on a handsome ornament for the table lores Costello, star of "The College formally of this finding, in order that
loffTank. Electric hot water heater and range connections. Chamberpassed into local bistort as autum u ml rooms
the
same
program.
Introducing
a
I
in
a
short
time,
the
leaves
being
Widow,” suggests a white chiffon vel you may take appropriate steps to
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 9. 1927
lain Metal weather strips on every opening. Copper screens through
At 7.39 O'Clork P. M.
new idea into motion picture pro- ; dark green, very smooth and glossy vet gown trimmed with pearl em collect the tax as imposed by the
nal months of surpassing beauty of
for the purpose of nominating in each ward
out. (Bitted and painted banking boards. Brass plumbing.
broidery. with a deep V outlined in Legislature."
weather and foliage, now November a full ticket of ward officers; to elect for ductlon, FBO has made a full fledged and free from disease or insects,
star of little Buzz Barton, who has
Plant a tamarind seed if you want pearls in front, pearl ornaments on
It
is
estimated
that
the
increase
Lot WO feet on Knox street, 375 feet on Caroline street. Barn garage.
each
ward
a
member
of
the
city
comi.-dttec
ushers itself in with a radiant sun fo- the ensuing year; and to transact such appeared In numerous productions something unusual. You will be de
the shoulders, and a diamond drap in the gasoline tax will mean an ad
Garden. Modern Chicken Houses and yard.
.ard. springlike mildness. And Indian other business as may legally conic before witli some of the best known western lighted with its beautiful feathery ery across the back.
ditional $700,000 a year to the State.
said Caucuses.
stars
of
today.
The
story
given
to
I
fern-like
leaves.
Summer yet remains to yield its de
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
A friend in Newcastle planted
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby Buzz for his first starring vehicle was
ONE l*ORTABLt STEAM SAW MILL, capacity about 20,000 per day.
light. Such Is New England when
The time has come when if a
notified to meet in Caucus at City ■Council written for him by the popular writer, cotton seed from which she raised
Ong Edger. Two Wood Lota 25-60 acres in the town of Washington,
stocking isn't silk all the way up. U
autumn puts its best fool forward. Rocni, Spring Street,
a
plant
which
bloomed
and
bore
Frank Howard Clark, and was di
THURSDAY. NOV. 10. 1927
might just about as well not be silk
Maine*
physician. Then begin
At 7.30 O CIock P. M.
rected by Louis King, brother of seeds, some of which she sent to it all.—Ohio State Journal.
for
the
purpose
of
nominating
a
candidate
me and from them I raised several
treatment with
Henry King.—adv.
The police found a car on Main
for Mayor and to transact such other busi
For further information see CAPT. JOHN BROWN, Gleason St.,
plants.
Adella F. Veazie,
street Sunday in which was stored a ness as may legally come before said Caucus.
Now they propose to straighten
Thomaston, Maine.
Per order,
Wholesale prices are off 41i per
considerable quantity of home brew.
Why expect Congress to solve the .the Mississippi River. We always
RBPT’BLICAN CITY COMMITTEE
127-132
cent, from a year ago. But these are
This was seized but no action has
LVKB 8. DAVIS, Chairman.
flood-control problem? It can't even thought there were an awful lot of
prices
the
ultimate
consumer
rarely
been taken aealnst the owner pend
ALFRED CRAfPlMAN. Secretary.
s'l
in
it.
—
Anicricau
Lumberman.
stop the flood of laws.—\ iiguuah
sees.—-,New lotk Evening World.
Dated at Roikljad, Ney. 1,
ing further investigation.
Notary Public.

Our Great Removal Sale
Continues!
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LOOK AT THESE VALUES !

Complete
Outfit
Dining
aft'

«

MIKE ARMATA

North End Clothing Store

M0VIU

Rankin Block

8 Pieces In_ Walnut Veneers

$10 Cash

$159

Easy Terms I

The Following Item9 Included At No Extra Cost

Cabinet

$2.75

BIG CUT PRICES

in SHOES and SHOE REPAIRING

NUCCK) BROTHERS

FOR SALE
WILLIAM R. PHILLIPS RESIDENCE

37 KNOX STREET, THOMASTON, MAINE

MONIA ,

^very'Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 1, 1927.
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Guy K. Lermond and Damariscotta
friends have gone to Duck Pond on
a hunting trip.
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IMONTON’ s
DEPARTMENT STORE

i

410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

|

See Our.Window Display

The Eastern Star was erroneously
credited with furnishing the Com
mandery supper last Wednesday
night The caterer was Mr. Roberts.

Pattern Cloths

Plain White and Colored Bonders. Special 2 yds. $1.00

LINEN TOWELING
yard............ ............................................................. 50c
Lintless, Check, Glass Crash, per yard........ 25c and up
Irish Linen Crash, plain white, rose or blue border;
45c quality. Per yard ............................................. 39c

Double Damask, 2 yds.
square. A special value
at—

The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday
at 2.30 o’clock with Mrs. G. M. Brain
erd, Masonic street. There will roll
call with quotations on “Peace," Mrs.
Hope Brewster, leader.

$6.50

SETS
Sets from 36 in. x 36 in. to 66x84 in, from 98c to $10.

l!i
■"'■g

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 4—Drama, "His Uncle's Niece,” Rock
port Town hall.
Nor. 4—Warren, Ivy Chapter, O. E. S., ob
serve past matron and patron night.
Nov. 3—Warren, Y. P. 3. C. E. harvest
supper.
Nov. 7-11—Five-day Institute of First Bap
tist Church.
Nov. 8—Annual meeting of the Rockland
Country Club.
. Nor. 9—(7J3O p. m.) Republican Ward
caucuses.
. Xov. 9—-Methodist Church fair In the
vestry.
. Nov. 9--Jefferson poultry show.
Nov. 10—(7.3ft p. m.) Republican mayoralty
caucus In the City Council chamber.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day
• Nov. 16—Universaliat Fair, “A motor trip
through Maine.”
Nov 24-.Methehesec Club meets with Mra.
Jtatie Little, Broadway.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
Dec. 31—First day of winter.
Dec. 35—Christmas Day.

■,

•( i

11

Sch. William Bisbee arrived yes
terday from Apple River, N. S., lum
ber laden for Bridgeport, 6onn.

Herman M. Hart has succeeded
J. A. Emmons of The Highlands
John M. Richardson, resigned, as has joined ranks with the autoists,
treasurer of the Rockland Girl Scouts. having become the possessor of a
Dr. George E. Parsons is moving
from this city to Millbridge, where
he will continue to practice medicine.

i

------

Mrs. Paul Wallis Is again behind
tne counter at Knox Book Store, af
ter a fortnight's vacation spent with
her husband in the White Moun
tains and Massachusetts.

The average temperature for Dctober was 54 above accusing to
Weather This Week
Charles M. Lawry, who keeps close
Weather outlook for the week in tabs on the weather. The average
the North Atlantic States: A period for October 1926 was 45 above.

of showers early part, again about
That summer still abideth with us
(twiddle, and again at end. Moderate
temperatures most of week followed was further evidenced yesterday
by much colder at end of week or when The Courier-Gazette received
from Henry Merchant of Vinalhaven
early part of next.
some handsohie
doors.

roses

grown
•»'«

out

. Miss ^fearl Borgerson who has
' -....
U®en spending a fortnight's vacfttjbn
Mrs. W. R. Foster is again greet
In Massachusetts, has resumed her
ing the patrons of Empire Theatre
duties as clerk to the Clerk of Courts from the window of the box office.
Mrs. Ernest Meads, who has been
Word has been received in the city substituting for her, goes with hetof the death of the aged mother of husband to Gloucester.

the late Dr."Thomas E. MacBeath,
The Junior Y.P.C.U. of the Univer
prhich took plac© at her home in Mis
salis! church is asked to meet with
souri.
Mrs. Knickerbocker, 232 Broadway,
Wednesday afternoon at 3.30 to make

Earle Davis of Rockland and plans for their part In the church
George Kallohh of Warren were sen fair. The Juniors are to have charge
tenced to pay the costs of court last of the grabs.
week for violations of the hunting
law.
Two dlaphone alarms from Box
Charlie Hedilericg, who caught for
Belfast in the Maine Coast League
in 1926, was the. Colby fcheer leafier*
Saturday. Charlie was a hit dubfous
at first, but when Colby began to
show Its stuff he was there with the
Old Maine Coast League pep.
Miss Alice Marriner has returned
from Belfast, where she has been sub
stituting in the commercial depart
ment of the telephone company dur
ing vacation period, i(nd has-resumed
her work in the business office Of the
local telephone company.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis — Plaid lined
leather coats for girls, Bluegrecn.red,
sizes 6 to 20. Priced $13.75. Street
Floor. Fuller-Cobb-Davis. 130-131

The scallop season opens today',
but so far as the Monroe Island beds
are concerned a traffic cop will
probably not be necessary.
Quite
a large number of fishermen engage
lh this industry along the coast dur
ing the winter season, and some of
(hem make good money at it.

For our Linen Sale this year we have been fdrtunate enough to secure an exceptional
lot of Imported Irish Linens. Mr. Randall of Senter Randall (formerly of the Rines j
Company who were famous for their linens) was instrumental in swinging this lot,
to us. Only a Few Examples Are Given.

-Class 26 will meet with Mrs. Hattie
Tllson Wednesday evening. Refresh
Quite a serious accident occurred
ments will be served.
on the road between Thomaston and
Warren when Charles Starrett’s
The telephone has been Installed truck, driven by Walter Conant,
in the residence of Mrs. Marguerite turned out for another car went over
Johnson, 78 (jedar street. No. 1051-R. the edge of the toad, struck a culvert,
overturned and was smashed. Mr.
Miriam Rebekaih Lodge meets to Conant's injuries were treated by Dr.
night. Supper at 6.15. Those not Fred Campbell. A boy named Dow,
who was with him was not harmed.
solicited take sweet food.

Judge Frank B. Miller is now the
Addison Collamore of Vinal street, owner of the comfortable sold at
Rockville, picked quite a quantity of White Oak Grange fair last Satur
ripe raspberries Sunday and The day.
Courier-Gazette was presented with
The bedroom linen committee of
a fine cluster.
the Universalist fair will meet in the
Dr. J. A. Richan, past grand warden church parlor after -the circle supper
of the Grand Lodge of Maine, in Wednesday to tack a quilt.
stalled the officers of St. Paul’s Lodge,
Clarence Cline of Spruce Head was
in Rockport last night, assisted by
fined $10 and costs In Municipal
Frank A. Peterson as marshal.
Court yesterday for operating an
At the regular meeting of Edwin automobile with last year’s number
Libby Relief Corps last Thursday plate.
evening notice was received of the
visit of inspecting officer. Mrs.
George T. Wade who met with a
Maude Potter, on Nov. 10. The offi bad fall recently Is able to sit up
cers will make a special effort to be only a few hours a day and suffers a
present for rehearsal.
great deal of pain as the result of
the fall.
•
A Rockland young man was kept
busy for a while yesterday patting
fragments of five twenty dollar bills J Miss Maud Staples has closed the
together. He had torn up a sup Emma F. Crockett cottage. Ingraham
posedly empty envelope and was Hill, and returned to the city. Miss
about to cast the paper into the stove Staples was the last-one of the Ingra
when the glistening yellowbacks ham Hill colony to leave that de
lightful spot.
caught his eye.
A special meeting of the Past Offi
cers’ Association (Masonic) was held
last Wednesday night before the
Commandery inspection, and Grand
High Priest Converse E. Leach and
Past Commander H. D. Davis of
Eastport were admitted to member
ship.

next Saturday, at Orono, Bowdoin
can . win the State championship
Something like 10.000 football fans
are going to be on -the spot to see
if it can be done.
Four autos filled with Rev. B. P.
Brownes former Bangor parishioners
paid him a surprise visit at the Sun
day morning worship at the First
Baptist Church.
Included In the
party were Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Elms,
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Crosby, Mr. and
Mrs. L. R. Jordan, Mr and Mrs. S. L.
Sullivan. Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Smith,
together with Morris Crosby, Ken
neth Sullivan, Betty Jordan and Ro
berta and Phyllis Smitli.

An option on the Arcade property,
Spring street, has been taken by S.
Nilo Spear.
Interviewed yesterday
as to his future plans for the prop
erty Mr. Spear was reticent but did
state that it was not to be used in the
automobile business as rumor had
stated. Questioned as to the nature
of the industry to use the big build
ing Ur. Spear would only say that
(With The Bowlers—The Knox
it was something "good."
County Stars defeated the Star Alley

The stated assembly of King Hiram
. Council, R. 4 S. M., will be held Fri
day, opening at 4 p. m. Grand Master
Henry R. Gillis ot Calais will be
present for the purpose of Inspecting
the Council, taking the place of Wil
son D. Barron of Camden who is pre
vented hy illness from attending.
There will be wonk on th^ Mark de
gree and the Star will serve the ban
quet.
"Come and have one more
good time before snow flies,” the
notice sent out by Illustrious Master
Freeman A. Stanley says.

Graham Hills, Nelson Rokes and
Flethcher Brown “hiked" to Belfast
and lauk last Friday, thereby suc
cessful performing one of their Boy
Scout stunts. While In Belfast they
made an inspection of the shoe fac
tory.

68x68 Pattern Cloth, reg. $3.98.
68x86 Pattern Cloth, reg. 4.50.
70x70 Pattern Cloth, reg. 4.50.
70x88 D’ble Damask Cloth 6.00.
70x106 D’ble Damask Cloth 7.50.
72x108 D’ble Dmsk Cloth 10.00.

Ford touring car.

33 came in Saturday with small loss
There were two decided upsets In
but real hazard in each case. The
first was for a blaze In the W. M. the Maine college football series SatLittle motor truck, standing in its versity of Maine 17 to 0 and Bowdoin
garage. The second was for an early and Bates played a scoreless tie.
morning blaze in the smoke house Maine and Bowdoin had been topheavy favorites. By defeating Maine
back of the gas plant.

Something of the fine spirit of the
Central Fire Station crew was mani
fested this morning when they sent
word to the office of this paper that
they wished to contribute the $5 re
maining in their radio fund toward
the radio for the Home for Aged
Women. The fire station set is now
installed, made possible through the
generosity of friends and the suc
cess of the Radio Ball.

‘■CENTURY EDITION’’ it the
acknowledged authentic edition of
the world’s best music and teach
ing pieces. Carefully edited, cor
rectly graded and fingered—it of
fers to music teachers unysual
material for their work.
To the music lover it gives all
the best compositions of the music
masters in the most perfect print
ing they have ever seen in any
edition, regardless of price.
Every copy of “CENTURY EDI
TION’ is guaranteed to be perfect
—perfect in composition—perfect
in printing, no “smirched,” un
readable notes—perfect in every
way and superior to any edition
of music* in every particular. The
more intelligent and the more
thrifty you are, the more you will
appreciate the quality of “Century
Certified Edition’’ sheet music and
the low price at which it is sold.
Send for catalogue.
PRICE 15 CENTS EACH

C. F. Snow, George A. Wooster and
Capt. John I. Snow are In the north
woods on a hunting trip.

to any Thanksgiving,
Day function you <
may be planning to l
have. Special prices
prevail now.

The auxiliary o-f the Sons of Vet
erans will have their regular meeting
tomorrow evening with supper, fol
lowed by inspection by the State
president, Mrs. Frye. The officers
are asked to wear white.

22 in. Napkins to match.
Per dozen .... ......... $7.25

The ladies oT the Congregational
Irving Storms is home from Provi
Church wtlbhrtjj a rummage sale at dence where he has been employed In
the vestry Friday.
a printing establishment.

Throughout the en
tire year there is no,
time when the hos-',
tess desires her table!
to look its very best!
more than for the’
Thanksgiving dinner.
Our selection of ex-/
quisite imported Lin-!
ens, woven most con
scientiously and care-,
fully on looms in Ire
land, will do justice'

At the recent meeting of the Past
Chancellors' Association with Port
Clyde Knights of Pythias there were
75 in attendance with five candidates.

2 yds. x 2 54 yds. at $7.25

18 inch Huck Toweling—a very special value. Per

Established 1890

The choir of St. Peters Church Is
giving a party tomorrow night at the
parish rooms. Parishioners and their
friends are invited.
A meeting of the directors of the
Home for Aged Women, will he held
Thursday at 3 o’clock nt the home of
“Nlrs. F. W. Fuller, Talbot avenue.

MERCERIZED DAMASK

Annual Linen Sale

Winslow-Holbrook Post has Im
portant business to act upon at its
I Thursday night meeting, which be
gins at 7.30.

NEW LINENS, including Sets in various sizes, with napkins. Table Damask by the
yard. Linens by the y#d for home work. Linen Towels, Turkish Towels, etc., etc. We
invite your inspection.

Rose pattern and others, $2.50 value. Per yard $1.98
Ail Linen Damask of splendid quality. Special per
yard...................................... ........ .......... $1.25 and $1.50

rAINE,1
.US1C

The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Church arc busily preparing for their
fair which will be held (Wednesday,
Nov, 9.

|

Thanksgiving Linen Sale
AU LINEN DAMASK
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team 2416 to 2297 at the Star Alleys
last night, Kelley being high man
with a live-string total of 522.—The
Waldoboro Veteran Firemen's Asso
ciation comes to meet the Rockland
Veteran Firemen’s Association in
the fourth game of their series to
night at the Star Alleys. The series
now stands two to one in favor of
Waldoboro.

(President Sills, Ripley L. Dana, '01,
of Boston, and Philip S. Wilder, '21.
acting alumni secretary, were the
speakrs at the fourth annual alumni
day celebration held at Memorial hall.
Bowdoin College, Saturday. Roland
E. Clark. '01, of Portland, presided,
and Avard L. Ricihan, '29, of Auburn,
led the singing. James F. Chaney,
'71, of Brunswick, was introduced as
the oldest alumnus present and Au
gustus F. Moulton, '73, of Portland,
the donor of the funds for the new
union, which is to he erected this
winter, was also called upon. Nearly
500 alumni attended the gathering.

The transfer of Section Base 16 of
the Coast Guard enforcement unit is
now expected to take place Thursday.
The social farewell of the personnel
will be said tonight throu^i the me
dium of a dance in the Arcade.

Frank A. Wheeler of this city has
the pleasant distinction of having
been the fourth largest individual
salesman for accident and health in
surance for the country in all the
force of the Sentinel Life Insurance
Co. This organization has 1100 gen
eral agents with several thousand
salesmen. E. C. Moran & Co. are
State agents, with 92 representatives.

A flame-lit northern sky, with a
howling diaphone and screaming
sirens told of trouble in the popular
"49"x district last night. The blaze
was in a three-car garage off Front
street and had great headway upon
discovery. One car was in the build
ing at the time and this was removed
undamaged. A few minutes' work
by the department subdued the
flames though the building was badly
burned.
It was owned hy Mike
Armata.

RUMMAGE SALE

Congregational Vestry

Friday, November 4, 1927

tree.

ROCK! -AND HIGHLANDS
D. O. Smiley and family left here
by auto Tuesday intending to visit
friends in and near Portland, then
continue their trip, arriving at their
winter quarters in Allendale, IN. J.,
Saturday.
Eddie Wotton and family are mov
ing up river where he has employ
ment. They will rent their house on
Rankin street until their return.
George Quinn is visiting his par
ents at North Haven.
The operetta given at Pleasant

Canon Damask, white with colored
border............................................ 39c!
Stevens P Crash, 18 in., reg. 29c .. 19c <
Stevens A Crash, 16 in., reg. 25c . . 17c1

Va”«Y Grange hall Friday evenim

I

was a success In every way notwith
standing the unfavorable weather.
Much credit is due Mrs. Ethel Can
non who started tlie play and engineered it through under difficulties
which have daunted a less courage
ous spirit.

|

I

suspected directions, and that thia
talent can he cultivated to the bene
fit of the possessors thereof as well
as to the entertainment of the Grange
as a body.
Flowers In variety are still bloom
ing in our gardens. On Oct, 30 I
counted 12 kinds In my own garden.
Calendulas are at their best just now
and will continue blooming even after
tlie ground freezes.

1
Another play is being talked of, |
which will probably be ready during ‘
the latter part of November. Pleas
ant Valley Grange is waking up to
the fact ^hat its members have
Murray Whalen is after big game
plenty of talent in many hitherto un up in the vicinity of Lincoln.

On chilly
mornings
Portable, Safe, Clean, Con
venient. Instant heat wher

ever and whenever you
want it.

For best results use Socony
Kerosene.

PERFECTION.
Oil Heaters

KEROSENE|
OIL
•

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

•

•

26 Broadway

USED ClLR SALE

MARRIED
Cushing-IMcLain—Rockland. Oct. 29. by I..

1926

R. Campbell. .1. P., Joint W. Cushing and Edna
A. McLain, both of Rockland.
Keone-Klick--(New York, kept. 25, A. Bert
ant Keene, formerly of Rockland, and Mias
Helen «. Klick of Newark, N. J.

Overland 6 Cqach

New tires and perfect condition

Prior-Weaver—Friendship. Oci 29. Elmer
Prior of Friendship and Miss Bernice Weaver
of Thomaston.

1925

DIED

Hupp Club Sedan

Perfect condition; just like new

Altonen—'Belmont., Mass., Oct. —, Philip
Altonen of West Rockport, aged 22 years.
Crockett—-Bast Dedham. Mass., Oct. 26
Clifford R. Crockett, aged 65 years. Burial at
Sea View cemetery.
Pbllbrook—Warren, Oct. 27, Oscar Phil
b-ook.
Hendrickson—-Waldoboro. Oct. 29. Mary
Hendrickson f formerly of Sooth Thomaston 1
Funeral Wednesday at 1 o'clock at the horni
of John Wilson. Burial in Wa-ren.

1926

Essex Coach
Perfect condition

We also have

Overland Tourings, Ford Sedans,

Chevrolet Roadster, and Dodge Coupe J
In good running order
Come in and make us an offer on these
cars

E. O. Philbrook & Son

Burial In Providence.

WILLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET SALES AND SERVICE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
632 MAIN STREET,

CABO OF APPRECIATION

Nov. 1, 1927.

Sale 7.50.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

BORN

Central Fire Station Men.

Sale 5.50.

Sale Starts Thursday

Brazier—Glencovo, Oct. 3ft. to Mr. and Mrs.
Forreat Brazier, a sou, Herbert Forrest.

or through supporting the radio dance.

Sale $4.50.

Some great values in Lunch Cloths.

A telegram receive?* in this city
yesterday announced the sudden
death of Mortimer D. Williams In
Malden, Mass. Bunday. The news
was a great shock to ‘Mont's” many
friends here. As salesman for a coal
concern he had come to Rockland
many years, his latest visit being a
few days ago. He was widely known
as a football referee and had handled
many of the gridiron’s biggest games.,
He also coached the Rockland High
School team one season.

about 60 years.

20x20 Napkins, reg. $4.50
22x22 Napkins,
22x22 Napkins,
22x22 Napkins,

Sale 3.50.
Sale 3.50.

Bridge Sets, 5 pieces....................... $1.00
Bridge Sets, Porto Rican, 5 pieces $2.00
Bureau Scarfs, 18x45..................... $1.00
Bureau Scarfs, 18x54..................... $1.15

Dr. R. J. Wasgatt has recently In
stalled in his office a Campbell port
able x-ray machine. This is one of
CLIFFORD R. CROCKETT
the latest makes, and can be taken
to the patient without the necessity
Clifford R. Crockett. 65, formerly
of the pgtlent being taken to It.
of this city, died Oct. 26, at the home
of his son, Ibra H. Crockett, in East
Fred C. Black. Edw. C. Moran, Jr., Dedham, Mass., where funeral serv
Robert M. Packard and F. A. Wins ices were held Friday. In early man
low saw the Maine-Colby game in hood the deceased was married to
Waterville Saturday and were hand Miss Callie E. Higgins whose death
somely entertained by Carl A. Black- preceded his by about two years, and
ington, esq., who left after the game to whom two children were born, a
for the Dead River region in company son and daughter, Lena and Ibra.
Mr. Crockett had not been in the
with the mayor of Hallowell and
other distinguished sportsmen frqm best of health for some time but was
apparently as well as usual Sunday
that city..
and about the house. Monday fore
An inter office telephone system noon he was stricken and died the
which permits the occupants to con following Wednesday.
He was born in Rockland and spent
verse with each other over the phone
as well as to talk with the outside his boyhood days here, at one time
being employed in the store of the
world has been Installed at Moran's
A. F. Crockett Co., where his uncle,
insurance office. It is the first in the
Ibra Holbrook, was engaged. He was
city, but is proving such a great con
of a genial, happy disposition and
venience, at small additional cost,
never forgot his old friends and ac
that other business houses will
quaintances and thoroughly enjoyed
doubtless follow the Morans’ example. revisiting the home city, where he
always received cordial vyelcome. For
Ardrey Orff, Thomas H. Chisholm. the past 30 years he had been an em
Dr. B. E. Flanders, Harold Marshall. ploye of the Boston Elevated Street
Harry Bickmore. Albert Orff, Alfred Railway as motorman and was one of
Sherman and Harry Payson have re their most experienced and success
turned from the West Branch. These ful operatives.
mighty nimrods did not have their
The remains were brought to Rock
"batting eye” with them, and while land Saturday and interment made in
they saw plenty of game, including a Sea View cemetery. They were ac
bear, they brought home only three companied by Mr. and Mrs. Ibra II.
deer. It was M-r. Chisholm's first Crockett and daughter Ruth, and Mr.
hunting experience in any woods and Mrs. Victor A. Didion (Lena
larger than Lindsey Grove, and in :'rockett). Other relatives who came
spite of his Involuntary ducking and to attend burial were Mr. Crockett’s
being out in the woodse after-the cur stepmother Mrs. Jonathan Crockett
few befl rang he is already arranging tnd daughter Ruth. Merle Crocker,
ill of South Gardiner, and Mrs.
a hunting Itinerary for 1928.
Fannie Nichols of Warren.

Residents of Stillwater Park, sub
urb of Bangor, declare that they saw
and heard a meteor at 3.45 Friday
afternoon and are pointing to visible
evidence of the sky bomb’s visit. Mrs
Lydia Walker of Otis street extension
says that shortly before 4 o'clock she
happened to be looking from a win
dow fading west and was startled to
see what looked like a ball of red fire
Baked bean supper Saturday night coming swiftly toward her house. An
Rummage Sale at the Congrega
t the American Legion hall. Price instant later she heard a loud noise
tional vestry Friday, Nov. 4, at 9
5 cents.—adv.
129-130.
o'clock.—adv.
129-130
and felt a distinct shock, and investi
gation .proved that the meteor or
whatever it was had struck the ridge
pole of the house and knocked a
great sliver from Jt. From the ridge
pole of the house the meteor glanced
to the foot of a poplar tree nearby
split the trunk, 11 Inches In diameter
four feet up, and then disappeared
presumably into the ground, as the
earth all around tlie tree is ploughed
up. The impact of the meteor with
the tree was accompanied by a noise
like the explosion of dynamite, she
said. Dr. Elsie Davis and others in
Open 9.00 A. M.
\
the neighborhood also saw the flash
of the passing meteor, and many
heard the report when it struck the

Sale $2.75.

1

131-132

I

Every-OtKer-Bay

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tues9ay, November 1, 1927.
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VAST HOST COMING

THE BUSY GRANGERS

“GIMME A LIFT”

Coastal Highway Best World Child’s Appeal Hard To Re-, A Little Review of the Past
Has To Offer Says Boston
Year's Accomplishments.
sist, But Practice Is Dan
Transcript.
gerous.
Never a year when helpful Grange

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

2

3

participation in local community af
fairs has taken on more practical
aspects than so far in 1927 in hun
dreds of rural localities scattered
over the country.
A short-paragraph summary of some of these
activities furnishes Illuminating evi
dence of how worth while an organi
zation the Grange really is:

M

5

b

7

r“

8

iff- II

12.

(Boston Transcript)
"Gimme a lift, Mister.”
The thousands of Maine people
This plea, says a statement Issued
IM
who crossed the bridge at Bath on by National Headquarters of the
the occasion of Its opening to rail American Automobile Association
17
16
15
road travel may be regarded as the again is echoing and reechoing down
advance guard of that vast host the streets and highways of the Na
w
which on rails and highway will tion as millions of children troop
2l
4
19
move over the structure In the years daily to and from their schools.
to come. A portion of the Pine Tree “The appeal of a child, this one like
State which has been difficult of all the others. Is hard to resist but
IS
•
e • • •
access from the west Is now tied
‘inte^esis"of“ st't’f“e'ty demand' thZi
In
Mercer
County,
'New
Jersey,
with bands of steel to populous rethe motorist be firm in his refusal Granges combined their efforts to
27
gions.
to accede to it,” says the statement.
wipe out objectionable billboards and
Evidence of the attractions of the
/bDirected specifically toward the 939 prevent the erection of more, and
Maine coast between the Kennebec
id
clubs that comprise the membership already many of the highways
and Penobscot Bay has been given
)T
of the A. A. A. and generally toward throughout the most attractive parts
by the geeat numbers of motorists
motorists, parents and teachers as of the county have been cleared up.
b
JM 15
who have waited for hours that they j
including
a whole, the statement asks that the
• • • *
might get over the river on one of
cooperation of all agencies and indi
the ferryboats operated by the State.
In Beaver County, Oklahamn, an
3F"
ITTER COLD, blizzard weather outside — cosy comfort,
With the bridge In being, and the viduals concerned with street and energetic Grange agitation resulted
highway safety be "enlisted in a con
delays
eliminated,
who
shall
under

in impaneling a grand Jury at the
genial warmth in every room in the house if you install
take to estimate the numbers that tinuation of the campaign launched county-seat, which has made a thor
last year by the A, A. A. to stamp out
You really enter sunny Cali
one of the famous Maine made
will ride over the structure in years
ough clean-up of bootleggers and all
fornia the moment you step
to come? And while it is natural the practice of children of asking for sorts of law violators who had over
f’
MU
for people in other States to think lifts, one of the greatest menaces to run the county and which the ordi
aboard oneof thefive famous
of the bridge as an entrance to a child safety that exists today."
Santa Fe cross'Continent
nary
forces
of
law
and
order
seemed
I
This cooperation was sought and
part of a national playground, It is
unable to cope with.
50
51
MB
M9
trains.
pertinent to say that the Maine given in all paris of the country last
OJ
• • • •
It’s the new scientific system of direct heating, combined with people see possibilities of Industrial year, the A. A. A, heads declare.
The Chief—extra fare—is
Pennsylvania Granges are very
room-to-room ventilation and fresh air containing moisture —
development in towns that are now- Wlien attention was called to the
H
55
52
the finest and fastest of the
grave
hazards
involved
in
this
active
in
preventing
thieving
by
au

easily operated by anyone — no skill required — nothing to leak given better means of access to the thoughtless practice of school chil tomobile parties, from whose depreda
Santa Fe California trains.
marts of trade.
C)TH( INTMNATIO4UU. tVNOICATa.
Only TWO business days
or to freeze—no noise, no dust. Suited for every kind of dwell
The massive piers and towering dren, motorists, parents and teach tions farmers suffered seriously last
ers generally rallied behind their mo
and Borne Granges have ap
on
the way.
ing and many public buildings. Most economical to install and superstructure of the bridge at Bath tor clubs and the result of this unity summer,
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
pointed committees to take the lead
constitute a monument to the power
No extra fare on the four other
10Negatlve
39Mild
expletive
1-Work
hard
was
a
marked
success
of
the
cam

to operate. Thousands in satisfactory use. Let us explain the
in
stopping
the
trespass.
f an idea backed by Yankee grit
daily trains: The California Lim.
11- Madden
7-Quicker
40- Bustla
ana gumption. They call It the Carl paign. the statement says. The sum
• • • e
system to you and make an estimate without obligation.
ited,Navajo, Scout and Missionary.
12- Brought up
41- Eye
13- Pald attention
ton bridge because if it had not been mer, however, saw a let-down in this
Granges in Washington m many
17-Large animal (pi.)
43- Mineral spring
14- Untied
for State Senator Frank W. Carl sphere of activity, and the reopening
Fred Harvey dining-car and din.
44- 1 would (eontr.)
20-Explosive object
16-P re position
ton of Woolwich, the town In which of schools has created a need for re instances secure control of the re
ing-station service sett the standard
freshment concessions at county
22-Trlpe along
45- Rubbera
16-lrrltated
the eastern end of the bridge, the newed effort, it is pointed out.
in the transportation world.
fairs
and
endeavor
to
raise
the
24-Rlaes
upward
47Jumbied
typo
18Sun
god
of
ancient
“The part of the motorist is to
Kennebec might have flown unvexed
Ask for free booklet entitled “HarmonizedHeating”
48Closer
Enjoy
out-of-doors this winterquality
of
what
is
sold
at
such
26-Declined
gradually
Egypt
past the Shipyard City for many long drive carefully when passing through
take your family. California hotel
28- Delve into
50-Tool for making
19- Large container
ears to come. Mr. Carlton launched school zones and to refuse rides to stands. A specialty is made of fresh
r
Manufactured by
rates are reasonable.
29- A color
holes larger
21- Relatea
his project of a bridge and acted those children who ask. This is dif fruits and an effort to Increase the
31-“Tho lily maid of
22- Equallty of value
sa-Man^a name
PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.
as captain In navigating it to port. ficult to do, but the consistent refusal sale of milk as a substitute for cheap
adlao Satamr
Aetolat"
23-A eon of Seth
53-Large drains
Sometimes it was navigation In on the part of dll motorists soon will pop" and similar drinks formerly
sold.
32More
angry
May I send you oar picture ioUert!
1877 — 1927
(Bible)
troubled waters. But the bridge Is discourage the lift-seeker and this
• • • •
34- Jaunty
VERTICAL
25- Hlgh official of
there. It represents another case In is the greatest kindness the motor
8. Carlson, Dial. Paw. Agent
Other similar lines of practical
35- Stepa
Turkey
Santa Pa Ry.
which determination made a dream car owner could do any child. Drivers
1-Puehea
212 Old South Bldg.. Boaton. Maw
37- Separafaly
26- Stlpend
should remember that they are re Grange activity for the community
come true.
2Letaee
Phonal:
Liberty 7144 and 7146
38- Rowe
27-Sharpen
The bridge at Bath Is significant sponsible in case of accidents, in welfare include the following: Of
3- Musical note
fering prizes to school children for
41- Minerala
29-Sat an eatimate
of a widespread tendency of the volving their youthful passengers.
4- Girl's name
42- Member of Indian
upon
"They do not need to be reminded the best essays written^ and securing
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
times. For many long years, the toll
6-Outlet
tribe
Eaatern Standard Time
'■
80-8heepakln
bridge figured in the news only as it of the dangers of perpetuating -this publication of the prize winning ones
6Bordered
Trains Leave Rockland for
45- Before
31-Very hard substance
was made a free bridge. Now toll practice by catering to It. Once in local newspapers; Improving sani
Augusta, 17.45 a. m., |2.2O p. m , |2 30 p. m.,
7HI-humored
46- Percelved
33-Achlevementa
bridges are being built by the score. given a lift, the child repeats his re tary conditions around school build
13 25 p. m.
8- Unita
49-lndeflnite artlein
Bangor, J7.45 a. m , f2.20 p. m . |2.30 p. m.,
86- Boya x
And, in a sense, with the toll quest daily. At first, he may have ings and insisting upon a better
t3.25 p. m.
51-Pronoun
9- Pecullar
87- Emmet
bridges have returned the turnpike had the caution to stand on the curb grade of motor busses for transporta
Boston, t7.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m , (2.30 p. m.,
roads, only now Ithey dive under and wave his appeal to the passing tion of school children; insisting
76.25 p. m.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
upon
proper
supervision
of
roadside
Brunswick, 17.43 a. m., (2.20 p.m., |2.30p. m.,
rivers Instead of extending over the motorist. Gradually, however, he be
J6.25 p. m.
stands
and
in
many
states
advocating
THE
APPLE
MARKET
surface of the earth. Case in point comes more and more daring. He
Lewiston, f7.45 a. m , t2.20 p. m. (2.30 p. m.,
' New York, 72.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.
found In the vehicular tunnel will crowd out into the stream of ve licensing of same; using its Influence
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Boston,
Oct.
28,
Portland, 17.45 a. in , |2.2U p. m , (2.30 p. nr,
to
prevent
the
Bhowing
of
objection

under the Hudson at New York. Toll hicles, transforming traffic into a
76.25 p. in.
The market on apples this week has
bridges and the tunnels with the veritable maelstrom. Thus, he be able movies and encouraging by the
Waterville, 77.45a. m., ?2.20p. m., (2.36p.m.,
76.25 p. m.
tolls are included among modern comes a menace to others as well as patronage of its members by presen been disappointing. Receipts have not
Woolwich, 77.45 a. m , 72.20 p. m., (2.30 p. m.,
been
especially
heavy,
and
there
has
tation
of
high-class
films;
aiding
utilities because of the electric car to himself.
76.25 p. m.
been
no
Improvement
except
on
Wolf
telephone
companies
in
extending
and the automobile. Many, probably
"Parents and teachers should do
7 Daily, except Sunday.
( Sunday only.
Rivers and Mcflntoshes. In fact, on
M/FNTTf)
MARRI
FHFAD
bread
trough In which great loaves of a majority, of these public works all In their power to discourage this their lines into remote rural dis
wc.lv i
iviMnnuc.nc.zAM bread werg kneaded before thes were will become free In time. In Maine, habit which is so easily developed. tricts ^nd oftentimes inducing farm other apples, movement has been very
I placed In the brick oven for the they are looking to the time when Their duties are to point out the ers to give rights of way, furnish slow, and odd varieties clean up very
Vinalhaven & Rockland
the tolls and the railroad rental will manifold hazards involved and place poles and even assist in setting same hard even at low prices. iWarm
Bath 'Daughters Visit His- family baking.
weather
and
heavy
supplies
of
other
Steamboat Co.
• ng
•
U/L
V
I Men of national importance were have paid for the bridge and a new- lift-seeking in the category of those to secure the spread of such lines;
tone Mansion W here ts.nox horn
Marblehtad and in their old deal may be made. And in this things that are definitely forbidden in towns where no resident physician kinds of fruits, particularly grapes
WINTER ARRANCEMTNT
w
Z'11Mi
I t.me homes are still much treasure Maine case the tolls are not an ad
(Subject to mange Without Notice)
"Schools that give instruction in is available combining with other have had a depressing effect.
Wolf Rivers are cleaning up well
W 38 VjUeSl.
trove of the past. Joseph Story, ditional burden upon the public safety, and their number is growing groups with other towns in taking
TV EFTETT OCT. 22. 1927
! Associate Justice of the Supreme They are substituted for the ferry enormously, should make this lesson the necessary steps to insure the at generally $2.75 to $3 for unclassi
DADUY, SUNDAYS EXCKITED
fied, and $3.50 for .best A’s. McMembers of Col. Dummer Sewall court of the United States, Judge charge.
most prominent in their general location of one.• • • •
VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND* SWAN'S
Intoshes are also selling well, par
Chapter, D. A. R. of Bath, visited Samuel Sewall lor whom Fort Sewall
The bridge at Bath is a link In a courses, the A. A. A. believes. Its im
ISLAND LINE
Never a time In America when so ticularly the better grades.
Marblehead, Mass., Oct. 22, and were ' was named, and many other men of coastal highway that may fairly be portance is paramount and the re
8teamer leaves Rwan’s Island at 5.3® A. M.,
The turnip and potato market is
luncheon guests of Mrs. Mary E. W51- 1 note were "Marbleheaders.”
considered as one of the most at opening of school provides the proper many farm people took a vacation
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.90, Vinalliams, 27 Mugford street, at the his- | Agnes Suriage, afterward Lady tractive the world has to ofTer. It time to begin instruction so that in summer aa now, and the contrast unchanged from last week. -Turnips
havm 8130, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.43.
toric mansion where the first Masonic Frankland, was a Marblehead girl; e'xtends for hundreds of miles al when winter with its icy, slippery over the custom of 25 or more years are selling 75c to $1.00 for hundredReturn—Leaven Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Lodge rooms in this country are and it was for his wife's mother that most literally within sight and sound streets arrives, this hazard will defi ago Is very great. One of the im pound bags with a few at $1.25, and
Vinalhaven 2L45. North Haven at 3.45, Ston
located. Luncheon was served on a Sir Harry Frankland purchased a of the sea. There are many portions nitely have been removed or ma portant factors in bringing about this potatoes are selling for $2.00 to $2.15
ington
at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan’s bland
change has been the Grange, which for the best Green Mountains.
tavern table once used by Washing large tract of land in the Province of of It where the open ocean or island- terially reduced."
about 6.30 P. M.
$2.75 to $4.00
is continually stressing at its meet McIntosh, drops, hbl..........
ton, Lafayette and other famous Maine.
dotted bays are actually spread be
B. H. STINSON, f.eneral Agent.
.75 to 1.75
ings better organized rural life, more McIntosh, drops, box........
members of the Committee of Safety.
From the Marblehead records, the fore the eyes of the travelers. It
®
A NEW BEACON
4.00 to 8.00
McIntosh, h. p., hbl..........
efficient farm operation, the Increased McIntosh, h. p.. box..........
It is understood that Gen. Knox of visiting members of Col. Dummer rambles through the streets of
1.75 to 3.00
2.50 to 4.50
Maine, was also guest at some of Sewall chapter proved what was tualnt towns in which center mem Light Being Established On Mark Is use of machinery and a shorter Wealthios, bbl.......................
1
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Wool t)ii*-a, box ..................
1 00 to 1.50
the Marbleheal conferences of 1775- known to them already, that their orials and traditions of a storied
land Monument, Entrance to Casco working day for the farmer and his Grsxenstelns, bh]..................
Everlasting 'Beauty
Themselves of This Service For
3.00 to 4 50
family.
Along
with
such
discussion
76. Years afterward Gen. Knox when ancestral line could be traced directly past.
It
crosses
innumerable
Bay.
2.50 to 3.50
Wok Rivers, bbl................
(ffggigrrwdrrgdrifer*)
This Service Is To Meet Any
Chief of Artillery at Trenton, paid back to Revolutionary times when streams meandering to their desemphasis
has been
continually Wolf Rivers, box..................
.75 to 1.25
Financial Negd
Baldwins,
drops,
bbl
..........
2.00
to
3.00
remarkable tribute to the brave men their “back-parents," patriots of tin> In the ocean waters. It circles
Construction of the light which Is placed updn the need of farmers get Baldwins, drops, box ...
.50 to 1.00
of Marblehead regiment. In this 1775, were men and women of Marble the base of purple hills which four to be Installed on Mark Island at the ting away from home once in a while Baldwins, h. p.. bbl...........
3 00 to 4.50
W. E. Doraan & Son
speech, Gen. Knox, addressing the head.
centuries ago were pillars of prom entrance to Casco Bay and for which seeing how other farmers do their Baldwins, h. p.. box ........
1.25 to 1.75
2 50 to 4.00
Massachusetts Legislature said:
ise for Old World mariners seeking a petition was presented by more work and altogether getting a broader SO Oz.. bbl..........................
2.50 to 4.00
East Union, Me.
“I wish the members of this body
adventure and profit in the waters than 100 fishermen and yachtsmen viewpoint of their industry. Many
THE LARGEST HAILSTONE
2.50 to 4.00
of the New.
knew the people of Marblehead as
several months ago, has been com vacation tours, farm inspection trips,
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
well as I do. I could wish that they,
For many reasons Maine is to be menced by the United States Light outdoor picnics and similar outings
The maximum possible size of a
Dealert in—
‘The House Built on the Apple.'
had stood on the banks of the Dela-. single hailstone cannot be stated congratulated on the undertaking house Service.
have been carried through by the
ware river in 1776, in that bitter
now achieved. It has jlone some
Unlike many of the beacons which Grange, and especially since the
Aleo Sootch, Quincy, Wootorly
•
STATE OF MAINE
positively for the simple reason that
night when the Conmander-in-Chief
thing of much benefit to its own mark the Maine coastline, the light coming of the automobile, has this County of Knox. ss.
there
Is
not
always
a
trained
ob

To
the
Honorable
Justice
of
the
Supreme
and Maine Gray Granites, Ver
people, and something that will add on Mark Island is to be placed upon organization urged upon the farmer
had drawn up his little army to
ludirlal Cou t. next to be held a; Rockland,
cross it. and had seen the powerful server on hand to measure every much to the Joy of life for a multi the top of a 50-foot tower and folks everywhere the necessity of a within and for said county, on the second
mont Marbles.
current hearing onward the floating large hailstone w^iich falls. Hall- tude of outsiders.
equipped in such a way that it will change of environment once a year Tuesday of January A. D. 1928.
Leon L. Haupt of Thomaston, in the
masses of ice, which threatened de stones larger than a person's fist and
burn day and night for a period of at least, as much needed by them as County
of Knox and 8tate of Maine, husband
struction to whosoever should ven weighing more than a pound have
from five to six months at a time by people in other employments. of Lena E. Haupt, respectfully represents that
FEW EX-PRESIDENTS
Satisfaction Guaranteed
ture upon Its bosom. I wish when several times been reported on good
being supplied by gas tanks and There is every reason for believing he was lawfully married to the said Lena E.
this occurrence threatened to defeat authority, according to the U. S.
without any keeper except the that the Grange has rendered real Haupt at Stonington on the twenty-fourth
of June. A. D. 1993; that they llred
Real Estate
Personal Property
the enterprise, they could have heard Weather Bureau. During a storm Five Living At One Time Is watchful eyes of the lighthouse ten service to rural people by promoting day
together aa husband and wife at Thomaston
Loans Privately
d?K
M.every
gmve>
this
thought,
as
weU
as
in
the
many
that distinguished warrior demand, in Natal In 1874 hailstones fell which
ders
operating
in
this
district.
In said County of Knox from the time of
the Record In This Coun
2—Offices—2
•Who shall lead us on?' and seen the weighed a pound and a half. They
The light is to be installed upon other directions that it has served their aaid marriage tii.til the twenty-fourth day
of May A. P., 1926; that your libelant lias
tryOffice Hours: 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.
the
tower,
the
history
or
the
purpose
men of Marblehead and Marblehead passed through a corrugated Iron
the people in the open country.
always conducted himself towards his said
Lawful Rate of Interest
alone, stand forward to lead the roof ns if It had been made of paper
wife -as a faithful, true and affectionate
Should President Coolidge adhere of which has never been found out
The Grange organization Is keenly husband, that the said Lena E. Haupt has
Army along the perilous path to un Hailstones 14 inches in circumference tohis determination not to be a can and which dates back as far as
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
fading glories and honors in the fell in New South Wales in February didate for re-election he will, on people in this vicinity can remem Interested In world-wide farm census been
towards your said libelant', and further that
achievements of Trenton. There, Sir, 1847. At Cazoria, Spain, on June 15 March 4, 1929, become an ex-Presi- ber. A tank house to cover the large which is to be gathered simultane 'he said Lena E. Haupt has been guilty of
Dr. George H. Ingraham
went the fishermen of Marblehead, 1829, houses were crushed under dt-nt of the United States and Join drums which provide the fuel is to ously in all countries of the world aduhery; that the residence of the said Lena
B.
Haupt
Is
unknown
to
your
libelant
and
alike at home upon land or water, blocks of Ice, some of which are said Wm. Howard Taft on that high plane be built at the base of the tower and during the year 1930, the first of its can not be ascertained by reasonable dili
Osteopathic Physician
alike ardent, patriotic and unflinch to have weighed four and a half —provided of course,-that the pres an exterior ladder leading to the light kind ever attempted, because this gence; that there la no collusion between
p
Call
170
Graduate
of Kirksville School of
progressive project is the result of your libelant and the said Lena E. Haupt to
ing. whenever they unfurled the flag pounds. In October, 1844, a hall ent Chief Justice and former Presi constructed.
Osteopathy
The installation of this light, the the work of the Internationa; Insti obtain a divorce,* wherefore he prays that a
of the country."
storm at Cette, France, wrecked dent Is spared to . his country until
People
’
s
Laundry
ilvorch may be decreed between him and the
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
Another interesting place visited houses and sank vessels. But these, that time. We shall then have two flashes of which will later be an tute of Agriculture at Rome, whose said Lena E. Haupt for the cause above set
17 Limeroek Stroat
Rockland
was the historic Orne house on Orne like all reports dating back many former Presidents living at one time, nounced by the lighthouse service organizer was David Lubin, a very forth, and that he may have the custody of
We do all kinds of Laundry 38 Summer Street
minor child, Madoline aged two and one
129-t(
street, home of Col. Azor Orne, one of years, must be taken with a grain of a number that is about the average wll! when completed, give ample active member of the Grange in Cali his
Work. Family Walking a
half years.
the patriots who with Elbridge Gerry salt. The untrained observer often In the history of the United States. warning to ships passing this island fornia nearly 30 years ago. The
Specialty. Wat Wash. Rough
LEON L HAUPT.
DR. E. B. HOWARD
Then
October 24. 1927.
and Col. John Glover took an active unconsciously exaggerates.
The highest number of ex-Presl- which has been considered by many basic idea which he put into this in
Dry.
Finish Fla* Work.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
part In the stirring scenes incident too, gome of these reports may refer dents living at one time has been to have been a dangerous spot when ternational agency was world-wide
Bhirta, Collars.
Dentist
;wenty-fourth
day
of
October,
A.
D.
1927.
to the War for Independence. Some to cases where masses of ice re five, in the years 1861 and 1862, when entering port
cooperation along every possible line
(L. S.)
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
of the wall paper of Revolutionary f suited from the coalescence, after Van Buren, Tyler, Fillmore, Pierce
Telephone Connootion
WALTER H. BUTLER,
of agricultural undertaking, infor
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Notary Public
times Is still preserved and the old | falling, of a number of smaller hail and Buchanan were all living, the
mation and development and it ls<
STATE OF MAINE
OPEN EVENINGS
Gilchrent
fireplaces are used today. Of interest j stones lying closely packed together last named having left the White
such Widening knowledge of the In
(Seal)
BY APPOINTMENT
House. March 4, 1861. But the end
to the Maine visitors was the huge , on the ground.—The Pathfinder.
dustry that has constituted one of Knox, as.
Monumental Worke
Tel. 1020
C.erk's Office, Supreme Judicial Court,
jf 1862 left us with only three, Van
the underlying principles of the
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
in Vacation
Main
Street
Buren and Tyler having died in 1862.
Grange In seeking to promote the
Rockland. October 25, A. D. 1927.
119-tf
Tile second highest number was
Upon the foregoing Libel. Orde ed, That the
welfare of agriculture. The director
Thomaston, Maine
four. In 1825 and 1826, when our "el
of this great world census project, Libellant give notice to said Lena E Haupt
ARTI8TIC
MEMORIAL*
o appear before our Supreme Judicial Court,
der statesmen" were John Adams,
Dr. Leon M. Estabrook, is an active to be holden at Rockland, within ami for the
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison
member of Potomac Grange, No. 1, County of Knox, on the second Tuesday of
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
Januay
A.
D.
1928,
by
publishing
an
atand James Monroe, all having
at Washington, D. C„ and very en
copy of said Libel, and thia order
Osteopathic Physician
■passed" the Presidential chair.
thuslastic over the part the Grange .ested
thereon, three weeks successive’} in The
Since the death of Franklin Pierce,
plays in promoting progressive agri Courle -Gazotte a newspaper printed In Rock
By Appointment Only Tel. 138
'n 1869, there has been only one pe
culture. Dr. Estabrook recently ad land In our County of Knox, the last publi
35 Limarock Street
Rockland
cation to be thirty days at least prior to said
riod of time when the United States
dressed a meeting of Potomac second Tuesday of January, next, that she
Graduate of American Sehool of
has had as many as three living exGrange, describing very fully the may there and then In our said court appear
Osteopathy
1840 thio firm has
Presidents. That was in 1885, from
plans for the world’s agricultural and show cause. If any she have why the
|illy served the famlprayer of said Libellant should not ho
March 4 to July 23. On the former
census in 1930.
granted.
Knox County,
date Arthur gave up the office and
I
--------------------WARREN C. PHiLBROOK.
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
i-ady Attendant
joined Grant and Hayes as an exJustice of the Supreme Judicial Court
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE FOR
Every mother realizes, after giving
Tel.. Day 480| Night, 7*1-1
(L. 8.1
Preaident, but Grant died in July
Dentist
TEACHERS OF ADULTS
her children “California Fig Syrup,"
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
and left only the two. When Grant
Court thereon.
i 100 Main Street
Rockland
that this is their ideal laxative, be
became ex-President on
March 4.
Attest:
MILTON M. C.RIFFTN.Clerk,
Establishment of the first resi
cause they love its pleasant taste and
Opp.
Thorndike
Hotel.
Tot.
839-M
187), ha was alone in that distinction,
130-131-134
dential college for adult education In
it thoroughly cleanses the tender little
022"- Hours; 9 to 12—1 to I
for three of his predecessors died
Wales
is
made
possible
by
the
gift,
Dockland, me.
stomach, liver and bowels without
during his two full terms in office
Evenings by Appointment
by .a South Wales industrial leader,
griping.
During part of 1893. all of 1894. 1895,
of
a
large
building
located
at
Har

When cross. Irritable, feverish, or
1896 and part of 1897 there was no
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
lech.
The building will furnish
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
former President alive, if we except
I, E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
dormitory accommodations for 30
the tongue, mother ! If coated, gitea
Cleveland, finishing his second term
To awake with a cold and be rid of
students. It has a good library, lec- i
PLUMBING,
HEATING
teaspoonful of this harmless, “fruity
DON
’
T
ASK
US
March 4, 1897, after having been it by noon—would you like to know
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to i P. M.
ture rooms, and dining hall, and an ,
laxative," and in a few hours a 1 the j
President from 1885 to 1889.
how to do it? You don’t have to dose excellent music hall seating 300 per- ,
106 Pleasant Street,
Rockland
Residence until 9 A. M., and by
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
John Adams lived the longest after yourself with strong drugs. Just take
ASK ANYONE!
Telephone 244-W
undigested food passes out of the
departing from the
White House, a plain white, pleasant-tasting tablet. sons, with a fine organ.
Appointment. Telephone 184
The governing body will be com
bowels, and you have a well, playful
surviving his single term for twentyPape's Cold Compound is such a posed of representatives of different
* THOMASTON. ME.
child again. When tihe little system is
five years, from 1801 to 1826. Van simple thing to use, it doesn't seem ! organlzatlon8 ln Wales interested in
Buren and Fillmore lived twenty-one possible that it can knock a cold <Mlt adu]t education, wlth Lord Haldane
full of cold, throat sore, has stomach
years as former Presidents and completely in a few hours. But it, ag tke (jrgt president. Activities of
ache, diarhoea, indigestion, colic—re
Doughnuts Are Best
Madison and John Quincy Adams
member, a good “inside cleansing
C. S. ROBERTS
does 1 And there Isn t a single after- tbe college will probably be limited
nil eteen years. The shortest "terms"
should always be the first treatment
t'ji
n
| has directions for babies, children of as ex-Presidents were those of Polk, effect on heart, head, or stomach. It at first t0 summer schools, short Attorney
* Millions of mothers keep ‘"‘Ca'iior- all ages and grown-ups printed on the who lived less than three months is sold by every druggist for only 35c. term courses, and institutes for
TRAINER
’
S
__ . iwwwssw
__
I tutors, or extension teachers, with
Announeat
opening
of office In Odd
i FI Svrup” handy; they know nlbottle. Beware of counterfeits sold,after March 4, 1849, and Arthur, who
| provision later for longer courses for
na
nfiil todav saves a sick child here, so don’t be fooled. (Jet the' departed from the Executive ManFallows Block, Opp. Postoffieo.
Foot of 8pring St.
Rockland
adults, for which there is a growteasi'oo
'
druggist for a genuine, made hy “California Fig sion In March, 1885, and died NoTot, 470
Room 8-8-2
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND '
-xo
80-tf
ing demand.
bottl'e oC'Canfornla Fig Sj rup" which Syrup Company."
. _
vember 18, 1886.
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BURPEE
TAKERS

A Cross, Feverish Child is Bilious,
Constipated

BURPEE’S

Barf CoZrf Left Her

During Sermon!

DOWNYFLAKE

FRED S. MARCH

P APF/S
COLD COMPOUND

Cemetery Memcriak

Every Other-Day

Rocklan3 Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November T, 1927.

WEST ROCKPORT
The Mission Circle met Thursday ’

OUR

HAVE ARRIVED !
Order your needs before the as

sortment is broken—

HYACINTHS—
NARCISSUSTULIPS—
CROCUSES—
FREESIA—
OXALIS—
SNOWDROPS—
Write for Free Bulb Catalog
quoting kinds, prices and direc
tions for planting.

ROYAL PEARL CHIPS
and
HYACINTH GLASSES

afternoon with Mrs. S. H. Rankin.
Ice cream and cake were served, j
Mr. and Mrs. Rankin go to Rock
land for the winter this week.
Maurice Carroll has bought the
Henry Melvin farm and after exten- I
slve repairs has moved his family 1
there.
Mr. and Mtr. Charles Rhodes left
early Saturday evening for a visit
with
relatives
in
Massachusetts.
They traveled all night and word
received - from them Sunday after
noon stated that they arrived in
Northampton at 7 a. m. that day.
Miss Grace Parker and Miss Mar
ion Hardy attended the Teachers'
Convention in Portland last week.
Miss Parker spent the weekend at
her home here and Miss Hardy ln
Lincolnville.
John Altonen. Jr., was here to at
tend the funeral of his brother^Phillp
Altonen and on his return Tils father
accompanied him to Massachusetts
where he will spend the wlntegtq
Alton Russell of Mount Ptogsant
has bought the Walden place'jtnd
with his family is moving here.
The annual roll-call of lhe church
was held 'Wednesday evening of last
week.
Supper was served In the
dining room at ( o'clock and followed
by a service ln the auditorium of the
church with a geod response to the
roll call and a short, Inspirational
talk by Rev. O. W. Stuart of Rock
land, a former pastor.

Postage prepaid on Bulbs pur
chased at the dozen price

Kendall & Whitney
69 Years a Seed Store
PORTLAND, MAINE

Another need of the times is at
least one more month between vaca
tion and coal bills.—ill Paso Herald.

Philip Altonen
Thia village was plunged in gloom
by the death of Philip Altonen, one
of its most 'popular apd active young
men. He was born In 1905, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Altonen and was
educated in the local schools where
he was ever active and interested.
He was a member of West Rockport
Grange and waa a hard working
member. He will be greatly missed
ln the activities of the town.
Be
sides his father he Is survived by
three sisters Lillian, Tillie and Ruth
and two brothers, Frank and John.

EAST UNION

WE BUY
JawFurs

1
DEERSKINS

‘1

Called For Within City Limits
Phone 226-M '
AT HIGHEST MARKET
PRICES
Ship us your accumulation.
Consignments held seven days
and if our valuation is unsatis
factory, we return your furs
and PAY ALL EXPENSES.

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Esancy ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. George
Davis and Fred Spear motored to
Portland recently where they were
guests of Mrs. Esancy's brother.
Frqnk Joseph.
Mrs. Percival and Mrs. Bloke-son
who have been guests of relatives
here for several weeks, have returned
to their homes ln Providence.
Mrs. Clara Snow accompanied her
daughter Mrs. Lura Whalen of .Ash
Point to Portland last week, where
Mrs. Whalen attended the teacheis
convention and Mrs. Snow was the
guest of relatives.
Mrs. Nina Fuller of Union an<V
Miss Gladys Robbins of Augusta
were recent visitors of their uncle,
Randall Robbins.
Mrs. Esther Tolman and son Har
old visited at the home of Ernest
Tolman ln West Rockport Wednes
day.

FRIENDSHIP
During the thunder storm Friday
the lightning visited Burnham &
Morrill's clam factory The ball of
fire was plainly seen but no damage
done although quite a bit of excite
ment was created for a few moments.
According to some of the local
weather prophets, a thunder storm
at this time of the year foretells an
early winter.
Rev. Lester Spencer, pastor of the
Adventist Church, Is driving a Dodge
sedan.
The painting for the Grape Nuts
advertisement in the Ladles Home
Journal was done by Marion Powers
Kirkpatrick,* one of our talented
summer residents.
Mr. and Mrs.
Kirkpatrick are still occupying their
attractive home at Davis Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton and
Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens spent the
weekend ln Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest R. Burns
OREMOST educators, editors and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa are
as well as leading business insti visiting Mrs. Burns parents. Mr.' and
tutions like General Electric ComMrs. A. Hartel Jr.. In West Newton,
pany, now are widely urging break for a few days.
Maurice Hall of Portland spent the
fasts that “stand by" as an important
weekend with his mother, Mrs. Jen
aid to success.
nie Hall.
That’s because it is now known
Capt. Roy Morton and Clifton
that over 70% of the day’s impor Thompson of the lobster smack.
tant work, in offices, stores, etc., falls Satellite, spent tWe weekend at their
into the four morning hours—the homea here.
hours from 8:30 to 12:30.
*
*
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder has returned
In most American schools, includ to her home in Gardner, Mass., after
ing Princeton, Yale, most State Uni visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash for ten
versities and some 2,000 grade days.
schools throughout the country, 80%
The little daughter recently born
of the important classes are held to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Knapp.has
before luncheon.
been named Karol Fogg.
Thus, largely on expert advice,
A quiet wedding took place here
millions now start days with Quaker Saturday evening when Miss Bernice
Oats — food that “stands by” one Weaver of Thomaston and Elmer
through the morning.
Prior were united ln marriage. Mr.
Excellently balanced in protein, Prior Is the son Of Mr. and Mrs.
dBrbohydrates, minerals and the im Alton Prior of this town and the
portant Vitamine B, this delicious young couple are making their home
food is ideal for banishing listless with them for the present.

Better
Mornings
via

Breakfasts
That
"Stand By”
You

Quaker Oats Urged Wide
ly by Authorities

F

mornings.
Today get Quick Quaker that
cooks in 2J4 to 5 minutes or regular
Quaker Oats at grocer's.

Quick Quaker

A New York patrolman rescued
nineteen persons from a stranded
launch by swimming out to them on
horseback. At last a use has been
found for the mounted police.—
American Lumberman (Chicago).

The Coffee Tastes
So Good Because

The Flavor is Roasted h
OOD coffee! The very thought of without allowing the precious coffee
it, fragrant and tasteful, makes oils to evaporate. These oils, develop
one long for a steaming cup. But thereing In the roast," produce the mellow
are so many coffee-making failures! fragrance and flavor that make good
How can a housewife be sure of good coffee so satisfying.
coffee every time—coffee which really
brings to tlie table that ravishing In the White House ovens, the natural
aroma you smell round a roasting coffee goodness is roasted to a definite
oven?
♦ “peak —just enough to perfect the
full coffee taste, but not enough to
The Dwinell-Wright Company, pro drive the lift of the coffee out of the
ducers and masters of White House beans. Thus the flavor is roasted into
Coffee, have found the answer. As a White House Coffee and not out into
result of 70 years of coffee-roasting the air.
. experience, they have developed a
coffee-roasting process that roasts If you want to serve coffee that tastes
the flavor in.
its good as fine coffee smells when it's
Special methods of control advenes roasting, order White House Coffee.
. the roasting of White House Coffee The Flavor to Roasted Ini

G

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO, Wholesale Distributors.

VINALHAVEN
Schools reopened Monday
being closed one week.

alter

i

The following teachers have re
turned from Portland where they at
tended the convention last week:
Principal S. B. Hopkins and assist
ants Mildred Vinal and Gwendoline
Green, Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley,
Lida Greenlaw, Thelma Mullen, Cora
Vinal, Helen Carlon and Bernice
Hall.

Oscar Waterman of :North Haven
was ln town Saturday.
The Latter Day Saints have been
holding a convention the past week.

Ernest Claytor and family
moved into the Walls block.

have

Mrs. Frank Jones of Belfast and
Mrs. Faustina Roberts of Rockland
arrived Friday.

Miss Alta Calderwood of North
Haven was the over Sunday guest of
Miss Lena Gilchrist.

Miss Beulah Gilchrist Is spending
her vacation with relatives In Wor
cester. Mass.
Owfen Green who was the weekend
guest of his sister Miss Gwendoline
Green left Monday for Chelmsford.
Mass., where he has accepted a po
sition as teacher.
Miss Luda Johnson arrived this
week for Worcester, Mass.
Lawrence Ames and family have
moved into their new home which
they recently bought of Mrs. Emma
Green.
The Needle Craft Club met Tues
day night at Craventhirst end en
joyed a supper. Miss Blanche Hamil
ton will entertain the club at her
home tonight.
IH. W. Fifleld attended the 109th
anniversary of Masonic Chapter at
Bangor last week.
Malcolm Winslow returned Friday
from Rockland.
The Ladies of the G. A. R. circle
was inspected Friday evening by Dis
trict President Annie Bowden of
Camden.
A 6 o'clock supper pre
ceded the ceremonies. While in town
Mrs. Bowden was the guest of the
president of the G. A. R. Ladles, Mrs.
Hester Ames.
The four-masted schooner Lucy P.
Dow, loading with paving at Leopold
& Co. Is expected to sail today for
Louisiana.
Rev. A. G. Henderson, pastor of
Union Church, preached his farewell
sermon Sunday evening, the subject,
“Taking a Chance.”
The musical
program was as follows: Selections
by thi choir; saxaphone duet, Messrs.
Arey and Bruce with Helen Sanborn
at the piano; anthem by the quartet.
Margaret Henderson, Blanche Hamil
ton, H. L. Coombs and O. C. Lane;
duet,
Margaret
Henderson
and
Blanche Hamilton.
Mr. Henderson
and family expect to leave today for
Farmington where he has accepted a
call.
Union Church choir rehearsal will
be held Friday night at the home of
Mrs. Cora Peterson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis entertained Wednesday evening ln cele
bration of their wedding anniversary.
Supper was served. The guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 'West, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Coombs. Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Lawry, Mr. and Mrs. Lafay
ette Carver and Mrs. Crowell Hatch.
If shouts of laughter are an Indi
cation of enjoyment. It Is a safe
guess that “The Bats" had a good
time Wednesday evening when they
gathered at the Cottage street home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Davis
to celebrate the wedding anniversary
of the host and hostess.
Lobster
stew, followed by cake and coffee,
were served by the hostess, after
which some truly astonishing feats
of skill and agility were performed
by various members of the company.
A beautiful piece of table linen was
presented the hostess by Mrs. Mertic (jtarver who made an a,pt little
speech In behalf of the company.
The guests were, Mr. and Mrs. Por
ter Lawry, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph West,
Mrs. Lois Hatch and Mr. and Mrs.
Lafayette Carver.
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A Jolly Good Timo
H. H. Vinal gives the following ac
count of his hunting trip from which
he and Frank Osgood recently re
turned. "The call of the wild, what
a welcome sound to the man who has
ever hunted In the big woods. It sets
every fiber tingling In his body,
whether he gets game or not. He
has the fun of trying. Oct. 14, we
shouldered our guns and started for
Glenwood, Maine, arriving at camp
Sunday. That same day three fel
lows blew in—Capt. H T. Philbrook
and Thomas Anastaslo of Rockland
and Arthur Davis of Camden. They
came by auto to we were able to
obtain eats in plenty. Much time was
spent ln hunting and everyone tried
their best to get game, but as the old
saying goes, 'You do not always
bring home the bacon.’
Philbrook
and Anastaslo were the lucky ones
and brought home a deer each.
Thomas was the comedian of the
company, something doing all the
time. He was a fine cook, and pre
pared most of the meals. He also
served as doctor, giving ths boys
medicine when needed.
He also
started to read the Bible through, but
came out of the woods before finish
ing it. They all take off their hats
to Tommy for being an all round good
fellow. Capt. Philbrook certainly did
a good Job in keeping the larder filled
with plenty of good things. He Is a
man who says what he means and all
like him for that. Davis Is a good
story teller and made the time pass
all too quickly with his yarns; it was
voted to give Arthur the belt. Os
good is a good hunter, but he had
hard luck, fired at two deer and un
fortunately missed them. All report
a great trip and are looking forward
to another more successful one next
year."

OWL’S HEAD
Miss Bernice Speed of Knox Hospital
staff was a weekend guest of her aunt
Mrs. Mattie Maddocks.
Mrs. Anna Donohue who has been
visiting In Portland has returned
home and Is working for Capt. Holt.
Mrs. Ethel Farrell is with her par
ents for the winter.
The New Bedford scallopers have
arrived home.
Mrs. P. K. Retd and son spent a
few days last week in 'Rockland.
Mrs. Ray Greer: visited ln Water
ville last week.
'Florence Dyer and (Fred Tuttle
made a trip to Portland Sunday by
automobile.
Capt. Henry Perry left last week
for Canada where he will spend the

winter.
Mrs.

Florence

Dyer

and

Mra.

Sure of Himself Now!
So Clean Inside, No Fear
of Perspiration Offense,

However Over-Heated

Page Five

READY TO FIGHT

Gene Tunney Thinks His
Next Opponent Will Be
Tom Heeney.

Once a person realizes the wonderful
When the world’s champion heavy
properties in cascara, no other laxa
tive in the market would ever be con weight Gene Tunney came to Maine
to spend his vacation the eyes of the
sidered.
It's no trick to “clean out the bow sporting world suddenly became fo
els." Dozens of things will do that. cused on the little village of Rock
But a little natural cascara purifies
wood.
Portland's new paper the
the system clear through. Cleanses
even the pores of your skin. Renders Evening News has shown a good
perspiration as Inoffensive as so much stioke of enterprise by obtaining a
dew ! The otd-fashioned way was series of copyrighted stories and in
“salts.” They get action, but they terviews with the champion which
take the mucous membrane along with are being published ln that paper
The following extracts are
the waste matter ! Mineral oils arc daily.
gentler, but they leave the bowels from one of the most recent Install
ments,
>
with a film of poisons for the b'ood
o . o o
to carry off through the pores. But
"Do you plan to defend your title
when you cascarize the system you
next summer?”
g6t rid of all the poisons by normal
“I would like to defend the cham
muscular action of the bowels.
pionship July 4, and again In Sep
If you have the habit of taking med
“ANYTHING that gets results, was all icine for constipation, or even for tember. I want to be active.’
"Who do you expect your opponent
the thought I ever gave to laxatives. In
auto-intoxication, stop it. For a can to be?"
, .■
those days my perspiration was so acid,
dy cascaret is a delightful form !n
"There are a lot of young fellows
it used to rot my clothes. Then a doctor
which
to
take
cascara;
children
lo/e
coming along.”
tipped me off to those wonderful little
them, and Lhe taste tempts most
"How about Jack Dempsey?"
sweeteners—
grown-ups to have "more."
"I expect Dempsey to be one of the
And what a comfort to know you two men I shall meet. Jack Is too
nre in that clean, wholesome condi smart for the rest of the field."
tion that does away with any need of
"Who will your other opponent be
deodorants, even in warmest weather! next year?”
Try a cascaret tonight—see how you
"I don’t know.
Poesibly Tom
feei next day, and for days after !
Heeney. I think he Is the best of the
With the skin fresh and fragrant. All present crop of heavy weights. There
druggists, 10c and 25c.
is Jack Sharkey, of course. However
I think Dempsey will always be able
to defeat the Boston heavyweight.
Emery St. Clair spent Monday in
Paulino and Phil Scott are rugged
NEWS ADS PAY
town, Mrs. Dyer as guest of Mrs.
and strong.
My guess would be
George Kenney who Is quite sick, and
Heeney."
Philco
Manufacturers
Trace
Mrs. St. Clair guest of her aunt Mra
"You want your next bout to go
Studley in Glencove.
16?"
Huge
Sales
Directly
To
Carl Reed had his new engine In
“Every championship affair should
stalled at Camden last week.
be for at least 15 rounds. If my last
Newspaper Advertising.
The Bains plan to start for the
bout with Dempsey had been sched
Southland today. This year Mrs.
uled to go that far, I think I would
Can results of newspaper adver
Bain's mother, Mrs. Dow, accom
hove stopped him."
tising be traced? Ask the Philadel
panies them.
“If George Godfrey, the colored
phia
Storage
Battery
Company,
heavyweight,
should , come along
which Is using newspapers on a
would you meet him?".
TENANT’S HARBOR
large scale for its Philco radio
"I have drawn the color line.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary had as socket powers. It will tell you that have never met a colored boxer, and
dinner guests recently Mr. and Mrs. the first merchandising of its mil- never will.”
campaign
(mostly
In
Edgar Barter and granddaughter llon-dollar
Tunney was asked concerning the
Miss Feme Britto, and Mr. and Mrs. newspapers)—lias already brought seventh round of Ills bout with
Ronald Lord (the newlyweds), all of returns of a most substantial char Dempsey at Chicago.
Rockland.
Halloween
decorations acter. For the last two weeks rep
"I could have gotten up at the
of
the
Philadelphia
were in evidence and the evening resentatives
count of two,” the champion ex
Storage
Battery
Company—Sayre
was spent very pleasantly.
plained. "My head was,clear, and I
Mrs. Nancy J. Wheeler lefff Sat M. Ramsdell, manager of sales pro saw Jimmy Bronson motioning me
motion, and Harry Boyd Brown, adurday for Milford, Mass., where she
to stay down until nine. After I re
vet Using and merchandising coun
will spend the winter with her
gained my feet, the slow movies show
sel—have
been
visiting
Philco
daughter, Mrs. Carrie Hobart.
there were only nine blows landed.
branch , fllces ln different parts of
Mrs. Dorcas Wagle went to Rum this country and Canada and ex I scored all nine. Dempsey backed
ford last week where she is taking plaining to radio jobbers and dis me into a corner and landed six
treatment before undergoing an op tributors the sensational new Philco punches which sent me down. If it
eration in that place. She is the merchandising plan, t'he big feature had been out ln the center of the
guest of her sisters Mrs. Georgle of which Is the expenditure of the ring, I think I would have been able
to have kept my feet."
Peterson and Miss Mertie Fuller.
gi eater part of 51,000,000 In news
Miss Ethel Watts of Rockland was papers.
TRAINING CLASSES
"It was amazing,'' says Mr. Rams
an overnight guest of Mrs. Harriet
dell. “to find to what extent not only
Wheeler Thursday.
A. J. Rawley had the misfortune the jobbers and distributors of ra Fine
Results Obtained In
to injure his ankle badly while at dii/ appliances, but the dealers as
well,
are
relying
on
the
newspapers
Basketry, Millinery and
work on the road at Wiley's Corner.
He was very fortunate however that for the success of their merchandis
Vegetable
Cookery.
ing
efforts.
The
many
hundreds
of
the accident did not prove much
more serious, and but for the timely jobbers we talked with were almost
In Knox- Lincoln county, programs
assistance of Maynard Gardiner who a unit in their insistence that wellshut off the power of the tractor, planped and well-directed advertis of the woman’s community farm
machine he might have even lost his ing la the newspapers will do more bureaus during the past year have
life. Mr. Rawley is obliged to go to aid them ln putting across In consisted of two or three training
on crutches and is at the home of creased sales of the Philco products classes besides the regular one day
The one day meetings
Frank Kerswell where he was board, than will any other advertising me meetings.
were held mainly by the home dem
ing while working on the Wiley’s dium.
"When
we
made
it
clear
that
the
onstration agent, and therefore lim
Corner road.
bulk of the big expenditure planned ited In number.
To increase the
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Rivers have
hy this Company—81.000.000 In about spread of the home economics work
gone to Massachusetts for the win four months—is to be spent In the
ter. Mr. Rivers-will build a bunga newspapers, there was no limit to the classes were Instituted.
Of the three held, one was in each
low at Marblehead, for his brother
the co-operation which the Jobbers, project:
JJilllnery in the clothing.
Fred Rivers.
distributors and dealers were will
Basketry in-the household mangeThe social at the church vestry ing to give to our new sales plan.
ment and Preparation of Vegetables
last Thursday evening was much
"Of course,” 'he (explained, “it
in the foods. As a result of the mil
enjoyed by the kiddies and grown would be silly for any one to believe
ups too.
The decorations, games, that all we have to do Iq spend a linery class 17 communities used their
etc. were suggestive of Halloween. lot of money in newspaper advertis trained leaders as instructors for the
There was no admission and candy, ing to put across record-breaking making of felt hats. Aina’s two lead
ers, Mrs. G. M. P. Carleton and Mrs.
apples and corn, cakes were passed sales of our products.
The mer
around and everybody present ap chandise Itself must be 100 percent. Tom Ayer did very good work in their
peared to be having a good time..
And ln this respect we are particu own community directing the making
of 10 hats. The former also acted as
Mrs. Miller’s discourse of a week larly fortunate, because the new 1928
instructor, taking the place of the
ago. Sunday evening, was very in Pl.llco socket powers embracea num
home demonstration agent ln two oth
teresting and delivered in a most ber of Improvements from an engin
er communities. Mrs. Carlton is the
efficient manner. Those who did not eering standpoint. Just at this point
I would like to say that never In the county Clothing Project Leader.
hear her missed a real treat.
history of radio has there been such • The basketry meetings held to date
Rev. P. E. Miner will speak on
a universal demand for operation of have shown as a result 24 reed arti
“The Meaning of the Cross" at the
radio receiving sets from the elec cles. These were all made by the In
Wednesday evening prayer-meeting.
tric current in the home. The Phil struction of leaders trained, by the
Puritan Rebekah Lodge has ac
co radio AB Socket Power operates home demonstration agent at train
cepted an Invitation to work a de
any make or style of standard ra ing classes. Thia subject is very pop
gree at the Rebekah Lodge ln War
dio receiving set directly from the ular as home made .articles can be
ren Nov. 14.
.
.
made very Inexpensively. Nineteen
electric light socket.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley arrived
communities
sept
training
class
home Spnday from Boston where
John Steele writes that there Is a members for Instructions In that
they have been guests of relatives.
scheme afoot among the Powers to subject.
Mrs. Irving Cook and Mrs. Wes
The training classes ln preparation
partition Turkey. It would save Eu
ton Wiley motored to Rockland Sat
rope a lot of expense if It would lay of vegetables are ln a series of three,
urday.
in a stock of movable partitions.— for consecutive months. Only seven
Frank Brown is working for Mrs.
communities are taking this subject.
American Lumberman.
Blanche Flower at Long Cove.
Communities and representatives
Mrs. Rudolph Berrgren Is ill.
are as follows: Akia, Mrs. Hattie
Mrs. Nancy Wheeler has gone to
McDonald, Mrs. Amy Jewett, Ap
spend the winter with her daugh
pleton:
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Sprowl,
ter Mrs. Aaron Hobart.
Mrs. Inez Ames. Camden, Mrs. Pear.
Mrs. Sewell Wagle is in Rumford
Thomas, Mrs. Lettie Bagley. Dam
where she enters the hospital for
ariscotta, Mra. Lily .Waltz, Mrs.
observation.
Mary Bumpus, Newcastle, Mrs. E
Lincoln Monaghan was a weekend
E. Boynton. Mrs. Mary Garnache
guest of his parents.
N< hleboro, Mrs. Fred Hatch, Mrs.
Forrest Wall is tearing down the
Velma Vannah.
Montsweag, Mrs.
Ding Dong and removing most of
Irene Metcalf. Mra. Evelyn Bailey.
tlie things to Frank Pierson’s cot
Two training classes have been held
tage.
and one more is to be held ln Oc
Allen Conary is laying a new hard
tober.
Since the foods work has
wood floor for William Hastings in
hien taken generally throughout the
his dining room.
!county food habit scores have Im
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook
proved from 10 percent to 15 percent.
went to Boston Saturday returning
Sunday. They were accompanied by
INTO COTTAGE LOT8
their uncle and aunt, Capt. and Mrs.
Ezekiel Holbrook, who will spend the
Will Go the Maddocks Fsrtilizor and
winter with their son and daughter.
Fish Oil Plant at Round Pond.
Capt. Holbrook is 85 years of age.
Mrs. James Taylor has returned
Hon. Robert Luce,' former lieu
home after spending her vacation in
tenant governor of Massachusetts,
Vinalhaven.
has bought from Luther Maddocks,
of Boothbay Harbor, the latter's fer
NORTH HAVEN
tilizer and fish-oll plant and prop
Service
here,
means
just
Francis Raymond and family, who
erty at Round Pond.
This consists
what the word implies—
have been visiting Mr. Raymond’s
of about four acres of shore front
mother, Mrs. tt. R. Crabtree have
land at Moxie's Cove, and five build
material when, where and
ings.
An elevated pond supplies
returned to New York.
as you want it—your con
Work is.progressing rapidly on the
i water for the factories and Ice ln
venience,
not
ours.
That
electric light line to the Morrow cot
winter.
It also includes a fine sand
idea of service goes right
beach.
tage.
Oscar Waterman unfortunately fell
I
tor SO years this site ha* been
back to the choosing of
from a ladder while at work Jtfst
used for some sort of fish business.
the merchandise. For in
Saturday. Dr. Shields of Vinalhaven
When the porgy business was at Its
stance—we recommend
attended him.
height along the Western Maine
SHEETROCK,
the
timeThe Haven's Inn has been closed
coast in the 80's one of the best of
tested, fireproof wallboard
and Nebo Lodge opened for the win
Rcund Pond's seven porgy factories
was here.
Later there was a sar
ter.
—because it’s the best.
Mrs. Charles Beverage has re
dine factory.
Mr. Maddocks ac
That’s true of our whole
turned home, after recently visiting
quired the property a few years ago
line.
het sister Mrs. Emma Thurston at
and has utilized the plant for a fish
The Highlands, Rockland.
. fertilizer and fish oil Industry.
Mr and Mrs. S. F. Maker have re-!
I
Mr. Luce saw the possibilities for
turned to Rockland, having been
del elopment ln the property and
CONTRACTORS
will, it Is understftod, cut It up Into
here since April.
I cottage lots with their shore front
453 Main St.
homeland
George Young Is shingling his
age.
house.
Tel. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Cooper and ,
I
Round Pond was once an lmpor1
tant shipbuilding port and dozens of
family have moved to Camden for
the winter.
I
the staunch little coasters that for-

F DAVID
WARFIELD

Take care
your voice
smoke
LUCKIES’

CASCARETS

W. H. Glover & Co.

w1 Sv■

It’s toasted
No Throat Irritation-No Cough

merly plied between Eastport and
Boeton carrying lumber west and
grain apd miscellaneous freight east,
came from its launching ways.
With shipbuilding a thing of the
past, the porgy and sardine busi
ness gone from Round Pond, its two
former hotels closed, and compara
tively few of Its men engaged in
lobster fishing, It has been felt for
some time that any future it may
have lies ln Its development as a
summer resort.
Becuuse of this the

passing of this 60-yeur-old fish busi
ness property Into the hands of a
new owner is of much local Interest.
Massachusetts farmers are up In
arms nt a new menace that has be
fallen their crops. This time It is the
gray squirrel which has made heavy
Inroads on the fields of corn. A ver
itable army of the creatures has in
vaded the countryside and growers
are at a loss how to cope with the
situation.

KEEP NEW ENGLAND MONEY IN NEW ENGLAND
£ook for the
clUhite To/)
'•Band and
the Big G'
on the Sole

The Popular Four Buckle
All Rubber Overshoe
d

Easily cleaned; retains no
odors,Warmly fleece-lined.
Buckles put on to stay on.
Full protection and long
wear make it economical.
CONVERSE RUBBER SHOE COMPANY
Factory & Qcneral Offices, Malden, Mass,

‘Caboose’
World'. Bt.l Work Rubber

because it has
again and again
proved its abili
ty to outwear 3
pairs of
ordina
ry rub
bers.

‘Ruff-Shod*
The ever popular
boot for general use.
Wears slowly and

evenly.

V. H. SPEAR, Rockland Maine
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND

r

THOMASTON

>W. L. Bassick has resigned Ills
Or. H. B. Keller and Harold Sim position as clerk in Mark Ingra
mons of Thomaston with Dr. North ham's hardware store in Main Street
of Jtockland are on a hunting trip and left Saturday for Boston where
for big game.
i he has employment.
Fales Circle G. A. R.. will meet | Mr. and Mrs. Roy Blake of Bar
Wednesday evening of this week with H»rbo>*4at tes a
friends in Camden and Rockport
Mrs. Susie Newbert. The hour is
Mr. Rlake was a former operator at
7.30.
the Comlque theatre.
The Baptist Mission Circle is in
Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Arey left to
session this afternoon at the home of day for Melbourne, Florida, where
Mrs. A. D. Davis.
they will spend the winter.
Thomas Sweeney picked a violet in
"The Big Parade” will be put on
bloom last week in Arthur Henry's at Continue theatre Nov. 7-9. This
pasture.
picture has been shown recently In
The Meeting House Hill Club met Rockland and Belfast to large and
with Mrs. Lucy Crockett Wednesday. enthusiastic audiences. Music will
Frank Robinson of Buffalo, N. Y„ bo furnished by a six-piece orchestra.
superintendent of Pratt & Lambert's
John Wadsworth and son Kenneth
paint and oil plant, made a very short leave this week for Miami, Florida,
visit to town Monday. He arrived on where the)' will spend the winter.
the 10.30 a. m. train and left on the
The yacht Robador. Capt. Berry,
2.30 p. m. train. He visited the ceme owned by Robert Law of New York,
tery, and he also entertained his has been put into winter quarters in
aunt, Mrs. A. F. Rice at dinner at the Camden.
Knox Hotel, it being the lady's birth
Mr. and Mrs. John Wadsworth, Mr.
day anniversary. Mr. Robinson is a and Mrs. Emerson Wadsworth. Miss
very busy man having much to do in Irma Wadsworth. Neil Magee and
the social life of the city.
Henry Reverage have returned from
Miss Jennie Moody is leaving today a gunning trip at Caribou. They
(Tuesday) for Waban, Mass., to make brought back four deer. While In
her home in the family of Rev. Ever Caribou, they were guests of Mr.
ett Bean, who will be remembered as Wadsworth's son, Mark Wadsworth.
pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
Fred Dean. Albert Dean. Charles
Morton and W. W. Dean are enjoy
Church here.
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman and son ing a gunning trip at Palermo.
who have been visiting her parents
Miss Thelma Fish has resigned
for several weeks returned to her her position as clerk in the Clover
dale store and leaves this week for
home in Connecticut today.
Mrs. Ida Colley left Saturday for Miami. Florida, where she will spend
Bath to spend a few days with her the winter.
The regular meeting of Knox
sister before going to Arlington for
Temple. Pythian Sisters, will be held
the winter.
Ray Hoffses who came from New Tuesday evening
York to attend the funeral of Oscar
Mrs. Florence Tinker entertained
Philbrook visited relatives in town.
the Philathea Class Friday evening
'William Hastings has converted his at her home In Highland avenue,
covered veranda into a sun parlor. I The Board of Trade meeting will
Judge Miller gave an interesting be held Thursday evening nt the Y
talk at the Baptist Church Sunday I M. C. A. at 7.30 o'clock,
evening. He was greeted by a good
O. R. Brown and Capt. J. Arthur
sized congregation. The Judge pre- Wagner left Sunday for a gunning
sented some truths worth consider- I trip in the big woods
ing. Unity of Protestant denominaMeeting of Joel Keyes Grant Circle
tlons was strongly recommended.
Ladies of the G. A. R. will be he’d
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gamage and Friday of this week. There will be
children of Sou’h Bristol spent Sun- w’ork on puffs in the afternoon and
day with Mr. and Mrs. William New- »«|»per will be served at 6 o'clock.
Bert
I Regular meeting at 7,30.
Mrs. Mary Dennison Marden has
Carter B. Phelps has returned to
completed a visit to Mrs. John Hewitt
llome ln New lark after spendand returned to her home in Port- I *n» a *®w dajti
his summer home
lan(j
| it»- the Belfast road.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Six
DI0 PERSHING SAV IT?

ROCKPORT

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate

Mrs. A. Belle Skinner who has been
Denied That “Lafayette, We spending several months in town has
returned to her home In New ■Ro
Are Here," Was His Utter- chelle. N. Y., accompanied by her
mother Mrs. Augusta Shiblen who
ance.
will remain with her for the winter.
,
Marlon Ingraham has re- !
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES
In the current issue of The Path- ; turned ,0 Gorham ,Normal ,School j
finder Is discussed a matter which after spending a few days with her |
has so frequently engaged the atten- : parents. Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. In- |
tion of the country that a perusal of : Kfalmm
ACCOUNTS DUE
Capt. and Mis. Alton Torrey with
z
the article cannot fail to Interest the
daughters Elisabeth and Marion of
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
readers of this paper. The Pathfind- I Xew York. Mrs. Lenora Wfrlla of
er writer says:
j Wollaston. Mass., and Mrs.'). E. I
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
"Repetition of this famous world I Stevens of Rockland were guests of
old
store.
war saving can w ell apply to the Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey Friday. |
visit to France this month of thou-I The Twentieth Century Club will
sands of American veterans of the ,>e entertained Friday afternoon at
la;e conflict who will attend (the the home of Mi's. Ada Libby, AtnsParis convention of the American bury Hill.
Telephone 1080
Rockland
Mrs. Adella Coding of Hope is
Legion. In visiting the scene of their
120-tf
suffering and glory, many of these spending a few days with her sister
veterans will make pilgrimages to Mrs. Nellie Wilkins.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. iWnlmsle/,
Pit-pus cemetery in Paris. There they
will visit the grave of the Marquis daughter Eleanor and son George of
For Sale
do Lafayette, friend of Washington Bangor, spent Sunday ot the home of
and the colonists, whose birthday, Mrs. Wblmsley's mother, Mrs. Sarah
FOR SALE—Pry tilted wood. $14: defied
Adv^rrtsem^nte In this column nor to ex
ceed three lines Inserted once for 2.") cents, wood. $10: junks. $12. .M. IrtHMAX. Bockaporopriately enough, falls on Sept. Buzzell in Simonton, who returned
; 3 timer* for 50 cenuj. Additional lines 5 ville. Me. Tel. 263-11. Call between 5 and 7
Gib. They will stand upon the spot with them to Bangor.
131-136
[cents each for one time. 10 cents for three evenings.
Arthur Berry and Clarence Rich
where, on July 4th, 1917, was born
times. Six words make a line
FOR SALE—Small and medium size wooden
the famous saying, “Lafayette, we ards who have been on yacht "Roba
boxes.
D. L. MeCARTY, Reg. druggist,
arc here!” These immortal words dor,” owned by Robert Iaiw, during
Rankin b ock.
131*133
Lost
and.
Found
the
slimmer
are
at
home
for
the
or.ee electrified the world because, in
FOR SALE—Baby stroller, very good con
dition,
also
boy
’
s
overcoat,
7
year
size,
like
a time of great peril to both coun winter.
LOST—VVill the person who was seen taking
tries,
they
concisely
expressed
man’a:-jacket from the Chapin dance at new. MRS W. S. CROSS. Tel. 1043-R.
Miss Hortense Bohndell haa been
131*13}
Tetupte hall Monday evening, kindly return
America's inextinguishable national the guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred H.
to CEDRIC FRENCH, 536 Main St
131-133
FOR SALE -Ten tons of winter cabbage*
debt of gratitude to Lafayette and Sylvester in Quincy, Mass., for a few
lc
per
lb.;
ltyc
delivered
home
If
order
Is
LOST—Between Metlnic Island and the
France for their aid in establishing days returning Monday.
main a string of decoys. EUGENE RAOK- .500 lbs. or more. JOHN KEINANEN. It.
F. D. 1. Box 102. Warren. Me.
130*132
c.r liberties and announced the ar
Miss Elizabeth Heistad entertained
LIFF Spruce Head._________________ 131-133
rival of the first detachment of several of her young friends Satur
FOR SALE—Essex coach. 1926. in extrA
LOST—At Ash Point, black atid white
good
condition,
price
$335.
Call
SAUNDERS,
American troops to aid the Allies.
female Mound. FRANK SEAVEY. 136 Holmes
day evening at her home on Amebury
130*131
St., Rockland.
130-132 10 Elm St.. Camden.
Who said: "Lafayette, we are Hlll with a Halloween party which
FOR SALE—Potatoes, beets, turnips and
LOST—Blue Tick female fox hound, license
hue?"
was a most enjoyable event. The
tag No. 364 on collar. Notify C. E. BARN several kinds of apples. Russets for cooking
Ask a thousand persons that ques decorations were especially attractive
ARD. Rockland.
129-131 and mincemeat, sweets, Spys and Starks for
tion; it is probable that all will un and in keeping with the season. Re
eating and baking. Call Rockland 67-M for
F0UN
D
—
Gold
watch.
Owner
can
have prices. RALPH 1‘. CONANT & SON, South
hesitatingly answer. “General Persh freshments were served.
by calling at This OFFICE, proving property Hope.
130-tf
ing.
Consult Hoyt's New Cyclo
and paying advertising charges.
131-133
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Porter were
FOR SALE—Two tons high grade Lowell
pedia of Practical Quotations ar.d fcuests of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
fertilizer 4-8-4 and 3-8-10, been slightly wot.
some other modern reference books Herbert Porter in .Waldoboro iSunday.
J Any decent offer takes It. S B. HA8KELE,
Wanted
and you will be given the same in
__________________________________________
_______________________________________
I
Camden. Plume 238-11.
125-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Nor
formation. But this answer is in well, Mass., are guests of her parents,
WANTED—Table girl, at the THORNDIKE FOR SALE—Glenwood parlor stove as good
HOTEL.
131-tf as new. OLIVE KEIZER. Tel. Thomaston
correct!
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith this week.
• « • •
130-132
WANTED—Garage in central location. i 42-4.
Mrs. Gertrude Havener and Mrs.
TEL. J57-W.
131-lt ; FOR SALE—R. I. R.
pullets.
$2 each. W.
C'oL Charles E. Stanton, and not Ethel York returned Sunday from
1 WAMTEO—Practical nurse would like po- A- I’Al'L. Rockport. Tel. Catuden 204-6
Gen. Pershing, gave the world those Kittery where they have been guests
1X9*134
' sitlon. MRS.
MRfi A.
4 B.
M CONIC,
mvic Warten,
WaPton Me.
Afr,
I
13'
A Handsome, Beautifully Proportioned Piece of
immortal words. Until recently we.
of Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Havener
131*133
FOR SALE—Second-hand Twin Klneo stove,
too, had accepted the popular story
Furniture Which Will
WAMTEO—■Middle aecd woman for house- combination g.i and coal, used only mm year.
for several weeks, and who accom
v i’.lch attributes "Lafayette, we arc
work In family of two. M„ care Courier- '» be sold before Xov. 5. DR. 0. E. l'ARpanied them here for over Sunday.
12S-1S1
131*lt SONS, 2. fiarren St.
l.c.-e” to the famous commander of
Gazette.
the American Expeditionary Forces. Mrs. Gertrude Havener also visited
FOR SALE—Forty Rhode Island Red
WANTED— Bookkeeper would like position.
her
.son
Lester
Havener
in
Boston
ten years experience, Kcan"do”sliorthand"and
'"''ne
bEORGE W. DAY. Vnlca.
It was the receipt of the following
129*131
typewriting, best of references, will go out of Me. Star Route.
letter front a Pathfinder reader during her absence.
town
Address
BOOKKEEPER,
298
Ohio
*St..
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
FOR SALE—Roasting chickens. 3 to 4 lbs.,
which led us to make this Inquiry:
Marvelously
Economical
To
Operate
Bangor. Me
131*133 35c lb., delivered during this week and next,
"Waitsburg, Wash. Gentlemen: I Rockland were guests Sunday at the
Edgar Ames has gone to Portland.
it, * , iwrvvn/v
WANTED—Lady roomers, Tront room. Tel. also a few broilers. T. ,1. FOLEY, Lake ave.
*
Pleasingly Low First Cost
to enter a business school.
WALDOBORO
notice that the Pathfinder quotes home of his mother, Mrs. K. M. Dun
129-134
10W-R.
130*132 Tel. 352-22.
Miss Myrna Copeland of BridgeCapt A L Kent of Belmont Ma
Gen. John J. Pershing as saying. La bar.
FOR SALE Two hundred R. I. Red pullets,
j
WAHTED
—
To
buy,
ton
truck,
exceptional
Unbelievably
Efficient
In
Heat
Distribution
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham
water. Mass., spent a day in town hag bMp a guegt of Cgp, apd Mrs fayette, we are here.’ I differ from
’ value, fair condition. NoLover $100. J. C. over six months old. C. E. OVERLOOK, Warren. Me R F 1). 2. Tel 3-4.________ 129*131
you. The official records in the Ad are enjoying a vacation of two weeks,
HARMON. Rockland. T & H Wharf.
recently.
M F Wade
part of which they will spend with
'
______________________________ 130*132
FOR SALE—430 acre lumber lot in AppleW. P. Strong is doing business in Qie ‘ Mr and Mrg Bert coombs were jutant-General’s Office of the War
Ask To See These Remarkable Heaters
WANTED— Girl for kitchen work. MRS. ton. Me., consists of LTirlstmas trees and pulp
waiting station of the street railway. Sunday guests ot Mrs. Jennie Ben. Department show that Col. Charles their son Herbert in Milo. They are
wood
with some hard wood and pine. Must
MARY BURKETT. 7" Broad St. Tel. 6»9-M.
E. Stanton, U. S. Army, now retired, motoring to places of interest ac
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters, I nei
129-tf be sold to settle estate. L. A. LLNSCOTT*
CASH
OR
EASY
TERMS
companied
by
their
son
Oliver.
Washington.
Me , R. F. D. No. 1.
129*131
uttered
those
famous
words
at
the
will have an inspection at their
Mlss Jesgle L Keene. Migg
! WANTED- At once, 6 or 7 horse power
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and
FOR SALE -My farm in Warren, 52 acres*
meeting next hriday evening. AI Hagerman and Miss Elizabeth Wes- terrb of Lafayette in Paris. July 4.
’gasoline engine or would buy wood* sawing
Mrs. Cacildia Cain were guests of
supper will be served at 6 o'clock.
ton were at home from Gorham for 1917. Yours truly, John R. White.”
outfit. HERBERT L. TIBBETTS, Waldoboro, cut 20 ton of hay this year. Plenty of flra
Me., R. F. D. 3.
129*131 wood some lumber. Buildings in good repais*
A letter addressed to the War De Miss Marion Weidman Saturday at
The funeral of Oscar Philbrook was I the weekend
electric lights. Home water plant; aboi|t
o'clock dinner.
held at his late residence in Wferren
Mr and Mrg g j Bihelow ot partment brought this statement:
one mile from village. A. L. PERRY, Warren,
Mrs.
Josephine
Bohndell
was
a
"The Adjutant General’s Office.
Me
Tel. 4-4._______________________ 129*131
Sunday. Thomaston relatives and I Low-ell, Mass., have been visiting at
To
Let
Washington. Gentlemen: The rec guest Sunday at the home of her son
,-------- —— -------------------------------------------------FOR SALE—Turnips. $1 bushel delivered.
friends who attended were Mr. and Capt John L. Bradford's
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor
|
TO
LtT
—
Two
rooms
for
light
housekeeping,
Drop
postal to M'KE R. BREWSTER. R.
Mrs. Alpheus Jones, Mr. and Mrs. B. I The young people of the Methodist ords of thic office show that the Edgar S. Bohndell.
or roehiers, with bath and all improvements. F I). City or Tel. 48-W.
129*131
TEL. 980
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Rev. J. L. .Wilson attended the
H. Copeland. Mrs. Ella Thorndike, I Church held an enjoyable Halloween words 'Lafayette, we are here’ were
Cll
312-il. 37 WILLOW..........
OT. . .....................
131..33 ~ F0R
SALE-Dtenty-elx
fi.
le^M'W
-— ...................................
run ~ once
-$
'-'ia h
. touotet
Peter Hilt, William Brasier and fami- 80Cial in the vestry Monday evening, suoken in Paris. France, at the tomb ministers' meeting in Rockland Mon
TO LET—S addle horse for his keep through with 5 h. p. Hubbard and one h. p. I. H. C
ly, Leander Thorndike and family.
Miss Gail Laughlin of Portland of Lafayette on July 4, 1917, by Col. day.
the whHer. DORIS SMALL, Crescent Beach. 1 hoister. Call 527-R.
129-131
X
--- ■ .. ■■ -----—
Charles
E.
Stanton.
V.
S.
Army,
now
Tel.
425-6.
13P-13C
Frank Seavey and wife of Portland spent u,e weekend with Mrs. Maude
FOR SALE—1927 Light £tx Nash coach.
retired. Very truly yours, Maj.-Gen.
LOST HIS TICKET
TO LET—Large, pleasant front room. 11 Excellent condition. Driven only 6,000 miles.
were in town over the weekend. I Clark Gay.
'Camden St., steam heat, electric lights, batik New spare tire. Bargain for cash. Tek
”
They attended the funeral of Oscar
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Goddard of Robert C. Davis.
• * • «
”
Oa<Jh>4car
line. PHONE 265-W.
129*131 Union 18-11. R. E. PAYSON, East Union, i
But Refere« William T. Hall Found |
Philbrook at Warren Sunday.
Flagstaff have been visitors of Mr.
129*131
i TO LET--Tenement on Linden St. with _______________________ ______
An
authentic
statement
from
Col.
Railroad
Men
Right
On
the
Jeb.
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Beckett are and Mrs. Mahlon Sampson,
' garage, electric lights and hath. No children. | FOR SALE—Two hundred more S. C. R I.
Stanton
was
the
next
logical
link
in
on a visit to New York. Mr. Beckett
Mr. and Mrs. James Cassell have
JAMES F1SKE. 64 Mechanic St.
130-tf Rpullets, ready
to lay.
MAJ’LECREST
Railroad men are famous for fheir I
TO LET’—Large front
room,partlv fur- FARM, Union road, Warren, Ale. Tel. 6-31.
is having a vacation from the J. B. closed their summer home here and the chain of evidence. Accordingly,
we traced that retired officer and, on efficiency and honesty and a well |
niahed.
Inquire
at
8
FULTON
ST..
City.
____________________________________
—
Pearson & Co. factory.
returned to Chelsea. Mass.
locating him at San Francisco, made known Bath attorney had an oppor
*_______________ 129*131
,
FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as the
The Courier-Gazette correspondent
Mrs. O. V. Hassner has returned
direct inquiry with the result that tunity to have both these virtues I Corn or other feed that is had'.y of one pound daily beginning with
TQ LET^ litfumlsltedapart,,,cut.
ImpTirj
"“"'"poulpy
‘‘2
visited the site of the water tower I from Framingham. Mass,
J1 z__;-------- -—:--------_______
»•«-<’■___________
_____________ .t-'.-o
farming;
two story
and out
lives |----truck truck
farming:
large large
two story
househouse
and out
being constructed on the McPhail I Mrs. James Steele Is visiting in he claims credit for authorship of proved to him this week. Referee in molded should not be fed to dairy the third week, providing the calves
the famous words. The incidents Bankruptcy William T. Hall had oc-|cows
are vigorous and healthy. At this; T(T LET—Tenement oxer Kennedy's store at bulldlnga, in nice condition; nice well ot
place at theWest End. The six con- New Jersey.
the Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire I’. L. water: plenty of wood and pasture; the
• * * *
time the total amount can also be in- HAVENER.
Crete blocks upon which the legs of I Edward A. Trowbridge has re lording up to their birth are clearly ca«ion to go to Rockland ^Mednesday
Tel. 792.
117-tf ! largest elm tree in the county stands dlset forth in a statement in the form for a hearing, and as he usually does
ectly back of the house.
the water tank will rest are nearly I turned to Boston after spending sev
The United States produced two cr^ased from 2 to 4 pounds dally.
HASKELL A k
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave An,its
of a letter which Col. Stanton has purchased two tickets for the round I biBI"~ do’zen'egis” last 'year’ This is Cnless the milk is carefully weighed
125 tf •
completed. He found the materials I eral weeks with his sister, Mrs
to GEORGE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4-W. 118-tf CORTHELL. Camden. Tel. 238-11.
furnished the Pathfinder. It reads:
trip. On presenting one of them to I t the rale pf ab()Ut „„ e„gs each at each change of feeding and the
FOR SALE Ten acre held, one half mile
for the tower scattered-over several I Emma Trowbridge Potter
"Editor, The Pathfinder. Washing
from Rockport village; cuta 10 ions of hay,
amount definitely known, there is
acres due to the attempt to haul
Mrs. Jennie Benner has returned ton. D. C. Sir: 1 have the honor to the conductor, Edward I.. Whitney of I second
Miscellaneous
large ham and garage, nearly new. Wood
....
danger of overfeeding.
All milk
them over greensward in swampy home after spending a week with Mr acknowledge receipt of your letter Topsham known to his friends as |
and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Pond, lot
‘Cap." he replaced the other carefully
ground. A road of brush and gravel land Mrs. Bert Coombs of China,
of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
,
xo
»o
ta *
should
be
fed
at
an
even
temperature
,
$. 7 . .
,
making inquiry as to the authorship in a pocket of his coat On his return
The Biological Survey. U fe. D. A., < f
a11 foot
corrected. Advice free
nice cottage lots on this land. HASK*
had to be built before trucks could | Mr. and Mrs. Walter Yorke of
about 90 deo. in Ciean pails and at Feci measured—shoes to fit any foot. THE Some
ot ‘Lafayette, we are here.' I am at night when “Cap” came through I °Perates an experimental fur farm I of
ELL k CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
regu
i
a
J.
hours.
QUALITY SHOE STORE, next to hank (open
reach the place of building. The ca Woodfords have been at their home the author of this phrase, although
125-tf
the train, Mr. Hall reached for his I
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., a reindeer
» ♦ » *
evenings), Waldoboro, Me.
131*133
pacity of the tower is 300,000 gallons. on the North Waldoboro road.
FOR SALE Ready made poultry farm. Mb
at the time of its utterance no con
•
*
ticket,
but
it
had
disappeared.
I experimnt
station
‘
at
Fairbanks,!
NOTICE
—
I
hereby
give
notice
that
I
wiill
(When completed it will be worth
For siiade or as a windbreak, the not be responsible for any debts incurred by miles from Rockport village; five acres; nica
caption was had that it might be
Search as he might it could not be|^as^a* an^ has recently comp.eted
house, barn and hen house; 50 hens, onp
Miss Emogene F. Willett
while to look it over.
.come an oft quoted expression. I
fare an arrangement to establish a rabbit Chinc!<e elm has Proved Its value in ray wife. Cora (arter who lias left my bed Jersey cow, three tons of hay, farming toote,
found.
The
■'Squire"
paid
his
Miss Emogene F. Willett died at accompanied
Gen.
Pershing
to
ld of experiment sation at Fontana, Calif. ^stI,sec“0"8 °f
Unlted Sta,e8' S
CARTCB (>,. nice kitchen range and telephone in the house.
her home Saturday evening after an France, leaving New York, May 28 and when he reached Bath told
Big trade. HASKELL & CORTHELL. TeJ.
, .
I
« • • •
The United States Department of Ag- j
'-------- 1--------------------------- 130
WARREN
125j£
illness of a few days. She was born 1917, and upon arrival in Paris was his experience to Loraine M. Price
Horticulturists of the U S. Depart- ^culture introduced this tree nearly!
Ta* STEVENS a'sox xi'<-> 238-11 Camden.
Maine
Central
ticket
agent.
'
I'll
see
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, atove length,
in Waldoboro Aug. 7, 1842, the designated as Chief Disbursing Offi
ent of
of Agriculture
Agriculture are
are now
now devel
devel- 20 years
130*132.
Ivy Chapter. O. E. S., will observe daughter of John Harvey and Aba
what 1 dan do for you." said Price, I ment
____ as° and 11 hasi heen growing Loud St. Tel. 241AI or 13-M.
_____tf $S per cord in Rockland; $7 ln Th quaaion
past matron and patron's night INov, gail Page Willett. Miss Willett was cer of the American Expeditionary but the "Squire" didn’t think there oping hardy chrysanthemums for ln p Pu arlt> c'er »“>"■ The De-J NOTICE We »re .salt, ready tn take orders and $6 in Warren. Also first ouab r Utted
wood or junks. L. C. PACKAf*, War,
Fortes
by
his
order.
Gen.
Pershing
was much could be done because he gardens in the Northern States. lament. recommends It as useful for finest quality, ml,^mea^ $1.25^31: i?f hard
4 The past officers will occupy the a graduate of Mt. Holyoke Seminary
118»K
j
x
< •
, • , and suitable
returnable jars. RALPH P. ren. Me.____________________
chairs. There will be an entertain in 1864 and for many years was a deputed me to make an address at supposed the ticket had disappeared I mx
They expectx to develop
strains
whiefi
a“‘ for
‘or manv
many climates
cnma es The
J ne CON.ANT fc SON.
South Hope. Tel. Rockland
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted for stove* or
forever.
will
bloom between
between September
September 1------and <-htne.se elm Is especially valuable In 67
-M.
las".. furnace.
ment and refreshments after the teacher in the schools of South Bos the- tomb of Lafayette on July
forever.
I
will
bloom
----------------------------nAKOLD
PEASE,
Warren,
Me.
1637. which I prepared and delivered
— | Tel. 10 21.
124*135
meeting
The next day Price made it a point I 15 for gardens of the most northern
Northern
I « typist
TY.P.,ST—
—Book
Bookkeeper
desires
”
"
keeper
desires
position.
ton. She Is survived by two nieces o.i that day. The close of my per
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKpllar Mrs. George H. Coomhs and Mrs.
,tes and others that will bloom be- and wnere there a>’e wI<1« extremes of; Capable with sound exaerknee and best of
FOR SALE (i ood furnace wood is our
ir spe?
Spftr
to speak to Conductor LVTiitney about I States
■cn Sept. 15 and Oct 1 for gardens heftt and cold-in places where. few ■ rR^«’' Wriu BOOKKEEPER. Box I II cutty, $11 00 delivered.
de
RALPH P. OONAOT
NAVT
and Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKellar Mabel Keen of Oakland, Calif., and oration was as follows:
the loss of the ticket and Whitney I tween
'
‘
America
ha«
Joined
forces
with
123-tf
have had as weekend guests Mr. and a nephew Charles P. Willett also of
iUle further
her Word
.R' Trials I, TRUCKING Ak,n
mahtiJn
i FOR SALE-Cd
■
l°oked » up when he reached Rock- a litHe
mrmer South.
tseutn
-. - th/‘ve-' -- °'
-----”---AND JOBBING of ,11 kind/
dtal.. rooa
: food
Mrs. Fred Fletcher, E. L. Shaw and Oakland: two grand-nieces, Mrs. the allied Powers, and what we have land. The ticket had been found by |
....
&
Go any where nlsht or day. It. tv. JEWELL, condition C A EMERY 28 Pacific 8
of
blood
and
treasure
are
yonrMiss Lillian Holden of Marlboro. William
even
more
rapidly
In
the
relatively
,
Glencoe.
Tel.
135,
__________________
129-134
Tel
518
M
or
4:«.M
123*
Brennan of Dorchester, Therefore it is with loving pride we a car sweeper at the end ot the route I [Forestry, says the Forest Service,
Returning to their home Sunday Mass., and Mrs. Paarker Stinson «f
FOR SALE 75 pair of steel arch aunnor
drape the colors ln tribute of respect and he had turned it in to the com- I U. S. D. A., is stendily becoming an <lry area of the middle West than in | PROF. ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solve.
they were accompanied by Mrs. E. L. Wiscasset and a grand-nephew, Fred
the molster regions of the Atlantic yotir problema. Tells you how to he auccess- simitar jo the $3.00 kind for $1.00. McLA!
to this citizen of your great repub pany's office there where it was held!art of land management, expressed in coast.
fid. 4iive advice on all affairs i.f "*
life—love I SHOE STORE.
Shaw who has been the guest of her T. Willett of Somerville, Mass.
reo.tf
for a claimant. The ticket has been I practical measures for protecting forlie.
and
here
and
now
ln
the
presence
courVildp. marriafte, health, business.
A ‘
• • • •
daughter Mrs. Parker McKellar the
of your affairs may be the ,
60R SALE A pretty home and 1. t7 atorf
prepe
itr solution
1 ' '
of the illustrious dead, we pledge returned to Mr. Hull and as it is lest growth from fire and other de
past three weeks.
I" out of <»reftlg point In your life. Readings $1.00
‘,’ca‘ed„ln ““ >“"< °f lh« fW-t
for 30 davsand he will be obliged I structive agencies, for logging timber
When cooking "wienies"
° to ladles. Hours 11 a. m to 5 p in
*7 i on,y 84,0#—h«'f cash, balance
3 years!
OUR GRANGE CORNER cur hearts and our honor in carrying good
Mrs. C. A. French entertained at
to go to Rockland again for another I so as to produce a new crop of wood, doors, try a wire corn popper,
«T.
J'ARK STREET. ROOKLAXD
130*13* ComP»''v Itwith some bc’ng shown at
$5000
Those who missed'the entertain- this war to successful issue. Lafay hearing before the expiration of that I and for planting forest trees on cutdinner Sunday Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
"wt
nwnwu.c.w
TBBBJUK
7
Realtor.
T»»
”
.
bKOWHtGAN INDEPENDENT RE- 714-M.
114-tf
French and daughters Dorothy and I ment at Pioneer Grange hall Wed- ette we are her®*
< « . .
time limit, he plans to hold it for I over or denuded areas.
{
VERS. ——,——----------------------- -------Use the vinegar from a bottle of J'OKTkR Is for sale at J. F. CARVER'S.
Edith of West Warren and Mr. and nesday evening, under the auspices
FOR SALE—Place on west side of Maple
Rockland
18$*t«
' |
....
"The original of this manuscript further use.—Bath Times. '
sweet mixed pickles for making salad
Mrs. Maynard Brennan of Rockland, of Knox Pomona, deprived them. ^f .—;------TT---- Ju5ce Cove’ ftboul 10 011163 from Thorr.iit^.
is now ln my possession, and no
wail orders—Ladies silk and wool hose, good State road. tmTdlngs in good repair’ll
The proper care of footwo.^’', dressing.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn motored selves of a rare treat. The program
ver, pretty shades, silver and black, beaver acres land, shore privilege. Inquire *R. B.
DODGE SERVICE SCHOOL
I coupled with intelligent selection,
doubt Gen. Pershing will be glad to
to Colebrook. N. H., for a weekend was given by Mrs. Lottie York,
tn<,..l‘?,'n£r*Jn’ 6r,>'. heliLe "_nd dark
IriLUIOKE, 83 Park St.. Rockland.
means a reduction of from one
linstf
You can brine some of the late vege Send $1.00 for 1 pair, $1.85 for 2 pair.
visit among relatives.
I Masters York and Miss Frances Ed tell your that it was I who was the
orator on that occasion, and that
To maintain and improve the high I quarter to one-half in shoe bills and tables and green tomatoes for mak RAWLBY S HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High St.. ~ 1 a~.ee »
--------- 7-------------------—-5
E. V. Oxton. W. F. Overlock and wards ail of Winthrop and much
»—v.i—j Me.
—
- I
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Rockland.
115*tf
quality
of
service
to
owners
for
I
a
c
jh
e
same
time
keeps
the
feet
neatpresent, among others, were Mar
ing pickle later on. The U. S. De
the Rockland Rair Store. 236 Main fit. Mall
Alfred Oxton have two good coons, praise was given them tSy the good
____
chai Joffre, M. Painleve (then Min which Dodge Brothers' dealer org&ni- I iy and serviceably shod. Mud, water, (apartment
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 118-tf
of Agriculture will tell you
secured at Oyster River late Satur- sized audience, in which many of
isler of War for France), Admiral zation has become no well known I qt excessive dryness ruins leather; | how.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGE?
“MADE IN U. S. A.”
day evening with the aid of a stout the granges in the county were repNaw
and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
throughout the country, the factory I oB and grease preserve it. Therefore, i
• * • •
baseball bat and a 28-gauge shot resented. A pleasing feature of-thc G.eaves. o t
y.
den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Writ*
Reports received lty the Govern us what
A bit of garlic rubbed around the
gun as weapons.
I entertainment was a vocal duet by battalion of American troops under has completely reorganized its train-life of boots and shoes may be
you want. ORMLN J. DICKEY. Beb
Col W. H. Allalrt, General J. G. Har ing school for service managers and I extended by keeping them clean, pli-1 salad bowl—Just enough to give a ment.through consuls and commer •fast.
Maine.
“
lTB-tt
Miss Evelyn Sawyer home from Masters York and Miss Edwards.
bord. General John L. Hines and service men. The school has been I abie> and water resistant. Farm I meresuggestion offlavor—makes an
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 12$
Gorham Normal School over the The readings by Mrs. York were
cial
attaches
indicate
that
foreign
General Pershing and staff. I trust
St. with 10 acres of land and^tffd
weekend, had as guests three of her thoroughly enjoyed and were inter this will answer the question con in existence for several years, giving I f00twear especially needs to be acceptableimprovement in flavor for manufacturers are moving Heaven Rankin
barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 48-M. f
a comprehensive course in servicing grea8ed occasionally.
many people.
classmates. Miss Ruth Miller of spersed by some fine piano selections
ta'.ned In your letter, and while
and earth to break into, the Ameri
Newport. Miss Margery Adams and by Mr. York. The patriotic exercise have no objection to being quoted In Dodge Brothers four cylinder cars1
Miss Katherine Cowie of Guilfogd. displaying the American Flag and any way, I have never made any at xvhieh has been taken by thousands i uoubie disking corn ground fori When choosing linoleums for the can market. At tho same time there hard wood, also 'lumber?’ *T. "i” CARROLL.
Fridav the quartet With Miss Sawyer accompanied by singing of the "Star tempt at publicity in this matter. of .sefiicemen from all parts of the I fau_S0Wn oats In the South produces kitchen floor, bear in mind the'three is a struggle In many parts of tho Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. O. Thomaston. 118-tf
country'. The reorganized course of ag high j.jeidS as (plowing, with the kinds—plain,
printed
and
Inlaid world where the foreign manufac
BARKER’S POEMS—A copy ln excellent
as chauffeur enjoyed a motor trip to Spangled Banner," made a very fit Very faithfully yours,
study includes, in addition to the Advantage of a decided'decrease irf Plain* linoleum is likely to show foot- turers are having difficulty to hold condition for sale. Also a copy of "Begin
Newport.
ting closing number.
Everybody
C. E. Stanton,
nings
of Colonial Maine.'* B. T. PATTBX.
their
’
own
markets
against
the
su

Miss Mildred Pease also home went home pleased with the evening Member, Board of Public Works, San former instruction on four cylinder the cogt of prodUction Where the prints and other marks easily. Print
Skowhegan.
, 18-tf
ct—3.I land has hern well cultivated and is ed linoleum has to be varnished often perior gbbds "made in U. S. A."
from Gorham Norma! School has had entertainment.
A good share of
WHEN IN NEW YORK-Remember that
Francisco, Calif."
Senior
line.
The
school
is
modem
in
Germah articles were shut opt of
as her guest Miss Harriet Landon of credit is due Mrs. W. B. Gardner,
Copies of all this correspondence every respect and the instructors In reasonably free from grass, weeds, to preserve the design. Inlaid lln- this country by the war. affd 4he you can buy copies of The Courler-Gazettei
Millinocket.
I lecturer of Knox Pomona Grange, for
with the home news, at Hotaiing’s News
crop residue, disking is to he oleum has a design which goes dear
hax-e been submitted to Gen. Persh charge are specially trained service, and
,
____
24-tf
Plowing through to the backing. It is conse- ’’nltAl Saates built up many new Agency. 308 We«t 40th St.
Miss Harriet Hahn entered Knox her generous support in helping ing for comment, but he has consist
;
,
I strongly
recommended.
engineers
xvho
know
the
proper
I
.
,"
.
,
,
,
,
Hospital Saturday where she under- I make the affair a success. Pioneer ently refused to make any statement.
L
,
should be resorted to on! y when the quently more expensive, but the patwent an operation front which she grange served a 6 o'clock supper Apparently he regards the letters as method of performing every mechanic land is in such condition that a satis- tern does not wear off.
t.
nt epen c
o all
is Recovering slowly.
which was well patronized and the cotrect and thinks further comment cal detail of service on both lines of factory seedbed can n(,t be prepared
....
• of)hAmf‘ri‘Stumbling Blocks" is the topic for extra food was quickly disposed of on his part would be unnecessary. cars.
by disking.
1 Meat loaf is one of the most appetizf
" L >
", ■ 8 1>r°"
The training course now Includes
* * * *
.
g j. .
a
auction or the new fountain pens
the Wednesday evening social meet at auction with W. B. Gardner act There is one letter, however, which
,
,
.
I
ns
meat
d,shes
J°u
c
“
,
se
7
8
',
An
^'madw
of
the
highest
grade
of mainstruction on
servicing motor,
ing as auctioneer.
ing at the Baptist Church.
requires explanation. In 1919 George clutch, transmission, universal joint,
In a test of representative farm lean meat may be used if gristle and,torjaJs Thege
retal, at
or
Aden Feyler is making repairs on ]
Morgan was working on his book en front and rear axles, steering gear, areas in three States it was found skin are trimmed off. From a fourth thereaboutg and arp guaranteed ,n
the home of Mrs. Melina Merry at ]
Standard FI
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
titled "True Lafayette." He publishes brakes and other mechanical fea that more than 60 per cent of the to a fifth as much pork as beef Is a
„y
ljy thc manufacturerg
Russell's Corner. 4
Miss Margaret Bartlett and Miss the following letter ln the preface of tures. AU major parts are on dis farmers were receiving bulletins from good proportion.
If pork is not
certain colors such as burnt-orThe Y. P. F. C. E. are serving a Inns Bartlett attended teachers’ that work:
elther the State agricultural colleges added, a small amount of suet Should lange and jade green and other hues
play in the room as xvell as two
harvest supper^ to the public Thurs- convention at Portland Thursday and
"American Expeditionary Forces,
cutaway chassis. With the latest and or United States Department of Ag- be put through the chopper with thc wcrQ selected by the American manday evening Nov. 3. A social will I Friday.
Office of the Commander-In-Chief,
ufacturefs and expensive, natlonmost efficient tools for both the four riculture. Are you getting yours? meat.
follow.
W. B. Hewett, Jr., from Provi France, January 4, 1919. Dear Sir:
More than 60 per cent of these farm-(
....
<
wide advertising campaigns were cnand
the
Senior
at
hand
the
students
For M Plates
dent'^, It. I., is visiting his parents, General Pershing has received your
ers receiving bulletins said they had
Serve fresh tomatoes as often as.tered Into to popularize them. As
and
instructors
go
through
all
service
The first Grange hall erected in the M, ,and JIrg w B Hew.et(
letter of December 9. and directs me
With
Gl
Graphotyps
and Cabinet
adopted
improved
practices
rerompossible
at
this
season
—
sliced
or'soonos
the
market
was
developed
It
state of Ohio is still standing, the
Charles Tobin and son were visi- to advise you that the words spoken operations, giving the student a mended in them
Are you getting stuffed for salads, broiled, fried.lxvas learned that the cheapest kind
All Complete
chance
to
see
how
each
is
performed.
home of Dees Creek Grange ln Clin- tors at S. L Bartlett’s Sunday,
by him at the tomb of Lafayette
your share of the benefit?
■ baked, or for flavoring other dishes, of Qerfnan imitation of America's
ton County, and is in active use for
Several from this place’ attended Were: 'Lafayette, we are here.' Sin A number of the more modern and
• ‘
•
i Tomato juice "cocktail" is simply to- J superior pyroxylin plastic was cent
As new, in original pack
the regular work of that Grange. Its,the Halloween entertainment at cerely, G. E. Adamson, Captain. A. highly efficient shop tools that Dodge
Whole
milk
should
he
fed
to
calves
niato juice seasoned and chilled,' over.'jii great quantities to take artBrothers
recommend
are
shown
and
dedication ocurred 54 years ago and Murphy schoolhouse Saturday even- D. G., Private Secretary."
ings. At a bargain. If in
at thc rate of from 8 to 12 pounds taken as an appetizer before any yafitiLge of the' popularity thus creThis letter addressed to Mr. Mor- by actual demonstration the proper daily. depending on their size and meal.
einee that time more than 300 other jng and report a fine program.
ated!,. The German goods are mountmethod
to
use
them
is
fully
ex*
terested write to
Grange halls have been dedicated in I Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brown of gran is, to say the Jeast, misleading
condition of thrift. For the first few j
---------------------- ,
ed Wt(l) Inferior metdl and the barthe state of Ohio, while -the total , Augusta xvere weekend guests of Gen. Pershing’s private secretary (plained, adv.
feodlngs the calf should have Its Pullman porters appeal to thexIn- | rels are soft und frequently bend out
" “ ‘
number of Grange halls owned in the Mrs. Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. alone may have heen responsible for
the erroneous statement. If so, it I Modern fiction, says critic, runs mother's milk, and should be fed terstate Commerce Commission to . of shape.
United States is in excess of 3,000, ‘ w.Misses'
B. Hewett.
Margaret and Evelvn Bart- would seem that Gen Pershing owes'too much to love. Yes, and modern ! three times daily, at regular Inter- abolish tips. Now where is the com-1 Meanwhile “made in U. S. A." satmany of them very valuable proper
ties and ail adequately equipped for
the
work 0? the organization. WlUtsfleljJ Isjt.ursDy afternofla.-------- lie. nuiaL.
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V. F. STUDLEY CO.

In Everybody’s Column

This is the Heating
Sensation of 1927

----- .......

-

- -4

Heat From Three To Five Rooms With Ease

Stonington Furniture Co,
Worth Knowing

it A..

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH
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rvery-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 1, 1927.

J. Havenor Cassens. student at
Colby College, spent the weekend
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. G.
Carl Cassens. Camden street, having
as guests, Miss Bertha Sherrard of
la addition to personal notes recording deturea and arrivals, thia department eapi- North Sidney and Mauride Kennedy
lly desires Information of social happen- of Klngfleld.

ftiNsocgn

Miss Maryon Keller was hostess
Saturday afternoon at a Halloween
party given at her home on Main
street, featuring stunts and games,
with refreshments served from a
prettily decorated table. The guests
were 13 in number.

ALVA?

S

a, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
Bull or telephone *111 bo gladly received.
TEI4PH0NE
770

Grace, the three year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Bowley of
Grace street, and Miss Leda Hyler
Mrs. Gdward R. Veazie and Miss spent the weekend in Portland,
Helen Fuller are spending the week guests of Miss Florence Hyler.
In Boston.
,
Miss Adelaide Holmes has returned
t
Miss Effle Pitcher who has been a from two weeks’ vacation spent In
visitor In the city left Sunday for Boston and other points and resumed
her duties at the telephone office.
Boston where she will visit before
returning to Ocean City N. J.
Master Elmer (“Toppy'1 Bird Is at
home, following a tonsil operation at
Carl Flint, who has been spending the Knox Hospital.
his vacation with his parents on
Franklin street, returned Sunday to
Miss Fredericks Sylvester Is hav
his duties as manager of the Western ing two weeks’ vacation from the
XJnlan telegraph office in Pittsfield, telephone office.
Mass.
Master ''Billy'’ Bicknell was a
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marston and genial host to six playmates aj his
daughter Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. home at The Highlands Friday af
Frank Wheeler and daughter Ruth ternoon In observance of his 6th
spent a few days in Portland last birthday. The afternoon devoted to
Halloween
games
was
happily
week.
brought to an end by a dainty sup
___ s
per, topped off by a gaily lighted
Mrs. A. J. Bates returned Saturday birthday cake and Ice cream.
from a three weeks' visit In Boston.
Miss Frdnces Pettee, dnughter of
George Everbeck returned Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Alden Pettee, Camden
to Wollaston, Mass., after a short street. Is home after a tonsil oper
▼list here.
ation at Knox Hospital.
Dr. R. W. .Bickford attended the
Mr. and Mrs." Alan L. Bird occu
New England dental convention In pied their new summer home on
Boston last week and is now guest Dr.dge's Mountain for the first time
for a few days of his daughter, Mrs. Friday.
J. A. Sylvester In New York.
The Chapin Class meets this even
Harvey Tinker of Swan's Island ing with Miss Beatrix Flint, Summer
Was in the city Monday.
street.

Edgar L. Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. L.
H. Rhodes, Mrs. Helen Jameson and
daughter Miss Lorea Jameson of
Brookline, Mak, who were in the
City last week to attend the funeral
of the late Fred S. Rhodes, returned
home Thursday.

The Teachers' Training Class will
be held tomorrow evening in the
Fir^t Baptist Church directly after
the circle supper, with Rev. Mr.
Browne in charge.

The Woman's Association of the
Congregational Church will hold *
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Buzzell have business meeting in the church par
arrived from Pittsfield and are occu lors tomorrow- at 3 o’clock, and also «
pying the upper apartment ot the rummage sale Friday.
Bicknell house, 16 Knox street. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey and
Buzzell has employment In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Lawrence motored
The business meeting of the Wom to Waterville Saturday to attend the
an’s Association of the Congregation Colby-Maine game.
al Church will be held Wednesday at
At the annual meeting of the Coun
3 o'clock in the vestry.
try Club Nov. 8 supper will be served
There will be a meeting of the Kai- at 6. to allow ample time for business
loch class Friday evening in the matters before the auction party to
chapel. Please go early and go pre be given in the evening.
Mrs. Edw. Benr.er is today enter
pared to sew as there is work to do.
taining the Itooevik Club at her cot
Mrs. Charles Kalloch of Wiley's tage at Seven Tree Pond.
Corner has been spending the week
A luncheon and auction was given
end In this city with her sister, Mrs.
Etta Covel, and In Thomaston with Saturday afternoon by Miss.. Caro
another sister, Mrs. Harris Kalloch. Littlefield and Mrs, George B. Wood
at the home of Mrs. Wood, Talbot
Milton Rollins. Jr., was host to 24 ivcnite to meet Mrs. Alexander
of his little friends Friday evening Lightfoot and Mrs. F. Roy Miller,
at a costume Halloween party at who have been guests of their aunt.
his home on North Main street. The Mrs. C. E. McIntire, in Camden.
gay decorations and varied costumes Honors fell to Mrs. G. A. Lawrence,
made the scene a festive one. Many Mrs. Mary WAggln Bpear. Mrs. Grace
games were played, the greatest fun Black and Miss Mabel Lamb, With
being pinning the tail on the donkey guest prizes to Mrs. Lightfoot and
for which Mary Cole and Arlene Mrs. Miller.
Jones won prizes.
Refreshments
Arthur S. Cleveland of Houlton Is
were served. Milton proved a jolly
visiting relatives in Rockland and
entertainer.
vicinity.
D. F. Lynch left Friday for Flor
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. I|app of Bridge
ence Villa Fla., where he will be at
the Florence Villa Hotel for thc win port. Conn., are guests of Mrs. W. E.
Morgan at The Highlands for the
ter.
week.
The members of the (luting Club
Miss Louise Sawyer had as Week
dined at Community Sweet Shop in
end guest Mrs. Langdon Chitcoffe of
Scuth Hope, Thursday.
•
___
Grono. Mrs. Chlleotte was accom
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Call and panied by Mrs. Lewter Bhihlea and
children spent the weekend in Milo. son who spent the weekend with Mrs?
Hhlblcs’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
The Metliebesec-Club will hold its Maxey at Glencove.
regular meeting Friday afternoon
Mrs. Lena Rokes will entertain Op
with Mrs. Matie Little, 360 Broad
way. Mrs. Nan Higgs will give a pa portunity Class at her home 130
per on "Old Glass, European and Limerock street Thursday evening.
American.” and Mrs. Ruth EllingMrs. E. R. Veazle abd Mias Hety)
wood has charge ot current events.
Fuller left Bunday for Boston where
The Tuesday Sewing Club was re they a-e registered at the Stwtler
cently entertained by Mrs. Joseph Hotel for the week.
Emery In Camden.
Beginning with NoV. 2 the circle
Mrs. A. J. Nichols and daughter supper in connection With the First
Ruth of Hill street are visiting Mrs. Baptist Church will he held on the
Nichols’ father In North Haven.
first Wednesday of each month at 6
o'clock. The indies have arranged
' Mr. and Mrs. Michael Gallagher that this season's supper charge Is to
and family left by motor yesterday he 26 cents for adults and 16 cents for
for their winter home in Augusta. children.
__
e
Go. They will stop In New York for
a few days, where they will viMt rel
The Browne Clob will hold Its
atives. Mr. Gallagher Is one of the regular meeting Friday evening with
golf professionals at the Augusta Mrs. Harold Glidden. 16 Knott street.
Country Club.
A festive Halloween party was
Mrs. Ambrose Mills left Saturday given featlirdhy afternoon and even
for Boston .where she will be the ing By Derte. Wendell and Fred
guest of her son Llewellyn Mills for Blaekmah,' -and Doris and Donald
two weeks
Borgerson. ifi the iBergerson garage
on Clarendon street. The children of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace E. Lamb the neighborhood were the guests,
have returned from Boston. Mrs. numbering about 50. masked and cos
■Lamb having ghade an extended visit turned.. All sorts of Halloween stunts
with her parents In Brighton, Mass. were performed, and to the delight of
the youngsters two gypsies right from
■ The Harmony Club will hold Its G^psy Town came as a surprise and
regular meeting In the BI’W rooms told fortunes.
Picnic supper was
Wednesday evenlhg, with Mrs. Car- served on long tables gaily decorated.
ledh Nutt as chairman. The program The most striking figure there was
wl'l be devoted to Cyril Scott, Illus Kathieeri. two-year-old daughter of
trated by Misses Beulah Rokes, Al Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Blackman, who
eada Hall, Ellen Fernald, ClaW was garbed in a gown nearly l'50
Thomas, Mabclle Brdwn and Mary
years old which belonged to her
Bird.
great-grandmother.

Mrs. Adelaide Webb and daughter,
MASSACHUSETTS-MAINE
Miss Marion Webb, have closed their
DAUGHTERS
home at 8 Masonic street and left
yesterday for Boston where they Will
A Boston correspondent writhes:
be with Miss Emily Webb for the
The annual bridge and bazaar at the
present.
Copley Plaza on Thursday, Nov.
*■
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maker have Is the big “fall event” to swell the
returned to their home at 162 North Charity fund, which had ever
Main street after spending the sum major objective .of" this club. A list
of institutions subscribed to last year
mer at North Haven.
includes Children’s Hospital, Boston
- Mr. and Mrs. George Hamlin were Floating Hospital. Salvation Army.
Ute Faelton Plano School, New England
weekend with Mr. Hamlin's parents. Pi-Ahody Home. Palmer Memorial
Hospital, Nassau Institute, Opportu
W. E. Morgan of Hartford, Conn., nity Farm, Womeuh Seuffien’s Friend
'spent the weekend with his family at and ex-Service men. The baziar
with Mrs. Carl G. Harring as chair
Thc Highlands.
man, will begin at ll o'clock and
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan enter bags, aprons. handJ.crchiefs, a mis
tained seven boys at their home on cellaneous table, a white elephant
the Old County road Saturday after table and a grab, offers excellent opnoon in observance of the 8th birth-| portunity to do early Christmas shop
day of their son, Kenneth. Outdoor ping. Bridge at 2 o’clock will he Jo
t games were the feature of the after-1 charge of Mrs. Herbert F. Jenkins
"noon, and brought hearty appetites and her committee. The continued
•to the supper which closed the party.' loyal support of Massachusetts-Maine
The table was prettily decorated ln Daughters is urged this year that our
orange and black with many Hallow- good deeds may be increased,
een favors, the birthday cake bearing | Mrs. Harring, the chairman, was
its eight orange candles gracing thc formerly Mildred E. McLaughlin ot
.center.
_
Rockland.
__ ____ ________ __

A healing, penetrating
salve that quickly checks
coughs and colds, re
lieves sore throat, in
flammation and conges
tion.
Won’t
stain
riot king.
Keep It handy for emer
gencies.

fSc—ot druo or general it ore&
—or moiled direct on receipt
of price.
Kendall's Quick Relief
and
Kendall’s
Cough
Elixir
are
old-time
household stand-bys,too.

The picture of Miss Pauline E.
Graham of Portland with announce
ment that she is to be the reader
at the Rotary Club today at West
brook Tavern appeared ln -Sunday’s
Telegram. Miss Graham, a graduate
of the Portland High School and the
Leland Powers School of Boston is
an elocutionist of note.

.Mrs. Lester Sherman entertains the
Charity Club this afternoon at her
home on Beech street:

Fred W. Glover and bride who
have been guests the past week of
Mrs. E. K. Glover. Masonic street,
Established 1871
have left enroute to their home iVt
Eaonbnrg Falls, Vt,
Charlotte, X. C. They were recipients
of many social attentions while in
Among those attending the Bow- city.
doln-Bates game Saturday were
noted Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird.
Miss Helen Verrill, Bates College,
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Thurston, Mr. and '30, spent the weekend at her home
Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mrs. Linwood in this city after attending the Bates- \
Rogers, Mrs. Montoro Pillsbury, Mr. Bowdoin game Saturday.
and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mr. and
Mrs. \V. A. Glover, Mr. and MYs. Fred
Charles E. Merritt was operated
VT. Glover of Charlotte, N. C., Mr. and
Mrs. Standish Perry and Mr. and upon for appendicitis Saturday, and
Mrs. Marcus Chandler of Camden. was doing well at last accounts.
There were many festivities at the
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefie'd
Bowdoln frat houses, and a dance
Memorial Church will meet In the
given in the gym in the evening.
vestry Wednesday afternoon for a
tacking. Supper will be served at 6
The first meeting of the season of o’clock, followed by a business meet
the Junior Harmony Club held in the ing.
Univeraaiist vestry Friday evening
was devoted wholly to business with
Mrs. H. I. Hix" is the guest of her
the following officers elected for the daughter, Mrs. F. M. Faber in Peoria,
ensuing year: President, Miss Thelma Ill., where she will spend the winter.
Blacklngton: assistant to president.
Miss Annette Segal; vice president,
Mrs. R. P. Parker of Rumford was
John Moulalson: recording secretary, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Moor
Virginia Richardson; corresponding over the weekend.
secretary, Hugh Benner;, treasurer.
Margaret Thomas. There was sat
Miss Barbara Nickerson of Marys
isfactory attendance with several new ville, N. B„ who is teaching English
members reporting.
This club is in the Rumford Falls High School,
again sponsored by the Harmony was the guest of her cousin, Mrs. R.
Club, with Mrs. Leola Noyes and Mrs. J. Wasgatt, over Sunday on Ifer re
Lucy Rankin in charge.
turn from the Sta-te Teachers' con
vention.
Kimball Broil.
Inc.

A

The three parties given by the
Congregational Sunday School for Its
members Friday and Saturday were
very enjoyable affairs. The vestry
was transformed by the Hallowoen
decorations, and the games and re
freshments were in keeping. The
classes taught by Misses Ruth Peter
son. Alice Hodgkins, Ruth Rogers,
May Johnston ar.d Frances Chatto
held their party Friday afternoon,
those taught by Mrs. Charles Merritt.
William Kelley and Willis Ayer in
the evening, and the primary de
partment Saturday afternoon with
Miss Hazel Marshall, Mrs. Florence
Snow, Miss Ruth Lawrence. Miss
Ruth Searlott, Miss Alice Hellier and
Mrs. R. E. Thurston in charge.

Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis have
returned from a pleasant vacation
which included attendant at the
Grand Lodge meetings irr Portland
and a visit with Mr. Davis’ sister,
Mrs. J. H. Capen in Hanover, N. H.

Edward Gonla is in Portland on
j business.
]

Mrs. Berry. Mrs. Averill and Miss ! being won by Mrs. Guy Lermond,
Hill Were accompanists. Interesting 1 Mrs. Ira Wotton and HaroTd Mc
reports of the State Federation of Intosh. Refreshments were served
Music'Clubs held In Augusta last by Mrs. Foster und Mrs., Donald
May were. given, Mrs. Browne re Clark.
porting the senior clubs and Miss
The dancing party in Temple ha 1
Lamb the junior clubs. Mrs. Berry
also told of the recent Atwater Kent last evening under the aucpices of
audition held In Portland and its out- I t^le Chapin Class, proved a most
Come. A chorus rehearsal closed the successful affair with about 100
afternoon. The next meeting will be ' couples in attendance. Kirk's fiveNov. 11, with Miss Elizabeth Donohue I’^ce orchestra furnished the latest
as chairman, her subject being "War dance hits with several novelty fea
Bongs of the World." Miss Donohue tures and old-fashioned dances intro
Is to give current events and the fol duced. The decorations and favors
lowing members are to assist in the in keeping with the Halloween season
program: Vocal, Mrs. Rachel Browne, were unusually attractive. ■ RefreshMrs. Lydia Storer, Miss Mabeile ments were servd at intermission
Brown, Mrs. Elizabeth Chandler and About 8100 was netted to the gratifiMrs. Maryon Benner; piano, Mrs. cation of Mrs. Ella Newman, who
Ethel Lee Hayden and Mrs. Nellie as chairman, worked intiringly for
Magune.
I the success of the affair.

MRS. FANNIE T. HETH
^Announces an Adults and Married Couples Class inj

the Copper Kettle
Instruction and Assembly 50c.

Class now forming.

SALE

Starts Tuesday, November 1
What better time to get the new Fall and Winter Coat—when Styles are New and Prices so reasonable? An
examination of our new array of coats is a “Style Show” in itself. They are coats we are proud to sell, and you
will be proud to wear.

Coats

One Rack

One Rack

Sport
Coats

$13.50

$36.50

All nicely lined and hir

Coats of the better kind,
silk lining and beautiful fur
collars. Sizes 16 to 44.
Plaid, checks and novelty
mixtures.

For Misses and Girls
Sizes 14 to 20

trimmed—$18.50 value

SAVE!
♦

Every
Coat

Stout Women’s Coats

One Rack

$24.50
Half size coats for the tall
women. Quarter sizes for
short stouts. Odd sizes for
real stout women. Plain
and sport materials.

All
Fur Coats
Reduced

Reduced
You may buy your coat
now, just when the cold
weather sets in and Save
Much.

This is an epochal Fall in our History. It marks the largest and most complete stock of coats ever shown by us,
or in Rockland for Fall and Winter. Better than the size of the line, however, is the quality, the style and the wise
economy of the mnay magnificent models. You can depend upon the Coat you choose, to look just the way
you want to look—well dressed.

Telephone
Orders
Filled
John M. Kellev, evangelist, wellknown in these parts 20 years ago,
has been visiting old friends ln the
city. Mr. Kelley is a charter membe: of the Maine-Florida Club and
will visit several towns in Maine
belore leaving for Florida.

Gladys Hahn who recently took
the examinations of the State Board
of Nurses at Augusta has been
awarded the gold seal which is a
token of very high average rank.
She is a graduate of the State Street
Hospital of Portland.

346 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

WINTER BRINGS SOME SLIGHT “Ginsberg the Great.” says that a
frock is not cortiplete this season
CHANGES IN FASHION
without embroidery of some kind.
The newest thing in boleros is tin- Instead of other trimming use a
removable bolero so that two cos white Angora stitch on dark colors,
tumes can be created front one. and metal embroidery on evening
Leila Hyams, Warner Bros star ap gowns. You will find that there is
peared in such a frock in "The Bush nothing quite so smart as embroidery
Leaguer." She wore the same gown, and trimming.
once with thc bolero, and once
without, and it looked like two sepa
rate dresses.
• • • •

It seems that long sleeves have
had their vogue long enough. Tie)
winter season is to display plainly
cut sleeves, elbow length. Irene Rich,
Warner Bros, star, says that she pre
fers short sleeves because of the
greater freedom in arm movement
that they afford you— and we must
admit there is something in that.

r

The Girl Who Loved the
Gray

DANCE
1. O. O. F. Hall

FRIDAY NIGHT

"AMERICAN BEAUTY"

MUSIC: KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
131-132

“HAWK OF THE HILLS"

WED.-THURS.
OTIS MARIAN

mi JOHN HAggOM

L- -

TJ

a
NOW PLAYING

“UNDERWORLD”

George Bancroft

SiikJStocxncs
l ilslHU'tl PH 1UU vsAU'I'lll RfK.t.IJs /''<•

A. F. Humphrey of Glen Cove
leaves 1 a few days for Everett,
Mass., where lie will spend the win
ter with his son.

but—

An event of importance to all
motion picture fens

Risked all for the Blue

: Also :

Mis. Herbert Howard lias been
visiting her mother in Waldoboro.

Who was she?

and Mrs. Carl Cottrell, who
spent the Weekend with Mr. Cot
trell's parents were accompanied on I
their return to Framingham, Mass.,
by Mrs. F. E. Cottrell, who will visit :
them, and by Mrs. Hattie Davies |
who is visiting her sister ln Watertown, Mass.

R. V. F. A.
SPEAR HALL
WEDNESDAY EVG., NOV. 2
CLARK'S 6-PIECE ORCHE8TRA
POPULAR PRICES
«lt

BILLIE DOVE

SIAM SUCCESS

STRAND

DANCE

NOW PLAYING

l>.criHiwacouar>

A. Bertram Keene, son of City
Clerk E. R. Keene, was married in
New York Sept. 25 to Miss Helen R.
Klick of Newark. X. J., according
to news received here yesterday. Mr.
Keene Is dnshler of the Pacific Mills
in New York City. Thc couple will
be at home at 280 E. 21st street.
Brooklyn, whither go the congratu
lations of Knox County friends.

Mail
Orders
Filled

Cutler-Cook Co,

Monday evening Mrs. Helena Fales
was hostess to the Shakespeare So
ciety and with Mrs. Harriet Frost as
leader Act HI. of “As You Like It"
was read and discussed. "Rosalind
as a Dramatic Character" was pre
sented by Mrs. Moor and Mrs. Sllsby
• # • •
gave a very interesting paper on the
Audrey
Ferris,
whose next pro
Origin and Function'of thc Fool in
duction is to be the 'Warner picture,
Shakespearean Drama."

Mr.

ilBallroom Dancing Thursday evfenings 8.30-10.30 at/

COAT

NOVEMBER

The Halloween spirit was very
much in evidence at the BPW Club
rooms hist night when the nurses of
Knox County General Hospital held
their annual jollification.
Games,
minstrels, piano and vocal numbers
with dancing and refreshments made
a complete success. Misses Wash
burn and Colp were in charge. Ap
preciation is given Maine Music Co.,
for the use of an Orthophonic VicThe Rubinstein Club held its regu trola.
lar meetijig Friday afternoon in the
Universalist vestry, with 59 mem
Mrs. Millie Thomas spent the
bers and two guests present. A mis weekend at Maple Lodge, Bremen,
cellaneous program with Mrs. Browne guest of her sister, Mrs. E .11.
In charge, was given:
Walker.

Current Brents ......................................................
Mrs. Rachel Browne
Mrs. Ellen Libby Eastman, State
Soprano—(Morning ........................ Oley Speaks President of the BPW, is to be guest
Mlaa Celia Brauh
Plano-Prelude No. 20 ......................... Oiopin of the club in this city Thursday
Mias Aleada Hall
cevning at the club rooms. Thc meet
Soprano--Prayer (Is Italian) ................ Tosti
ing will be preceded by a supper at 6
Mrs. June Creighton
o’clock.
(substituting for Mrs. Hattie Snow)
Plano duet—Hungarian Dance No. ID. Brahms
Mrs. Gertrude Parker, M:s. Doris Eldredge
Mrs. James Mitchell has returned
Violin—Traumerai ............................ Schumann
from a visit of several weeks in New
MLss Elizabeth Knight
Contralto—The House and 2he Road. Guleslan | York.
Flirtation .............................. Curran
Heart of Gold ................... -Manney
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson R. Foster
Mra. Kathleen Marston
....
.
Musical Readings—Triflin'.................... Fergus j Save » Halloween party Friday evenThe Annual Protest, I’eyeke ing to 18 of their friends. The rooms
j
.
Rokes
i were prettily decorated in StreamPiano duet—Hungarian Dane-es iNos. 3 and 6
.
,,
j u, ,
c a
.
Brahma erF ot >’ellow and black. Cards was
Mrs. Dorie Wdredge, iMn. Gertrude Parker the geature of thc evening, prizes
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WED.-THURS.

Justice!

BUZZ BARTON
IN

See—

THE BOY RIDER”

“The Heart
of Maryland”

FRI.-SAT.
“THE COVERED WAGON”

itw L I4»n

WEST WALDOBORO

a euGfeNe
wavc

For Lovely Undulations
Come here for the vide, natural
Eogfcne Permanent Wave as given in
the finest establishments of London
And Paris. The Eugene Method actu
ally enhances the oeanty and lustre
of your hair. It pays to get the best

Ma Belle Beauty Shoppe
483 MAIN 8”.
TEL. 663-W

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Aulls and
Miss Esther Aulls have gone to New
Hampshire for the winter.
George itjdule and Alton Winchenbach attended church at Winslow's
Mills .Sunday evening.
Frank Sotlle and Marcus Creamer
spent Sunday al A. N. N'ewbert's,
North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bornentan have
moved to East Waldoboro.
Mrs, T. G. Kuhn was in Portland
Friday.
Mrs. H. J. French, Mrs. Alice
French and Mrs. W. H. Sprague mo
tored to Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon David of
Waldo-bot-o were visitors here Sunday.
Mr. and M.s. Harlow—Gentliner
have gone to New York where they
have employment for the winter.
Henry Howard has recently had
his house painted. Ralph and Chester
Winchenbach did the work.
Mrs-. John Burgess. Miss Edith
were visitors at Frank Soule's and
Burgess and Mrs. Warren Creamer
George Soule's Friday.
P. A. Mears of Winslow’s Mills has
been plowing ln this vicinity the past
week.

STRAND k
TODAY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

MAE

OLIVE

MARSH

BORDEN
IN

"THE

rat:

Gay Paris, with its fascinating
women, sparkling cafes, gallant
boulevardiers,
is
underworld
where the notorious Apache holds
undisputed leadership. AH these
and ten timet more will you tee in
this tout etirring sensational pho
toplay.

“The Secret
Studio”
Tho absorbing Romance of a
thrill seeking girl among the art
ists and models of Latin Quarters.
A realistic, aenaational expose of
the gay life of would-bo Bohemi
ans.

Coming—“THE HEART OF MARYLAND”

Pola
Tlegri
I ON TP/AL

■

true.

■ EINAR HIN'DN AP ■’OLD KENT

■ J KMttin XtttUJl QMxAutta
j Q Qtu.Tmrwit 9htun

What price will a woman
pay for love? See Pola Ne
gri’s new drama ! It's as
good as "Hot-1 Imperial”
and "Barbed W’re I”
FRI.-SAT.—“SOFT CUSHIONS”
with DOUGLAS MaeLEAN

I

Then Caruso would have crumbled.
The man is Dr. John F. Fitzgerald.
It tan not be proved what University
so honored this genial and capable
citizen. And why do Mr. Thompson
and Dr. Fitzgerald qualify for the in
terpretation of the Presidential state
ment? Because each has interpreted
the great Persian poet. Omar. .Who
has not heard of Thompson’s and also
Fitzgerald's Omar? It is true that
they craftily picked a tongue where
•e*
no one could check them up. And
men who have interpreted Omar may
By R. M. Washburn
perhaps venture to interpret Calvin.
.
None
others.
Interpretations 3
'and 4.
Subtle Slemp should have been an j
• • • »
e plorer. He has.a head and hardiAlthough the President is appar
h^od which fit him to venture any- ently out’ of it, nevertheless New’
where. His Alpen stock is seen in England should be slow to turn away
snows where even the best of the ; from one of her own sons, in the
brave hesitate. IHe wrote a book: 'absence of mathematical certainty.
“The Mind of the President.”
A . Hence no delegate should be elected
foreword written by the President is
Presidential convention who is
a model, particularly for books which not pledged to vote first for Coolidge
the cautious may hesitate to endorse, as long as his nomination is possible,
either in whole or in part. This the Thia is however but a small half of
President was asked to do. and did j
story. A delegate who is first
not volunteer to do, is a safe guess. and forever for Cooolidge and then
The foreword reads: “For the com- stops, such as Orra Stone in the
ments of Mr. Slemp on me and upon , efinton Massachusetts districts should
my public utterances, I take no re- he defeated. Tt hurts to say this, and
sponsibility.
Note the last clause. jt ought to be added, in mitigation
Proceed.
The relative weight he • for orra, that at the age of 50 this
has given to the various subjects js his first lapse. Hie establishes his
treated is due alone to his Judgment.” I fallibility and humanity. Under the
Note that Slemp alone is to bear • present peculiar conditions, that a
the burden.
But in my opinion his delegate should be pledged to a sec
method of grouping related quota- on(] choice is more vital than to a
tions will be found an interesting first choice. For the President prob
and convenient arrangement which ably belongs to the ages. The princiwill greatly facilitate efforts to find
of
pledged delegate is sound,
out what statements 1 have made ' The right to determine the nominee
concerning
particular
subjects, belongs, first to the electorate and
A hen the President warms to the nO( t0
political delegate, who may
theme, the introduction does not lose play jackstraws with his trust. He
in vigor. Nevertheless the word “ef- may vote for his own advantage, or
forts does not unduly encourage the may not |<now the sentiment of the
reader.
Mr. slemp thus qualifies people, or may be misled, even
among four men in the country, to though from a State as pure as
Interpret the mystic ten-word state- Massachusetts. The Independence of
ment of the President, of August 3rd,
delegate should be no more than
wherein he said: “I do not choose to that of a bellhop.
run for President in 1928.” Mr. Slemp
.
• • • •
1* out for Herbert C. Hoover. This
t;0 under the present conditions, no
is his interpretation of the statement, > delegate should he elected to the conthough he has always expressed great vention who is not pledged, not only
loyalty to the President, sometimes ' aa to a first but also to a second
his words respectfully hushed. In- choice, to vote in this order as long
terpretation No. 1.
aa a nomination is possible, and only
• * * •
' then free to follow his own fancy.
(What did the President say, when |
England is not alive to the
if lie said it? It should be read and exigencies of the hour and the party.
Interpreted with care, for what Calvin 11 Is asleep. Work should be begun
says is to be interpreted by the letter, immediately, to sound out in the priHis English is not to be read on the maries, in a contest between delerun. All are agreed that he said, in Kates pledged to different second
i uhstance: I will not run for or choices, the strongest nomination to
seek the nomination. Strangely all be tnade outside of Coolidge, if it
forget, that his statement applies as eventuates that he is unavailable,
much to the election as the nomina- This can not safely be left to the last
tion. for It is confined to neither. If hours of the convention. The .party
it covered one, it covered the other, must be protected against all continSo he said, in substance: I will not Kencv. The alternative nominee must
run for or seek the election. The be determined by the people, in work
nominee must do this, and the party , to begin today. Otherwise New Engcan not nominate one whose attitude laud will not have its old-time force
is that he is not running for or seek in the Convention, and perhaps no
ing the election. Assuming that he force, Otherwise the election may be
can be nominated, thus he will not , 'ostaccept, and so does not propose to be '
A BIG INCREASE
drafted. So let it He. The President
Is out. It is idle to weep. The situa- '
tion must be faced. The campaign Shown Ry Esrmngs of C. M. P. Co in
the Lait Twelve
Month*.
must be begun to nominate a strong
successor. Interpretation No. 2.
A comparative statement of com
• • • •
bined results ot operating of the
There are two other men who make
Central Maine Power Company tor
up the four qualified to Interpret this
the 12 months ending 'Sept. 30, 1927
statement. One is widely known, so
shows gross earnings of $5,473,833 as
little is said. He is the iHon. Eben
,,
, ...
against $5,928,i0i for the 12 months
Francis Thompson of Worcester, a
,’n
„„ <„
name babbled from nurseries, where
crease of $445,1341.
th'e rattle is the only musical instru- |
Operating expenses, maintenance,
ment, to the guilds of scholars. He
taxes and depreciation for the period
is lawyer and litterateur. At one
were $3,121,911, an increase of
time lie earned the commendation of
$245,936, leaving a net income from
William Bacon Scofield, the first citi
operations of $2,351,892 as against
zen of Worcester, though in this
$2,152,697 for the 12 months ending
crude-for-Boston colloqu.al: “Eben.
Sept. 30, 1926—an increase of $199,194.
you have arrived.” This is the treble
After deducting interest and guar
of praise, In substance if not In form.
anteed dividends on stock of sub
The other interpreter of the Presi
sidiary companies there was a bal
dent is less widely known. It is true
ance for dividends and surplus of
that lie was once Mayor of Boston.
$1,276,845 as compared with $1,126,769
Il was Dr. Eliot who said that he
for the 12 months ending Sept. 30.
could remember when this was a high
1926. or an increase of $150,075.
honor. It is true that the former

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON
WEEKLY

Mayor once sat in Congress. Had he
seen and placed his talents where
they would have paid their largest
dividends, he would have set out for
the stage, ill opera, with his Adeline. ,

RECALLS A CRIME

AS OTHERS SEE US

WOMEN CAN
NOWDOMORE

Because Lydia E. Pink"
(Washington Post)
The New York Evening World re
cently published the following letter
The electorate ol^ Maine has chosen
ham’s Vegetable Com
from Edna St. Vincent Millay:
bv a vote of nearly two to one, to
pound Keeps Them
• « • •
retain the direct primary system of
Some time ago Edmund Pearson nominating candidates for public of
Agitation for return to the
in a letter to your paper pointed out fice.
that in an interview granted me by party caucus and convention system
Fifty years ago there were few
the Governor of Massachusetts on of nomination has been current in occupations for women. Some taught
the afternoon before the execution of the Pine Tree State for several |
.school, some did
Sacco and Vanzettl. I told, as being years. In 1923 the platforms of both
housework, some
true, a story which had little foun parties called for a referendum on
found work to dq
dation In reality. It happened that the primary law but the legislature
at Iwmeandafew
Mr. Pearson had recently been en failed to act. In 1925 the original
took up nursing.
draft
ot
the
Republican
platform
j
gaged in writing a book about the
Today there
very episode which I had in mind called for a referendum but the
are very few occu
plank
was
eliminated.
and had gone to some trouble to look
pations not open
An active campaign has been
to women. Today
up the facts. My story was inac
they work in
curate In almost every detail.
waged for weeks to bring about re
great factories
TMhen I was a child I had heard peal of the direct primary under the
with hundreds of
from several people accounts of the leadership of former Gov. William
other women and
murder on the Isles of Shoals and of T. Cobb, of Rockland. Gov. Brewster
_________________
girls.
There are
the hanging of Louis Wagner in the and former Gov. Percival P. Baxter
State Prison at Thomaston. These led the fight to retain the primary. also women architects, lawyers, den
people all believed iWagner to have Although feeling has been running tists, executives, and legislators.
been innocent. Fishermen and long high, and the campaign has been But all too often a woman wins her
economic independence at the cost
shoremen had testified, it seemed, most bitter, only 60.000 voters of the
if her health.
that no man could row’ out to the normal 200,900 cast ballots.
Mrs. Elizabeth Chamberlain who
Isles of Shoals and back, a distance
Gov. Brewster’s campaign was works in the Unionall factory mak
of 20 miles, in the time for which based particularly upon the conten ing overalls writes that she got
Wagner was unable to present an tion that “an examination of the rec “wonderful results” from taking
alibi. After the execution It seemed ords of twenty years ago, when the Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
somebody had confessed, and in hor convention system almost universal pound. Mrs. Chamberlain lives at
ror at having committed so tragic an ly prevailed, will show very cleffrly 500 Monmouth St.. Trenton, N. J.
error the State of Maine abolished that corruption was not invented She recommends the Vegetable Com
capital punishment. There are many under the primary, but has been
pound to her friends In the factory
people In Maine today who still be made very much more difficult to and will gladly answer any letters
lieve Wagner was Innocent. “I was conceal The direct primary has not
she gets from women asklngaboutlt.
not in Portsmouth an hour,” Writes brought the millennium, but it has
Are you on the Sunlit Road to
Mr. Pearson in his book on the sub done much to liberate the American Better Health?
ject, "nor op the Isles of Shoals half Government from certain influences
an hour before I heard repeated the which were threatening to dominate
England and elsewhere.
The act
the activities of public men." ’
doubts of his guilt.”
....
The former chairman of the Re upon which the vote was taken pro
When I spoke with Gov. Fuller I publican State committee. Judge vided for a blanket repeal of a law
had not heard the tale in 20 years. George L.. Emery, prominent leader containing 39 sections. Jt would
The story, inaccurate in Itself appar of the repeal forces, said of the have abolished not only the primary,
liut also the regulations regarding
ently, I remembered Inaccurately. I primary:
Not a single high-grade man has the holding of State conventions and
recalled that Wagner and another
man had been executed at the same been nominated for public office in limiting expenditures by candidates
time. I construed it as having been the State of Maine since the primary for party office. It is more than
for the same murder. The story is law has been in effect, unless he has possible that the result of the elec
that a woman confessed. I remem had money himself, or had a rich tion was influenced unduly hy the
bered it as having been a man. What relative who was backing him for belief that had victory been gained
I clearly recalled was that in Maine the office. The man who has no by advocates of the repeal, chaos
somebody had been hanged for money but has brains and ability has would have been created.
Those who believe that the di
murder, had subsequently been found no standing in the State of Maine
to be innocent, and that on account under the primary system. That is rect primary is a pernicious influ
ot this capital punishment had been not true under the convention sys ence in American politics should not
lose hope because of what has hap
abolished in that state. “This," I tem."
Gov. Brewster’s contention, in the pened in Maine. They should regard
said to Gov. Fuller, “is the story I
heard when I was a child.” I firmly light of experience, can hardly ! • themselves for battle setting their
The statement of Judge vision upon the day when men of
believed it to be the truth. I was upheld.
Emery is more in accord with fai t. ability can be drafted for .public
mistaken.
In his letter to the World Mr. Pear For this reason, and despite the old service, when money no longer will
son. who, as I have said, had recently adage that “As goes Maine so goes be a prerequisite in prenomination
gone to some trouble to look up the the Nation." it is too much to say campaigns, and when ability and fit
facts makes the following state that the result of this election re ness for office will be the absolute
ment : “The last execution of the death flects the general opinion in New rule in choosing standard bearers.
sentence in Maine W’as on June 25,
1875;’’ that is to say, the execution
of Gordon and Wagner, Mr. Pear
son is mistaken.
E. P. Mitchell, who had followed
the Wagner case faithfully and had
been present at the execution, says
in his “Memoirs of an Editor,” “That
was the last capital execution in
Maine.” Mr. Mitchell is mistaken.
Fred K. Owen in the Portland
(Me,) Sunday Telegram of Sept. 25
dlscfisses my mistake. He also points
out to Mr. Pearson his mistake, and
to Mr. Mitchell this: The last execu
tion of the death sentence in Maine
was the hanging of Daniel Wilkin
son, Nov. 29, 1885.
....
Mr. Owen goes on to say: "Mr.
Mitchell (In his ’Memoirs’) states that
he talked with Wagner the night be
fore the execution and had no doubt
of his guilt." I quote now from Mr.
Mitchell’s “Memoirs:" "WJhen I left
the cell that night after seeing how
the condemned bore himself and
hearing his simple, forcible discussion
of the case, there was doubt and not
certainty in my mind." Mr. Owen is
mistaken. '
Mr. Owen further says: “During
those 12 years (that Is, between the
execution of Gordon and 'Wagner in
Indiana has a candidate for Presi1875 and the abolition of the. death
dent named Woollen. Bui he will
penalty in 1887) there had been but
not get far if the voters don’t cotone execution of a murderer, and that
ton to him.—Des Moines Register.
was in 1885, when Daniel Wilkinson
of Bath was hanged.” But in a let
ter to the Rockland Courier-Gazette,
dated Sept. 26, Oscar Blunt of Thom
aston writes: “I have a correct record
of the hangings," and goes on to give
a list of them, concluding with
“Gordon and Wagner, June 24,-1875;
Capone and Santore, 'Italians, April
17, 1885, and Daniel Wilkinson, Nov.
29, 1885.” Again somebody is mis
taken.

//*
where power counts most

OR almost a quarter of a century,
Buicks have been making good
wherever power counts most.
•

F

So that now, when the task to be
accomplished is difficult—when stam
ina, dependability and unfailing
power are essential — the advice of
those who know is, “Buy a Buick!”

Drive a Buick for 1928 today and
know the reason for this preference.
Sedans <1195 to <1995 Coupes <1195 to <1850

Sport Models <1195 to <1525

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
’

BUICK*I928
LEWISTON BUICK CO.
Rockland
BRANCHES AT
PORTLAND
FARMINGTON
ROCKLAND

• » • •

Sir, on the afternoon before the exe
cutlon of Sacco and Vanzetti I sought
an Interview with Gov. Fuller be
cause I believed that the Governor
was about to make a serious mistake.
I understood that he had gone care
fully into the evidence and that he
believed the two men to be guilty,
But I questioned him: In a case
where the lives of two men depended
upon his decision, and where so many
thoughtful citizens, although not in
sympathy with the political opinions
of these men, nevertheless were con
vinced that they had been unfairly
tried, could he be so sure of his own
judgment as to go forward with these
executions in the face of the knowl
edge that human beings often err?
As an illustration of the fallibility of
the human mind I told him the story
as I remembered it, of an Instance
of the grave miscarriage of Justice
in a neighboring' state. If in the
very Illustration which I used 1 was
myself in error the force of my as
sertion is not lessened—that human
be ngs with the best intentions in
the world often made mistakes.
Gov. Fuller, secure in his own mind
against the pleadings of myself and
of many other persons more eloquent
and more qualified to speak, refused
to intervene for Sacco and Vanzetti,
That Gov. Fuller himself has made a
mistake is very far from impossible.
DOLLAR WORTH MORE

All prim ft. 4. Flint,Mick.,,»itnmnlt,xl,ktn4M. Tkt
G- M. A, C /ixxxaxg plxx, tkt mod dcurablc, it acatltklt.

51 Park Street

•

And Edna St. Vincent Millay Hear What the Washington
Tells of Her Visit To Gov.
Post Has To Say About
Fuller.
Direct Primary.

Power/
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American Industry produces as
much with 63 men today as 100 men
turned out In 1899, despite the shorter
hours now prevailing, a study of ef
ficiency by the 'National Industry
Board reveals. Purchasing power of
the worker's dollar was found to he
one third greater than in 1914. The
highest specialization, in the modern
machine era occurred in the automo
bile industry, which in 1925 required
less than a third as many workers to
produce a given number of cars as
It did in the first war year. The
leather and lumber industries show
the least effect In this regard, the
man power essential to production
not being lessened materially.

ADVERTISING MAINE

JJrinkTed

How the Railroads Are Let
ting Public Know of At
tractions.

For Sociability-

One gratifying result of the pub
licity and development campaign
that the Staite has been conducting
along Intensive lines the past four
years is the ready response and co
operation that Is given this work by
many private business Interests in
the State as well as large corpora
tions. The railroads serving Maine
have especially done their bit in fur
thering the campaign in giving free
advertising to the State in, theiv
folders (lnd menu cards on their din
ing cars
The most recent evidence of this
free advertising comes through the
New York, New Haven anod Hattford Railroad through the courtesy of
Francis C. Coley, Passenger Traf
fic Manager of New York and their
local General Agent at Portland, G.
J. Browne.
On the menu cards used on all their
first class trains, including the Mer
chants and Knickerbocker LI ml teds
throughout September, the entire
back cover was devoted to calling at
tention to the beautiful autumn days
In Maine and the delights of the
hunting season.
On their menu
cards for October, the entire back
cover is devoted to advertising Maine
potatoes and calling attention 4o the
fact that only Maine potatoes are
used on their dining cars. Facts and
statistics on Maine potatoes are in
cluded in the advertisement.
If every business in Maine would
do their bit in the same way in call
ing attention to Maine products and
attractions, the work done through
the money appropriated by the State
and that given to the State organi
zations working on the development
program supported by private con
tribution. would, he aided 100-fold
and at the same time every citizen
and business interest in the State
would be directly or Indirectly bene
fited.

afternoon
caller * • a cup
of tea,
a cheery talk
. and a,
delighted friend

^Try this with
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THE-LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
It is time to plant your Tulips

g

and Hyacinths in the garden and to

I

plant •and store in the cellar those
pots of Bulbs that are to blossom

g
g

too, to fill your fern dishes and

Y

bring in the out door plants that

f

will bloom for a while inside. You

g

need

for you in the early winter. Time,

Bulbs,

Dishes,

Three

Crow

Spicee

are

399 Main Street

neatly

Rockland
117-tf

packed In Sanitary Packages.

.
rich tobacco-body that puts the joy-o’-living

You know what I

red tin of P. A. and you’ll begin to understand

into every single puff.

what makes us that way. What a fragrance!

mean, and I mean Prince Albert’s got it!

And that’s only a starter. Tuck a load into

TryP.A.
The first puff wifi fell you

why P.A. is

known as the National Joy Smoke. It will

Cool as reveille on a frosty morning. Sweet

tell you why this one brand is the world’s

as a three-day leave. Mild as a brand-new

largest seller.

rookie—mild and mellow, yet with that full,

as good.

And every other puff is just

Get started, Man!

Prince Albert
— the

© 1927. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Y

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

burning Prince Albert, and you’re a member,

with a match. Oh, Man—that taste!

S
B

and we are ready to supply them.

in. Bring your pipe. Load it with cool, long*

the bowl of your old jimmy-pipe and connect

L

Ferneries, Ferns and Plant Food,

/ ARE you on the outside looking in? Come on

Of course, we’re happy. Just open a tidy

I

Jardiniers,

Come
on in
the
smokings fine!
with full privileges, right off the bat.

s

national

joy smoke!

And look how much
you get —-TWO full
ounces in every tin.

